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abstract
Recent developments in internet connectivity and mobile devices have spurred massive
data growth. Users demand rapid data processing from both large-scale systems and
energy-constrained personal devices. Concurrently with this data growth, transistor scaling trends have slowed, diminishing processor performance and energy improvements
compared to prior generations. To sustain performance trends while staying within energy
budgets, emerging systems are integrating many processing cores and adding accelerators for specialized computation. The graphics processor (GPU) has become a prominent
accelerator by offering fast, energy-efficient processing for data-parallel applications.
For systems like desktops and mobile devices, heterogeneous processors have integrated
GPUs onto the same chips as general-purpose cores (CPUs). These integrated processors
have introduced new programmability and performance challenges. Similar to systems
containing discrete GPU cards, early heterogeneous processors divide the CPU and GPU
memory spaces, requiring programmers to explicitly manage data movement between the
core types. To simplify this programming challenge, emerging heterogeneous processors
provide shared memory and cache coherence between CPU and GPU cores. Still, few
applications have been developed to use these new capabilities, and it is challenging to
predict how programmers might use them.
We aim to enable programmers to write applications that deftly and efficiently coordinate computation across CPU and GPU cores in shared memory, cache coherent heterogeneous processors. First, we analyze existing GPU computing applications to identify
characteristics that can benefit from the new compute and communication capabilities.
Generally, application phases with high data-level parallelism (DLP) are a good fit for
GPUs, while phases with low DLP are a good fit for CPU cores, especially if they contain
high instruction-level parallelism. Further, many GPU computing applications involve
multiple software pipeline stages with these varied compute and memory demands.
This thesis proposes and evaluates techniques that improve the performance, pro-
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grammability, and energy efficiency of synchronization and coordinated computation in
GPUs and heterogeneous processors. Guided by our broad workload analysis, we develop applications that execute concurrently on both CPU and GPU cores. We identify
two processor design challenges that limit the performance and energy efficiency of these
coordinated work applications.
First, GPU barrier synchronization provides a useful mechanism for programmers to
reduce synchronization granularity from numerous GPU threads. However, GPU barriers
can still cause high overhead; threads must wait at barriers for lagging threads. Further, to
communicate from GPU to CPU cores requires longer latency memory ordering guarantees
than commonly used in discrete GPU applications. To reduce barrier overhead, we propose
a hardware technique, the Transparent Fuzzy Barrier, which dynamically finds and executes
instructions while threads wait at barriers to reduce barrier overhead by more than 50%.
Second, GPU applications often use very coarse-grained producer-consumer communication, which reduces performance due to excessive cache spills and energy-expensive
off-chip memory accesses. Existing software transformations can reduce cache spilling,
but they tend to be complicated, requiring the programmer to reason about producer-toconsumer mappings and cached data footprint. To ease the cache management burden,
we propose a novel hardware technique, called Q-cache, to support concurrent producerconsumer activity. Q-cache measures the cached data footprint and throttles producer or
consumer tasks when buffered data might start spilling from cache. Q-cache eliminates
cache spills and reduces contention to significantly improve application performance and
energy.

1

1

introduction

In the recent past, two major computing trends have emerged that challenge future system
designs. First, the rise of internet and mobile connectivity has spurred unprecedented data
growth and demand for computing resources that can process large data sets. This growth
challenges large-scale systems in their ability to quickly analyze data and extract meaning,
and it challenges desktops and mobile systems to leverage data quickly to interactively
supply knowledge and entertainment to users. Data-oriented workloads are increasingly
intricate, aiming to leverage more data and communication.
Second, recent transistor technology nodes have run into device physics limitations
that have slowed Denard scaling and Moore’s law, making it difficult to scale transistor
sizes down without increasing power density. Processor designers face more challenges to
improve the performance of single processing cores without also increasing chip power
and energy. To sustain overall performance trends of prior eras while staying within system
energy budgets, processor designs are moving toward multiple cores and various accelerators. Large-scale computing systems continually increase the number of components for
total compute capacity, while desktop and mobile systems provide increasing compute
efficiency by integrating more diverse, targeted cores.
With the confluence of these trends, a prominent accelerator has become ubiquitous
over the last few years: the graphics processing unit (GPU). Compared to central processing
units (CPUs) designed for general-purpose computation, GPUs offer wide multithreading
and in-order, vector execution pipelines that can process wide data-level parallelism (DLP)
with better energy efficiency. Depicted in Figure 1.1, systems have commonly integrated
GPUs as a separate card connected via a relatively low-bandwidth PCI-express bus.
The architecture of discrete GPUs—like other discrete accelerators—adds significant
programming complexity to manage the separate compute cores and memories. With
split CPU and GPU memories, programmers must explicitly copy data between CPU and
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Figure 1.1: Discrete GPU system with separate CPU and GPU chips.

Figure 1.2: Heterogeneous processor with integrated GPU on a single chip.
GPU memory spaces and assign computation to the appropriate cores. As a result, GPU
applications must often use simple and regular data structures that can limit algorithmic
expressiveness, and programmers must carefully manage data movement to achieve good
performance.
Two major advances aim to reduce the programming complexity and overheads of
discrete GPUs: unified virtual memories and the development of heterogeneous processors.
First, in recent discrete GPU systems, software runtimes have merged CPU and GPU virtual
memory spaces to provide a unified view of shared memory [59, 106]. The runtime can
manage data movement between CPU and GPU memory spaces, so programmers can
use more intricate data structures. However, programmers must still be careful which
memories store data to avoid heavy runtime data movement and to optimize performance.
To push these capabilities further, companies have started designing heterogeneous
processors [57, 58, 105], which integrate CPUs and GPUs onto a single chip, as diagrammed
in Figure 1.2. CPU and GPU cores can share data directly by accessing common physical
memory and advanced designs even share on-chip caches. These heterogeneous processors
introduce new challenges, such as resolving memory consistency models between the core
types [53, 56, 133] and providing cache coherence [134, 119, 75]. These advances allow
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CPU and GPU cores to communicate using fine-grained memory accesses. Prior to our
work, however, no publicly-available workloads had been developed to leverage these new
capabilities.
This thesis offers three major contributions to advance the performance, programmability, and energy efficiency of GPUs and heterogeneous processors. First, we analyze existing
GPU computing applications to identify those that have potential to benefit from the new
heterogeneous processor compute and communication capabilities, and we develop applications that coordinate CPU and GPU computation. Second, we propose a technique, called
Transparent Fuzzy Barriers, that improves the performance of GPU hardware barriers for
more efficient synchronization. Third, we propose a hardware technique, called Q-cache,
which supports producer-consumer communication in caches to improve performance,
programmability, and energy efficiency.

1.1

Characterizing GPU Computing Workloads

Emerging heterogeneous CPU-GPU processors offer shared memory and cache coherence
capabilities. A major limitation when investigating them is that the research community
lacks applications that concurrently utilize CPU and GPU cores and use the new processor
capabilities. CPU and GPU cores provide different performance and power characteristics,
so programmers need to know what portions of an application might be most appropriate
to run on either core type in a heterogeneous processor. Unfortunately, prior to our work, no
open-source applications had been written for heterogeneous processors. In the first part
of this thesis, we analyze existing computing applications to compare CPU and GPU cores
and to identify application structures that can benefit from coordination in heterogeneous
processors.
Comparing CPU and GPU cores: We begin addressing this challenge in Chapter 2, which
identifies application-level and microarchitectural characteristics that indicate CPU or GPU
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cores can provide better performance. We compare the core types by running the same
workloads on both a multicore CPU processor and a GPU. Broadly, the results indicate
that the core types share many application and microarchitecture characteristics.
Despite their similarities, CPU and GPU cores have a couple important differences.
Compared to GPU cores, CPU cores must mine instruction-level parallelism (ILP) from a
small number of threads and often struggle to expose significant memory-level parallelism
(MLP). Though they can extract more ILP than GPUs, CPUs are more sensitive to memory
latency, and a large portion of run time is spent stalling on memory accesses. In contrast,
GPU cores expose significant MLP via their wide multithreading. They are less sensitive
to memory latency, but more sensitive to available cache and memory bandwidth.
This microarchitectural characterization also underscores the importance of efficient
GPU bulk memory access synchronization. The wide multithreading in GPUs allows
hundreds of threads to communicate results using memory fences and barriers. Relative
to other GPU computing workload behaviors, barrier synchronization causes significant
performance overhead, slowing down applications by more than 14% on average and up
to 65%.
GPU computing software pipelines: When developing applications for heterogeneous
processors, programmers have opportunity to use cores and cache that might be underutilized in discrete GPU systems. For instance, many existing GPU computing applications
move data and computation to discrete GPUs and let CPU cores sit idle for long periods of
run time. In heterogeneous processors, this organization underutilizes CPU cores, which
share access to data and could participate in computation. We would like to optimize
applications to increase resource utilization, and to improve performance and energy
efficiency.
Although the CPU and GPU comparison in Chapter 2 identifies application characteristics that can benefit from either core type, the aggregated statistics do not pinpoint
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software-level structures that should be optimized or transformed. To further guide our heterogeneous processor application development, Chapter 3 analyzes the software pipelines
of a broad set of GPU computing applications. We assess the overheads of moving data
between CPU and GPU memories, the common producer-consumer communication structures, and how parallelism varies across separate pipeline stages. With this data, we
analytically model the potential performance benefits of software transformations that can
better utilize core, cache, and memory.
Our analysis shows that when modifying applications to target heterogeneous processors, GPU computing applications could experience an average 1.7× performance improvement and up to 20×. In addition to improving performance, the software transformations
have potential to reduce application energy by reducing component idle time and excess
memory access activity. To benefit from the shared caching, existing applications will
need to be transformed to reduce the temporal distance between producer and consumer
tasks, and these transformations can better leverage the fine-grained communication available in heterogeneous processors. Finally, hardware could help to detect memory access
contention and appropriately modulate cache accesses to increase cache efficiency.

1.2

Developing Heterogeneous Processor Workloads

The GPU computing workload characterization highlights the potential performance benefits of restructuring applications to better utilize heterogeneous processor resources. The
shared memory and cache coherence capabilities will permit applications to communicate and synchronize data in new and unique ways. Unfortunately, prior to our studies,
the research community lacked both publicly-available applications that use these new
capabilities, and the simulation infrastructure to test potential hardware configurations
of heterogeneous processors. Chapter 4 discusses the important aspects of our efforts to
develop heterogeneous processor workloads and simulation.
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While the GPU computing characterization results are promising, in practice, programmers face two major challenges when developing applications to run on heterogeneous
processors. First, they must identify portions of an application or algorithm to transform
that may result in the largest performance benefits when mapped to heterogeneous processors. In Chapter 4, we identify classes of applications that commonly contain specific
software pipeline structures that indicate when optimization will be fruitful.
These software structures of interest for heterogeneous processors share common datalevel parallelism (DLP) characteristics. Specifically, applications often contain pipeline
stages that reduce high DLP input data to narrower output data, and the next pipeline stage
consumes this narrower-DLP output. To improve performance and energy, applications can
run high DLP stages on GPU cores to leverage the wide multithreading, and use CPU cores
for stages with lower DLP and potential for ILP. If producer-consumer communication
permits, applications can even execute these CPU and GPU stages concurrently. We
commonly find these varying DLP structures in vector and matrix computations, numerical
methods, image processing, and graph analytics applications.
Second, to allow concurrent CPU and GPU computation, programmers must select
appropriate synchronization mechanisms to ensure correct and efficient data handling.
When GPUs participate in coordinated computation, they can cause heavy cache contention
and high synchronization overhead, especially when using fine-grained signaling. We
discuss options for synchronizing communication between CPU and GPU cores, and techniques to make synchronization granularity coarser to reduce overheads. Guided by these
software structure and synchronization learnings, we develop a set of microbenchmarks
and applications—some optimized from existing GPU computing suites—to leverage the
compute and communication capabilities in heterogeneous processors.
Finally, for our heterogeneous processor design investigations, we faced challenges
developing simulation infrastructure capable of testing these processors. Prior to our work,
the research community lacked simulators to test their shared memory and cache coherence
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capabilities with reasonable fidelity. To flexibly evaluate processor design decisions, we
developed a simulator called gem5-gpu [120]. Chapter 4 describes important simulation
capabilities we developed to perform high-fidelity testing, including memory consistency
and cache coherence, and cache hierarchy modeling improvements for realistic CPU and
GPU memory access interaction.

1.3

Techniques for Efficient GPU Barriers

As discovered in the microarchitecture characterization, GPU workloads experience comparatively high overhead from barrier synchronization—a 14% slowdown on average.
For heterogeneous processor applications that coordinate work among core types, programmers may use barriers to reduce the granularity of data synchronized by GPU cores.
Further, when communicating between cores in emerging heterogeneous processors, synchronization overhead will likely increase; compared to discrete GPU memory hierarchies,
heterogeneous processor memory consistency and cache coherence models add latency for
operations that ensure correct memory orderings. These emerging system trends indicate
that GPU barriers need to be efficient.
Prior studies have aimed to address barrier overhead in both multithreaded CPU environments and GPUs. Unfortunately, they do not significantly reduce overhead in modern
GPUs. Prior GPU warp scheduling techniques aim to prioritize warps participating in barriers, but these techniques only reduce overhead by 11% average for a 1.01× application-level
speedup. Other prior work proposes fuzzy barriers, which allow programmers to specify
independent instructions to be executed during barriers, but adapting fuzzy barriers to
GPUs only hides 16% of overhead (1.015× speedup). Programmers or compilers would
have to wrestle with relaxed memory consistency and control flow analysis to identify
more fuzzy instructions.
To address shortcomings of prior work, we propose Transparent Fuzzy Barriers (TFBs),
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a hardware technique that dynamically executes instructions during barriers to hide barrier
overhead. By implementing fuzzy barriers in hardware, programmers and compilers need
not specify work to execute during barriers. On average, TFBs hide more than 50% of
barrier overhead for a 1.061× average speedup and up to 1.14×. Further, TFBs can be
implemented with small logic changes or added storage.

1.4

Improving Producer-Consumer Communication

Driven from our GPU computing software pipeline characterization in Chapter 3, we
develop applications that share memory and coordinate concurrent work among CPU and
GPU cores, as described in Chapter 4. We expect that emerging workloads will similarly try
to leverage CPU and GPU cores concurrently and communicate data between the two. This
application structure presents two primary challenges to optimizing coordinated work:
programmability and cache management.
First, programmers want to use simple paradigms for data communication. Historically,
they have structured graphics and GPU computing applications as numerous software
pipeline stages that implicitly synchronize data on kernel boundaries between stages, a
simple and general-purpose approach. More advanced techniques, such as kernel fission
and fusion, allow programmers some control over cache usage, but both structures require
significant effort to map producer output to specific consumer tasks and to ensure application correctness. Software queues can simplify the programming interface by allowing any
consumer to pull results from any producer, though ensuring communication correctness
is still more complicated than kernel boundary synchronization.
Second, producer-consumer communication managed by software is often cache inefficient. When using kernel boundary synchronization, producer kernels processing large
data structures push their intermediate results out of cache to off-chip memory before
they can be consumed by a following kernel. This cache spilling causes an average of 15%
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and up to 34% excess off-chip memory accesses. Software transformations—kernel fission,
fusion, and software queuing—all require the programmer to accurately estimate and
manage the amount of cached data to ensure it does not spill to off-chip memory.
To ease the programmer’s burden for managing data in cache, we propose a novel
hardware technique, called Q-cache. Q-cache measures the producer-consumer data
footprint in caches, and throttles producer or consumer tasks when buffered data might
start spilling from cache. By improving cache footprint estimates, Q-cache provides average
performance gains of 1.20× over the best software-only algorithm implementations. Further,
Q-cache offers the best energy characteristics by reducing cache spills and trimming core
activity to match producer and consumer cache access rates.

1.5

Thesis Organization

This thesis is organized into two major parts. The first part focuses on characterization of
existing GPU computing workloads and development of new workloads for heterogeneous
processors. Chapter 2 performs a comparison of application and microarchitectural effects
when running computing applications either on a multicore CPU or a GPU. Chapter 3
analyzes GPU computing software pipelines to find inefficiencies and opportunities when
running them in heterogeneous processors. Chapter 4 describes our efforts to develop
workloads that coordinate work across both CPU and GPU cores in a heterogeneous
processor. It also describes the simulation infrastructure we develop to evaluate these
workloads and our proposed hardware techniques.
The second part of the thesis describes our proposed techniques to improve synchronization and coordinated work in heterogeneous processors. Chapter 5 describes and evaluates
Transparent Fuzzy Barriers for GPUs, including a comparison against prior works in fuzzy
barriers and warp scheduling. Chapter 6 describes and evaluates Q-cache by comparing it
against software techniques to manage data in caches. Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes our
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contributions and describes potential extensions to the work.
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2

comparing cpu and gpu microarchitecture effects

Current systems-on-chip (SoCs) and heterogeneous processors incorporate core types
that, in isolation, are well-researched. However, emerging heterogeneous processors allow
CPU and GPU cores to share memory and communicate through coherent caches. These
advances present new challenges and opportunities when applications try to leverage both
cores types. To understand the differences between multicore CPU and GPU microarchitectures, this chapter performs a holistic comparison of the microarchitectures by running
a set of applications written to target both core types.
This comparison establishes unique benefits of each core type under different application
characteristics. CPU and GPU applications show significant similarity in application-level
characteristics and cache reference locality, and the different cores sometimes perform
comparably. However, GPUs, with their wide multithreading, often outperform CPUs
during wide data-level parallel (DLP) computation by better hiding memory access latency.
Their many threads operate independently allowing them to expose more and burstier
memory-level parallelism (MLP). Program phases with low DLP and thread-level parallelism (TLP) are likely to be a better fit for CPUs, especially when the can expose significant
instruction-level parallelism (ILP).
Given these unique benefits, programmers are faced with a couple of challenges and
opportunities. First, since heterogeneous processors offer more flexibility to move computation between cores without needing to migrate data, the programmer can refine decisions
about which cores to use at any point during a computation. Second, when CPU and GPU
cores can share memories, they can concurrently process the same data. The programmer
can use all compute cores, but will need to be mindful of opportunities to share data in
caches and challenges of avoiding potential memory system contention.
The findings in this chapter are published in the Proceedings of the International IEEE
Symposium on Workload Characterization (IISWC), 2014 [54].
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2.1

Introduction

Over the last few years, GPUs have been added to chips that have historically contained
CPU cores. These GPUs offer both high-throughput graphics rendering and accelerated
computing. Recent product announcements by AMD [57], Intel [58], and NVIDIA [105] also
indicate that emerging heterogeneous CPU-GPU processors will provide a unified virtual
address space and cache coherence across these cores. These fused architectures avoid
many of the overheads associated with discrete GPUs, and can simplify the programming
interface to use both core types.
Although heterogeneous processors offer benefits of decreased communication latencies
and increased bandwidth between cores, their integrated memory hierarchies may also
result in complicated memory access interactions. When located on the same chip, the
heterogeneous cores will share system resources such as the on-chip cache hierarchy,
interconnect, and the DRAM, potentially causing contention. Thus, it will be important to
understand the different memory access characteristics between the core types.
This chapter presents a complete quantitative analysis of the memory access behavior
of multithreaded CPU applications compared to their GPU counterparts with the aim of
illuminating the application and microarchitectural causes of memory behavior differences,
as well as the common effects of these differences. We focus on a memory system characterization to understand how each core type exposes parallel memory accesses, exploits
locality, and leverages capabilities of the memory hierarchy.
The most significant observations include:
• Memory access vectorization and coalescing reduce the number of spatially local
accesses to cache lines. Both are fundamental means for exposing MLP to lower levels
of the memory hierarchy.
• For data-parallel workloads, CPU and GPU cache hierarchies play substantially
similar roles in filtering memory accesses to the off-chip interface.
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• Due to threading and cache filtering differences, memory access patterns show substantially different time-distributions: CPU applications typically exhibit regularly
time-distributed off-chip accesses, while GPU applications frequently produce large
access bursts.
• The bursty memory accesses of GPU cores makes them more sensitive to off-chip
bandwidth while the MLP from multithreading makes them less sensitive to off-chip
access latency than CPU cores.
Overall, CPU cores must extract significant ILP to find parallel memory accesses to send
to the memory hierarchy, and L1 caches often filter locality that could expose MLP to lower
levels of the memory hierarchy. On the other hand, GPU cores and caches are organized to
avoid MLP limitations, allowing the programmer to focus their efforts on leveraging the
available MLP.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 describes the characterization
methodology. Section 2.3 measures application-level characteristics including algorithm
structure, operation counts, and memory footprint. Section 2.4 details our measurements
of memory access characteristics, including access counts, locality, and bandwidth demand.
Section 2.5 quantifies and describes the performance effects of these different memory
access characteristics. We discuss implications and related work in Section 2.6. Section 2.7
concludes.

2.2

Comparison Methodology

To adjust various system parameters and to collect detailed statistics, we simulate and
compare the heterogeneous CPU-GPU processors as described in this section. This section
also describes the applications and simulation environment used for this comparison.
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2.2.1

Simulated Systems
Table 2.1: Heterogeneous CPU-GPU processor parameters.
Approx.
Area
(mm2 )
5.3
6.1

Core Type
CPU cores
GPU cores

ISA
x86
PTX

Component
CPU Caches

Parameters
Per-core 32kB L1I + 64kB L1D and exclusive
private L2 cache with aggregate capacity 1MB
64kB L1, 48kB scratch per-core. Shared, banked, non-inclusive L2 cache 1MB
Peak 63 GB/s data transfer between any two endpoints
(2×) GDDR5-like DIMMs per memory channel, 32GB/s peak

GPU Caches
Interconnect
Memory

Key Parameters
(4×) 5-wide OoO, 4.5GHz, 256 instruction window
(4×) SMs: 8 CTAs, 48 warps of 32 threads, 700MHz

GFLOP/s
Per Core
22.5
22.4

Figure 2.1 diagrams the heterogeneous CPU-GPU processor architecture that we simulate in each of our tests. The baseline parameters of this processor are included in Table 2.1.
This basic architecture incorporates CPU and GPU cores on a single chip, and the different
core types are allowed to communicate through a unified address space shared memory.
Cores: CPU and GPU cores are at the top of the hierarchies, and we list their configurations in Table 2.1. To control for many of the differences between CPU and GPU
cores, we model an aggressive CPU core with peak theoretical FLOP rate comparable to
the GPU cores for direct comparison of core efficiency. CPU cores operate at a very high
frequency, have a deep instruction window, and 5-wide issue width as a way to observe
instruction-level parallelism (ILP) limitations in the per-thread instruction stream. This

Figure 2.1: Heterogeneous CPU-GPU architecture.
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core is a traditional superscalar architecture and contains a 4-wide SIMD functional unit,
for which we compiled applications with automatic vectorization.
We compare these CPU cores against GPU cores configured similarly to NVIDIA’s Fermi
GTX 500 series streaming multiprocessor (SM) with up to 48 warps and a total of 1536
threads per core. With 32 SIMD lanes per core and a frequency lower than the CPU cores,
this GPU core is capable of 22.4 GFLOP/s for single-precision computations, consistent
with the CPU core.
While core count scalability will be of interest, this study aims to understand the
different effects of core microarchitecture on memory system behavior, so these baseline
systems model fixed core counts for each type. In particular, we compare 4 CPU cores
against 4 GPU cores. For multithreaded CPU applications, we execute a single thread per
core, while GPU applications are able to concurrently execute up to the full 1536 threads
per core.
Using a modified version of McPAT [83] with CACTI 6.5 [97], we estimate the die area
required to implement each core in a 22nm technology. From this data, we observe that the
GPU core has a slightly larger size of 6.1mm2 , which would require it to achieve about 16%
higher functional unit occupancy than the CPU core in order to achieve the same compute
density.
In addition to the results presented here, we tested varying CPU and GPU core counts
and a broader range of cache hierarchy and memory organizations while maintaining
similar peak FLOP rate controls. In general, the results from these tests showed expected
changes in the magnitudes of memory access demands, but they did not appreciably change
the relative or qualitative access characteristics. For presentation and analysis simplicity,
we chose to limit our results to the above core configurations.
Cache Hierarchies: CPU and GPU cores pump memory accesses into the top of the
cache hierarchy, where each core is connected to L1 caches. The CPU cache hierarchy
includes private, 64kB L1 data and 32kB instruction caches. Each core also has a private L2
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cache. To maintain a reasonable comparison of the use of caches between core types, we
limit the aggregate L2 cache size to 1MB for both core types. Full coherence is maintained
over all CPU caches.
The GPU memory hierarchy includes some key differences compared to the CPU
hierarchy. First, each GPU core contains a scratch memory that is explicitly accessible by
the programmer. Data is often moved into and out of this memory from the global memory
space through the caches. Second, GPU memory requests from threads within a single
warp are coalesced into accesses that go to either the scratch or cache memories. Each GPU
core has an L1 cache, which is allowed to contain incoherent/stale data. If a line is present
in an L1 cache when written to, it is invalidated in the L1 before the write is forwarded
to the GPU L2. Finally, GPU cores share a unified L2 cache of 1MB. This GPU L2 cache
participates in the coherence protocol with the CPU caches.
Interconnects and Memory: We model two simple interconnects for inter-cache communication. The first connects GPU L1 caches and the GPU L2 cache, and the second
connects all L2 caches and the directory. These interconnects faithfully model latency,
back-pressure and bandwidth limitations consistent with existing GPU interconnects and
multicore CPU crossbars, respectively. In all configurations we test, each L2 cache is capable
of driving more requested bandwidth than the peak off-chip bandwidth to ensure that
achieved bandwidth to any single core can fully utilize off-chip memory resources.
Finally, we model a shared directory controller that manages the coherence protocol and
off-chip accesses through the memory controller. To test a range of memory parameters,
we use an abstract memory controller design that models first reads, then first-come-firstserved memory access scheduling (FR-FCFS) [122], and in appropriate tests, we vary the
memory frequency to modulate peak off-chip bandwidth. The memory technology modeled has timing, channel width, and banking parameters similar to GDDR5, but without
prefetch buffers, similar to DDR3. Finally, we simulate a range of memory bandwidths in
certain tests, but we chose 32GB/s as a baseline as it is representative of bandwidth-to-
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compute ratios in currently available systems.

2.2.2

Applications

Selected from the Rodinia suite [24], we use 9 applications to compare CPU and GPU
performance and memory behavior. The Rodinia suite includes applications from image processing, scientific workloads, and numerical algorithms, and all applications are
designed to exercise heterogeneous computing systems. The suite includes OpenMP multithreaded versions of the applications that we run in multicore CPU systems, and CUDA
versions that run their kernels on the GPU. Table 2.2 lists the applications and details about
their structure, which we describe in the next section.
In a few cases, we find that the publicly-available versions of Rodinia applications lacked
algorithmic mapping and tuning to the target architectures for which they were written. To
address this limitation, we refactor and optimize where these transformations are simple
to ensure that the behavior we see from the application can be mostly attributed to the
underlying core and memory system microarchitecture. Specific optimizations include
transposing matrices for reasonable cache strided accesses and GPU coalescing, adding
multithreading to unparallelized portions of OpenMP applications, and compiling with
optimizations such as loop unrolling and automatic SIMD vectorization.
Further, we choose tuning configurations and application input sets to avoid unfair
negative performance impacts for either the CPU or GPU versions. We ensure memory
access alignment, and avoid excessive bank contention and unoccupied compute units that
can arise from parallel portion tail effects [95]. For most applications, the memory access
characteristics change minimally when increasing input set sizes.
Finally, to compare the same portion of each application when run on the CPU or GPU,
we annotate each application to collect simulated system statistics over the portion of
the application that includes thread or kernel launches and the parallel portion of work
executed by these launches. We denote this portion of the application as the region of
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interest (ROI). ROIs do not include portions of each application that are common data
setup, such as main function variable initialization, or file reads and writes.

2.2.3

gem5-gpu Simulator

To evaluate various heterogeneous CPU-GPU processor designs, we developed the gem5gpu simulator [120], which integrates the GPU core model from GPGPU-Sim [10] into the
gem5 simulator [18]. gem5-gpu uses gem5’s Ruby memory hierarchy to model various
cache protocols with support for coherence and shared components between the CPU and
GPU cores. For our CUDA tests, the GPGPU-Sim cores execute PTX instructions rather than
a GPU hardware instruction set, such as SASS. We have validated that using the gem5-gpu
memory hierarchy models NVIDIA Fermi hardware more accurately than stand-alone
GPGPU-Sim executing PTX.

2.3

Application-level Characteristics

Before delving into memory access behavior, this section briefly discusses the algorithmic
structure of the Rodinia applications and their mapping to each core type. In the aggregate,
application-level characteristics and statistics for CPU and GPU applications tend to be
very similar, but we describe a few notable differences.

2.3.1

Algorithm Structure

The structure of the algorithms that are mapped to each core architecture drive all of the
application behavior that we present. Here, we describe a taxonomy of these algorithm
structures and how they are mapped to CPU or GPU hardware. Table 2.2 lists the applications considered in our characterization, and their algorithm classifications in this
taxonomy.
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Table 2.2: Rodinia application algorithm-level characteristics.
Application
backprop
bfs
heartwall
hotspot
kmeans
nw
pathfind
srad
strmclstr

Algorithm Structure
CPU / GPU
Pipeline
Iterative
Iterative
Iterative
Iterative
Incremental / Iterative
Iterative
Pipeline
Iterative

Heap
Reads
O(c)
O(c)
O(I)
O(I)
O(I)
O(c)
O(c)
O(c)
O(I)

Iteration Size
CPU / GPU
Constant
Variable
Constant
Constant
Constant
Constant / Variable
Constant
Constant
Constant

Add’l Structure
CPU / GPU
Reduction
—
—
— / Pyramid
Reduction
—
Pyramid
—
Reduction

Table 2.3: Rodinia application-level run time characteristics, single-threaded CPU.
Application
backprop
bfs
heartwall
hotspot
kmeans
nw
pathfind
srad
strmclstr

Compute
Ops (M)
155
395
12,750
1,474
2,485
303
305
780
1,074

Memory
Ops (M)
34
39
1,924
242
571
50
76
171
248

Heap
Size (MB)
35.0
6.7
41.4
7.0
7.5
81.0
36.6
96.0
2.8

First, we describe two classes of applications that employ iterative data processing.
The first class of iterative algorithms are listed as “Iterative” and they stream heap data
a number of times proportional to I, the number of iterations (O(I)). This structure is
generally needed for applications in which either data is transformed over progressive time
steps, such as heartwall and hotspot, or separate iterations successively refine a solution
in search of an optimum, as in kmeans and strmclstr. These algorithms typically spin off
parallel computation once or a constant number of times per iteration.
A second class of iterative algorithms divides heap data into chunks, either based on
the number of parallel compute units or based on the portions of data that can be efficiently
processed per iteration. This iteration structure can be employed when the data for each
computation is local to small portions of the overall heap. Wider data dependencies make
it difficult to chunk the data to be efficiently processed across separate iterations. These
algorithms access heap data roughly a constant number of times, so we denote these
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applications as having constant-order (O(c)) heap reads.
The structure of work per iteration in iterative algorithms can be variable or fixed.
If data dependencies might change across iterations, the amount of available parallel
work can also change. We list these algorithms as having “Variable” iteration size, while
algorithms that have unchanging parallel work over iterations are denoted as “Constant”.
It is typically difficult to parallelize varying-work iterative algorithms to use data-parallel
microarchitecture constructs such as vectorization and coalescing, because varying or
unpredictable data-level parallelism might not fit their widths.
We distinguish one other iterative-like algorithm structure, “Incremental”, from iterative
algorithms due to the differences in synchronization. The two classes of iterative algorithms
described above commonly employ barrier-like synchronization of worker threads between
iteration epochs, since the data touched by each thread can typically be isolated from the
data of other threads during parallel regions. In contrast, our modified OpenMP version
of nw employs fine-grained locking to communicate small chunks of data between threads.
Compared to the GPU version, this structure elides the barrier synchronization to reduce
thread launch overheads and the locking reduces per-thread working set size to reduce
cache contention and load imbalance.
The final class of algorithms lacks any iterative nature, and instead, can be parallelized
with one or a constant number of parallel work phases. When results from one parallel
phase are consumed by a subsequent phase, these applications are referred to as “Pipeline”
parallel. Backprop and srad are both pipeline parallel and access heap data a constant
number of times, typically proportional to the number of pipeline stages. Note that both of
these applications employ barrier-like synchronization between pipeline stages, but other
pipeline-parallel applications could use finer-grained synchronization within pipeline
stages.
We note two additional algorithm structures that are employed during or between
parallel work epochs: data pyramiding and reduction operations. These are common
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structures and tend to have substantial effects on memory access behavior. Data pyramiding
is a common technique employed in image processing (iterative) algorithms that access
a small neighborhood of data for each computation [139]. By gathering a slightly larger
neighborhood of data, a parallel thread is able to compute the result of multiple outer
loop iterations, while avoiding the need to stream that data neighborhood multiple times.
The “pyramid” term refers to the way that the data neighborhood grows as the number of
merged outer loop iterations grows.
Reduction operations are employed in cases where a large set of data, typically produced
by multiple threads, must be inspected to find one or a small number of results. Common
cases include reduction sums and searches for extrema. These operations often come
with extra computation and memory overhead to store intermediate values as the number
of parallel threads is increased. In general, as more threads participate in a reduction
operation, there is more overhead to synchronizing the handling of intermediately reduced
data. While many efficient constructs do exist, we will see that reduction operations are
tricky to coordinate between CPU and GPU cores, and can lead to large data communication
and run time overheads.

2.3.2

Dynamic Run Time Characteristics

Table 2.3 includes region of interest dynamic run time statistics for each application executed
with a single thread on a CPU core. These statistics include the count of dynamic compute
and memory operations, and the size of the heap data accessed during the region of interest.
In general, these statistics are often similar across core types, so we only briefly touch on
the similarities and pay more attention to specific cases that cause the stats to vary across
the core types.
For CPU compute operations, we count integer and floating-point micro-instructions
that occupy an execution unit rather than the x86 macro-instructions they comprise, and
we compare these counts to PTX instructions executed by GPU cores. Memory operations
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in x86 count micro-instructions that involve a cache request, and we compare these counts
to PTX memory instructions. PTX does not provide a memory-indirect addressing mode,
so the count of memory instructions is equal to the number of cache requests. GPU request
coalescing reduces the actual number of GPU cache accesses, as described in Section 2.4.
The applications, nw, srad, and strmclstr show compute op count differences of at most
10% across the core types. The applications, heartwall, kmeans, nw, and pathfind show
memory op count differences of at most 15%. In the geometric mean across all applications,
we find that the number of compute and memory ops varies by at most 38% and memory
footprint varies by less than 6% across the system configurations. The large geometric
mean differences for compute and memory ops indicates that on a per-application basis,
large differences can arise. Here, we describe that these differences are due to the use of
registers, number of threads, and coordinating work between core types.
A fairly common factor in compute and memory op count differences between system
configurations is due to register handling. For x86 CPU applications, the small architected
register set (16) can cause register spilling to the stack and recomputation of previously
computed values. In contrast, GPU cores have some flexibility in register use due to their
core multithreading. By running fewer GPU threads per core and late binding register
specifiers to physical registers, there is more flexibility for each thread to access more
registers, which can avoid spilling and recomputation.
The CPU versions of bfs, kmeans, and strmclstr require numerous calls to small
functions or pointer-chasing in their inner loops, which results in an elevated number
of address calculations, memory requests, and register spills. This causes up to 1.33×
more cache requests compared to their GPU counterparts. Also, in the CPU version of
heartwall, each thread executes a large, flat function with numerous local variables. The
number of local variables exceeds the number of x86 architected registers, causing CPU
threads to excessively recompute values and resulting in almost twice as many compute
ops. Both of these differences result in a performance disadvantage for CPU cores.
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A less common factor in compute and memory op count differences is the width of
multithreading employed by an application. Specifically, in cases such as backprop, where
each thread must incur some fixed number of ops for setup before performing a share of
computation, linearly increasing the number of threads also linearly increases the total
number of these fixed ops that must be performed.
For most Rodinia applications, care was taken to ensure that thread counts are kept
small to avoid these fixed ops, and the extra threading op counts are often within 8% across
the different platforms. However, compared to the single-threaded CPU version, backprop
employs numerous GPU threads, which increases op counts by approximately 1.5×. On
the other hand, strmclstr’s numerous CPU thread launches cause approximately 1.7×
extra ops. Often, these extra ops can be hidden off the application critical path, because
they are executed in parallel by execution units that may not have been fully utilized with
fewer threads.
Finally, for applications that coordinate reduction operations between CPU and GPU
cores, there is elevated communication and synchronization overhead compared to running
the application only on CPU cores. In general, the late stages of reduction operations tend to
perform poorly on GPUs, because the limited data-level parallelism causes poor occupancy
of the GPU’s numerous thread contexts. This limitation suggests that the late stages of
the reductions should be performed by a small number of threads, perhaps on CPU cores.
However, by transferring control to CPU cores, the GPU versions of backprop, kmeans, and
strmclstr incur up to 1.5× as many reduction memory ops to move the intermediatelyreduced data from the GPU to the CPU. Reduction performance ends up being a primary
factor in performance for these applications.
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2.4

Memory Access Characteristics

In this section, we characterize the memory behavior effects of the microarchitectural
differences between CPU and GPU cores and cache hierarchies. While we noted in the
last section that CPU and GPU applications show many similarities, the different core
types expose and leverage MLP in very different ways; CPU cores use a small set of
deep per-thread instruction windows, and high-frequency pipelines and caches to expose
parallel memory accesses. In contrast, GPU cores expose parallel memory accesses by
executing 100s–1000s more threads at lower frequencies, and threads are grouped for
smaller per-thread instruction windows and memory request coalescing.
The results here reveal the primary differences in CPU and GPU core memory access.
Specifically, while CPU cores rely heavily on L1 caches to capture locality, GPU cores
capture most locality with coalescing and lessen the L1 cache responsibilities by providing
scratch memory. Beyond the L1 caches, the memory systems tend to capture very similar
locality. Further, we see that different core threading and cache filtering result in extreme
differences in instantaneous memory access rates; CPU caches tend to filter accesses down
to regular intervals, while GPU cores tend to issue bursts of accesses.

2.4.1

Access Counts

Despite large CPU and GPU core threading differences, two core-microarchitecture design
characteristics account for the majority of the difference between CPU and GPU cache
hierarchy access counts and sizes: scratch memory and address coalescing. We describe
their effects here.
Figure 2.2 plots a breakdown of cache access counts for the CPU version (left group of
bars) and the GPU version (right group of bars), normalized to a single-threaded execution
of each application on a CPU core. We see that the multithread CPU version has small
additional memory accesses compared to a single core CPU due to extra threads. Next,
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Figure 2.2: Breakdown of memory requests and accesses normalized to single thread CPU
execution.
for the GPU, the plot separates memory requests (the absolute number of load/store
instructions on the GPU) from cache hierarchy accesses, each of which may be a coalesced
set of memory requests. The ghosted portions of the GPU bars represent the number of
requests saved by coalescing down to a small number of memory accesses.
Scratch memory: GPU cores provide scratch memory, which can function as local
storage for groups of threads to expand the space of local storage with register-like accessibility. In CUDA applications that use the GPU scratch memory, kernels are typically
organized into three stages: (1) read a small portion of data from global memory into the
scratch memory, (2) compute on the data in scratch memory, and (3) write results back
to global memory. Since numerous threads are executing these same stages—often in
lock-step—stages 1 and 3 appear as stream operations to the memory hierarchy, and we
describe this behavior more deeply below. Besides register files, CPU cores do not have
an analogous scratch-like memory, so instead, they typically spill local variables to the L1
caches.
In the common case, CPU stack accesses and GPU scratch memory accesses account for
similar portions of memory requests. These similarities are reflected in the proportion of
heap versus non-heap (stack or scratch) memory requests depicted in Figure 2.2. Most GPU
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Figure 2.3: Coalescing: memory access reductions and resulting ROI speedup, normalized
to no coalescing.
applications employ scratch memory for local data handling, and these requests account
for 25–80% of all requests. Moving these requests to scratch memory instead of caches, as
on the CPU, reduces the number of requests to the cache hierarchy by a geometric mean of
3.9× before coalescing. Similarly on the CPU, local memory requests account for upwards
of 50% of total requests. We also note that CPU stack accesses generally hit in a small
number of cache lines in the L1 caches. The high rate of access to CPU stack memory and
GPU scratch memory suggests that even a small scratch memory capacity can be useful to
mitigate cache hierarchy memory accesses.
A couple applications, bfs and kmeans, do not use scratch memory and opt instead to
access all data from the global memory space through the caches. In both cases, global data
and access patterns are such that it would be complex to use scratch memory. We will see
later that both of these applications are more sensitive to cache and memory capabilities as
a result.
Request coalescing: Second, in contrast to CPUs, which execute up to tens of separate
concurrent threads, GPUs maintain contexts for thousands of threads through hierarchical
grouping. These groups of threads can exploit spatial locality by coalescing requests from
separate threads into a small number of cache accesses when the requests are to neighboring
addresses.
To understand the impacts of request coalescing, we ran tests that vary the coalescing
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degree from no GPU coalescing to full 32-thread group coalescing. Figure 2.3 shows the
geometric mean reduction in number of cache accesses and the ROI speedup for varying
coalescing degree normalized to the case with no coalescing. In the common case, full
32-thread coalescing reduces the number of global memory accesses by 10–16× as the GPU
is frequently able to coalesce 16 or 32 integer or floating-point requests to a single cache
line access.
This data also shows that most of the performance gains come from coalescing across
sets of 4–8 threads, as further gains are limited to less than 3% run time in the common case.
With wider coalescing, the GPU sends fewer memory accesses to the cache hierarchy and
reduces upper-level cache pressure. Thus, memory access bottlenecks tend to move to hierarchy levels below the core-L1 interface. Despite the small potential for performance gains,
coalescing beyond 8 threads continues to decrease the total number of cache accesses (up
to 2× in the geometric mean), which can result in a decrease in cache access power/energy.
Since GPU request coalescing behaves similarly to CPU single-instruction, multipledata (SIMD) vectorization, we also ran tests to find the effect of SIMD vectorization on
memory access counts. We use the gcc compiler automatic SSE 4 vectorization, which allows
the CPU to load, operate on, and store data on up to 4-wide integer or single-precision
floating point vectors with single instructions, and has a similar effect to coalescing in
terms of the width of memory accesses to the cache hierarchy. Gcc is able to vectorize ROI
portions of four applications from our set: backprop, hotspot, srad and strmclstr. For
these four applications, vectorization reduces the total number of memory accesses by
1.32–1.69× (1.44× geometric mean), and that most of the eliminated accesses are to heap
data. Compared to GPU 4-thread coalescing, however, automatic compiler vectorization
fails to vectorize as many instructions, so CPU code sees more limited reduction in memory
access counts.
Overall, GPU scratch memory and request coalescing reduce the number of global
memory accesses by 18–100× compared to CPU applications (27× in the geometric mean).
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Table 2.4: Memory access locality metrics by core type.

Application
backprop
bfs
heartwall
hotspot
kmeans
pathfind
srad
strmclstr

OpenMP:
Access
% L1 % L2
Per
Hits
Hits
Line
95.6
68.1
42.2
95.5
18.1
4.0
99.7
89.3
273
98.9
16.2
57.4
99.4
0.5
132
98.8
45.8
35.6
97.7
61.0
54.0
97.4
17.0
5.3

CUDA:
Access
% L1 % L2
Per
Hits
Hits Line
39.6
75.7
5.6
37.6
62.2
3.7
87.7
93.2 19.1
37.1
65.3
4.5
44.1
18.9
4.9
46.6
17.0
2.3
19.7
57.3
2.5
25.5
66.5
2.8

Compared to CPU cores, this reduction alleviates pressure on caches, which in turn allows
GPU cores to operate at lower frequencies while still serving data to threads at rates
comparable to or greater than CPU cores.

2.4.2

Spatial Locality

As we observe memory accesses flowing through the cache hierarchy, we see that L1
caches play different locality filtering roles for the CPU and GPU sides of the architecture.
Specifically, in contrast to mostly-scalar CPU cache accesses which must hit in cache to
provide strong performance, GPU request coalescing dramatically cuts the accesses to each
cache line, which in turn alleviates L1 cache pressure and can expose more MLP to lower
levels of the hierarchy.
For these data-parallel applications, CPU threads have extremely high spatial locality,
typically striding through all elements in a heap cache line in subsequent algorithm loop
iterations. These access patterns, which also include accesses to stack/local memory that
is persistent over many loop iterations, result in high L1 cache hit rates that even exceed
those expected by simple strided read memory access. Table 2.4 lists these hit rates and the
average number of accesses per heap cache line per algorithm pipeline stage.
CPU vectorization and GPU coalescing are designed to capture address spatial locality
before memory requests are sent to the caches. Thus, these techniques cause a reduction in
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the available spatial locality to caches by a factor equal to the effective access width (i.e., up
to 1.69× for 4-wide vectorization and more than 14× for 32-wide coalescing in common
cases).
To get a sense for the remaining spatial locality in the GPU cache access stream, we
observe counts of the number of accesses to each unique global memory cache line during
GPU kernels, and we find that lines are typically accessed between 2 and 5 times. Note that
most GPU kernels move data from global memory into scratch for local handling, so the
few remaining spatially local accesses are likely caused by separate thread groups accessing
the same data rather than thread groups being unable to fully coalesce accesses. In either
case, there is little spatial locality left to exploit within each kernel without increasing cache
line sizes, and GPU thread group and coalescing widths.
Since vectorization and coalescing cut down the number of spatially local accesses
to each cache line, they have the effect of exposing wider access parallelism below the
L1 caches. This effect is subtle in lock-up free caches: Fewer accesses to each cache line
reduces the number of accesses that may occupy miss-status handling registers (MSHRs)
queued for a small set of outstanding accesses to lower levels of the cache hierarchy. We
find that GPU 32-wide coalescing increases the number of concurrent memory accesses
to the L2 cache by 1.3–3× over uncoalesced GPU memory accesses. Hence, vectorization
and coalescing are both fundamental means for better exposing MLP to lower levels of
the memory hierarchy by decreasing MSHR pressure caused by accesses that queue for a
small set of lines.

2.4.3

Temporal Locality

The prior subsection described how core microarchitecture and L1 caches capture a significant portion of access spatial locality for both CPU and GPU applications. This result
suggests that little spatial locality is left for L2 caches to capture. Instead, they serve to
extract access temporal locality from separate data sharers.
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In all OpenMP applications, the CPU L1 hit rate is above 95%, as each heap cache line
is accessed numerous times, and many local variables are accessed some number of times
across loop iterations. By comparing the L1 cache hit rates with the common number of
memory accesses per cache line, we can see that in all applications, the L1 caches must be
capturing nearly all of the intra-thread spatially local accesses to each line. For example,
strided accesses to 32 consecutive data elements in each cache line would result in a 31/32 =
96.9% hit rate in the absence of intervening accesses. This result suggests that the per-thread
working set of most applications fits in the CPU 64kB L1 cache. Given this observation,
L1 cache locality leaves the L2 caches mostly responsible for capturing temporally local
accesses to data shared across cores rather than temporally or spatially local accesses to
data previously evicted from the L1 caches due to limited capacity.
Since GPU coalescing often reduces each warp memory instruction to access just a
small number of cache lines, there is diminished importance to ensuring temporally local
accesses to cache lines. Observing the GPU L1 cache hit rates and common access counts
per line, we note that the L1 caches capture fewer than half of the multiple accesses to
each cache line in the common case, and more accesses go to the GPU L2 cache than in
CPU applications. To establish whether this behavior is a result of contention for GPU L1
cache capacity or data sharing across GPU cores, we ran tests that vary the GPU L1 cache
capacity up to 256kB, and we find that L1 hit rates improve by at most 5% with the extra
capacity. This result indicates that instead of competing for L1 capacity, GPU threads from
separate cores are generating most of the temporally local accesses to single cache lines,
similar to the CPU L2.
Based on the above observations, we find that CPU and GPU L1 caches have very
different importance, though their filtering roles are similar. In the aggregate for dataparallel workloads, CPU L1 caches have many responsibilities; they must be designed to
capture both the spatial locality for heap data accesses and the temporal locality of stack
accesses. Fortunately for data-parallel workloads, these responsibilities rarely conflict given
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Figure 2.4: Number of off-chip memory accesses, normalized to CPU version.
sufficient L1 capacity, so CPU L1s are quite effective and important for capturing locality.
For GPU applications, register and scratch memory can shift local variable accesses
away from the caches, which eliminates the L1 responsibility for capturing temporally local
stack requests. Further, GPU coalescing greatly reduces the importance of spatial locality
across separate heap accesses, so the L1 caches are mostly responsible for capturing the
small number of temporally local accesses from separate GPU threads on the same core,
diminishing the overall responsibility of the GPU L1s compared to CPU L1s.
In contrast to L1 caches, L2 caches play a similar role for both CPU and GPU cores.
For both core types, the majority of spatial and temporal request locality is captured by
components at higher levels of the memory hierarchy, which usually leaves the L2 caches
responsible for capturing access locality to data shared among separate cores. We did not
find any circumstances in which the L2s function to capture significant temporal request
locality from L1 capacity spills.

2.4.4

Number of Off-Chip Accesses

When observing memory request locality, we noted that L2 caches play a similar role in
filtering memory requests for both CPU and GPU cores. This filtering causes CPU and GPU
applications to have similar spatial locality of memory accesses to off-chip memory. Here,
we observe off-chip access counts in support of this hypothesis. Figure 2.4 plots the number
of off-chip memory accesses for all GPU applications normalized to the multithreaded
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CPU version.
We start by noting some important similarities between CPU and GPU applications. In
particular, for applications that execute similar code per output data element (backprop,
bfs, heartwall, pathfind, srad and strmclstr), the number of off-chip memory accesses
from the GPU is nearly identical to the analogous portions of the CPU version. In addition,
we note that the GPU version of hotspot uses a pyramid iterative algorithm that completes
two timesteps per GPU kernel launch, which cuts the number of times that the GPU
streams data on-chip by a factor of precisely two compared to the CPU version. While
a non-trivial transformation, the CPU version could also implement pyramiding to gain
potential benefits of reduced off-chip data access.
The major differences between CPU and GPU off-chip access counts typically arise due
to the overheads of off-loading computation to the GPU cores. The CPU-GPU coordinated
reduction operations in backprop, kmeans, and strmclstr require that the CPU stream
GPU-generated intermediate data, which is too large to fit in on-chip caches. In each case,
these accesses account for roughly as many off-chip accesses as the OpenMP versions of
the applications. As we will see later, this extra data streaming, rather than elevated op
counts, accounts for the performance overhead in these applications.
Second, given the way that the kmeans algorithm is mapped to the GPU, it does not take
advantage of local memory in its inner loop (recall, the CPU version spills registers to L1
cache as a local memory). This results in the GPU streaming all data points once for each
of the k centers that are being considered in a single iteration. The input set we consider
in this work has k = 5, and indeed, we see that kmeans on the GPU must stream data
on-chip nearly 5 times more than the CPU version. The CUDA version could be modified to
store the same local variables as the CPU version to eliminate these extra off-chip accesses,
though the transformation would be non-trivial.
Finally, we find that memory footprint can contribute to second order effects on off-chip
accesses. In particular, heartwall and nw double-buffer data in their GPU and CPU versions,
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Table 2.5: ROI Requested Off-chip Bandwidth (GB/s).

backprop
bfs
heartwall
hotspot
kmeans
nw
pathfind
srad
strmclstr

Avg
7.0
7.0
0.3
3.6
1.0
4.3
5.0
4.9
5.2

CPU cores
Stdev Max
4.1 20.3
6.8 30.0
0.9 20.8
1.8 16.3
0.6 11.7
1.7 16.8
1.6 16.3
3.0 20.3
3.0 16.8

Avg
11.1
13.8
1.1
2.9
23.8
7.5
6.2
10.1
16.5

GPU cores
Stdev Max
10.4
83.9
12.0
94.0
4.8
77.3
4.0
35.6
6.0
80.8
7.8
82.4
4.2
79.3
8.1
87.9
13.1 114.9

respectively. These extra buffers result in up to 10% differences in memory footprint for
their respective cores, and we find that access counts are analogously affected.
We also note that we find little difference in the volume of off-chip memory accesses
(< 1%) for GPU applications as we vary the coalescing degree. This result indicates that,
like their CPU counterparts, the GPU cache hierarchy is able to capture the majority of
spatially local accesses to heap cache lines when coalescing is unable to, albeit with possible
overheads in performance or power.

2.4.5

Bandwidth Demands

While we have noted that CPU and GPU L2 caches play similar roles in capturing memory
access locality, here, we demonstrate that CPU and GPU cores expose very different MLP
over time that results in a substantial difference in their requested memory bandwidth
rates.
To evaluate differences in off-chip memory bandwidth demand, we simulated both
application versions with a 32GB/s off-chip memory interface and collected memory access
interarrival times at the memory controller. From these interarrival times, we calculated
instantaneous requested bandwidth over time intervals of 500 memory controller cycles
and used them to estimate the average, standard deviation, and maximum requested
bandwidth as listed in Table 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: nw requested off-chip bandwidth (GB/s) over time.
This data shows that GPU cores nearly always demand greater average bandwidth and
greater variance over time than the CPU. Compared to the CPU versions, all GPU applications here show a greater frequency of high instantaneous requested bandwidth. Further,
the GPU’s instantaneous requested bandwidth regularly exceeds the peak theoretical limit
of the off-chip interface by more than 2.5×, while CPU cores only request up to the peak.
To tie requested bandwidth back to application-level characteristics, we observe requested bandwidth over time for a representative portion of the nw application. Figure 2.5
plots the requested off-chip bandwidth from both core types for this region. The blue line
shows the average requested bandwidth over 100-cycle time windows from the CPU cores.
The behavior in this plot is common to most CPU applications, namely CPU cache accesses
miss in fairly regular intervals, which cause regular accesses through time and consistent
requested bandwidth through each phase of the application.
By contrast, GPU cores expose very bursty memory accesses, frequently exceeding
the peak available bandwidth. The green line plots the GPU requested bandwidth with
annotations for the start/end of GPU kernels (“Kernel Launch”), and it depicts the common
GPU kernel stages we described previously. Shortly after a kernel launch, numerous thread
blocks issue parallel memory accesses that begin reading data from the global memory
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space into the core’s scratch memory. These reads are issued en masse, causing the cache
hierarchy and memory system to fill with buffered accesses. After reading data, the GPU
often accesses data in scratch—a time period with few or no global accesses from each
thread block—and then the data is written back to global memory as a burst (“Kernel
Write”).
Burst access behavior is common to all GPU applications we tested, and the character
tends to be largely similar to nw. We chose to plot nw because it clearly demonstrates the
read-compute-write character of GPU thread blocks. However, nw has low GPU thread occupancy, which limits its ability to further push bandwidth limitations while thread blocks
are computing on data. Many applications execute more concurrent thread blocks/groups
or have lower ops-to-byte ratios, which often result in larger or more frequent access bursts.
When near bandwidth saturation, the distinction of kernel read/write bursts can blur as
buffers fill and dependent memory accesses modulate the issue of further outstanding
accesses.
The key takeaway here is that GPU burst access behavior results from the way that
GPUs group and launch threads. Specifically, at the beginning of a kernel, all capable
thread block contexts begin executing at roughly the same time, which can cause very large
bursts of independent accesses. Following this initial burst, smaller but still significant
access bursts occur each time a new thread block begins executing or when thread groups
pass synchronization events. By contrast, CPU cache access filtering tends to modulate the
core’s ability to issue nearly as many parallel accesses to off-chip memory.

2.5

Application Performance Comparison

The last section showed CPU and GPU memory access similarities and differences, and
we want to understand their application-level effects. Here, we show that the majority of
performance differences between CPU and GPU versions is, in fact, directly attributable to
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Figure 2.6: ROI run time normalized CPU version.
the memory access behavior differences. Specifically, the CPU versions struggle to keep up
with GPU versions due to MLP limitations which cause memory stalling. This memory
stalling results in elevated memory access latency sensitivity for CPU cores, while GPU
cores are better able to leverage available bandwidth.

2.5.1

Performance Depends on Memory Stalling

First, we show that the primary difference in performance between CPU and GPU applications is a result of memory stalling. Figure 2.6 plots the ROI run times of applications run
on CPU cores (left cluster of bars) and GPU cores (right cluster) normalized to the CPU’s
run time. The figure indicates that CPU versions tend to struggle to keep up with the GPU
versions despite comparable peak FLOP rates.
To establish that memory access is the substantial portion of the difference in run time
between CPU and GPU versions, we ran tests which cut the memory hierarchy latency
to nearly zero cycles as a way to estimate the portion of run time attributable to memory
hierarchy performance. Cache and memory bank conflicts were minimal, so we describe
that the resulting stalls come largely from each core’s ability to expose MLP. The run time
gains shifting from the realistic memory hierarchy design to the optimal hierarchy are
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Figure 2.7: Geometric mean slowdown over all applications from 200, 400, and 600 additional off-chip memory access cycles.
reflected in the “Memory Stalls” portion of each run time bar.
These memory stall estimates indicate that in the common case, CPU applications
suffer memory stalls for 30–50% of run time. If these stalls could be removed from the
CPU version run times, four CPU applications—bfs, hotspot, nw, and srad—would come
within 25% of their respective GPU versions, and the geometric mean across all applications
would be within 8%. Remaining second-order performance differences are attributable to
data communication overhead (backprop, kmeans, strmclstr), elevated CPU compute ops
(heartwall), and control-flow ILP limitations (pathfind).

2.5.2

Latency Sensitivity

Ultimately, memory request dependencies in CPU thread instruction streams regulate their
ability to issue many concurrent outstanding memory requests below the L1 caches and to
hide memory access latency. In contrast, GPU cores leverage their deep multithreading
to expose wide MLP and issue access bursts to lower levels of the cache hierarchy. It is
a common belief that this difference allows GPU cores to hide very long memory access
latency.
We confirm this belief by running simulations with additional no-load, off-chip access
latencies of 200, 400 and 600 memory cycles, which increase the baseline off-chip access
latency roughly 3–7×. Figure 2.7 presents, for both versions, the geometric mean ROI
slowdowns over all applications normalized to the baseline memory. The CPU applications
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Figure 2.8: Geometric mean slowdown over all applications from limiting bandwidth,
normalized to 40 GB/s off-chip.
show immense sensitivity (>2×) to additional latency compared to the GPU versions.
Even in the GPU applications, the vast majority of latency sensitivity comes from the
CPU portion of execution time, while the GPU portions of execution show a maximum
slowdown of 5% across all applications.

2.5.3

Bandwidth Sensitivity

Since GPU applications tend to demand greater instantaneous bandwidth from off-chip
memory than CPU applications, we would expect that GPU cores should be more sensitive
to changes in the peak theoretical bandwidth of the off-chip interface. We quantify the
difference in bandwidth sensitivity by running tests that vary off-chip bandwidth from 8
to 40 GB/s. Figure 2.8 plots, for each system, the geometric mean ROI slowdown over all
applications normalized to a system with 40 GB/s peak off-chip bandwidth. These tests
confirm that for the complete ROI, GPU applications are 6–10% more sensitive to available
memory bandwidth. Further, the GPU parallel portion of these applications is up to 60%
more sensitive to bandwidth than the CPU applications.

2.5.4

Discussion

The performance and memory sensitivity of these applications is directly related to a core’s
ability to expose MLP. If we follow CPU and GPU memory access paths, we see where
constraints on MLP arise. CPU cores executing fewer threads must extract most MLP from
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ILP, which poses challenges for parallel accesses below L1 caches, while GPU cores tend
to extract greater MLP across a large set of concurrent grouped threads, and to spread
memory accesses over a larger instantaneous set of cache lines.
Given the latency sensitivity of CPU cores, there is performance incentive for programmers to aim for high L1 cache hit rates as we see with these applications. These high hit rates
typically result from tight code loops and strided memory access, which result in many
sequential cache hits to each cache line. Unfortunately, these sequential cache hits limit
the core’s ability to expose MLP to lower levels of the cache hierarchy. Accesses to the L1
cache are spatially local, so they trigger infrequent cache misses to cause accesses to lower
levels. As our tests show, this cache access behavior even exists when using aggressive
out-of-order CPU cores, which are capable of continuing execution well beyond waiting
cache misses.
By restructuring loop iterations as separate threads and gathering spatial locality across
threads, GPU applications tend to avoid the sequential accesses to single cache lines. GPU
request coalescing and the use of scratch memory substantially reduce the number of
memory accesses that go to the caches, and we described how this reduced number of
accesses can increase MLP. Specifically, fewer, less-local accesses reduce pressure on MSHR
queuing and increase the number of concurrent parallel memory accesses that can proceed
to lower levels of the memory hierarchy.
There are a few options for multicore CPUs to mitigate the effects of low-exposed MLP.
First, programmers can parallelize the memory access portion of instruction streams by
managing multiple strided access streams in each loop iteration. This structure tends
to be complicated, so other hardware techniques have been developed. Simultaneous
multithreading (SMT) gives the perspective that there are more CPU threads, and indeed,
our test show that adding threads can help hide some of the memory stalls. However, SMT
elevates contention for the sequential access to L1 caches. CPU SIMD vectorization can
mitigate the number of L1 cache accesses, but does not reduce the number of accesses as
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dramatically as GPU request coalescing. Finally, CPU cache access prefetching can eliminate
much of the latency spent waiting for regular or strided memory access. However, we
expect that applications, such as bfs, with irregular memory access will still tend to perform
better on GPU cores by being able to issue many parallel accesses to hide latency.

2.6

Microarchitecture Key Implications and Related Work

We expect that most of the challenges and opportunities in heterogeneous system design
will arise in shared components that will need to balance GPU bursty access behavior
against CPU access latency sensitivity. We expect that applications will find it useful to
share data between CPU and GPU cores, and this could mean sharing caches, on-chip
interconnect, and off-chip memory.

2.6.1

Cache Hierarchy Sharing

Trying to share caches between CPU and GPU cores will likely require techniques to ensure
latency-critical CPU data remains on-chip as appropriate. GPU cache filtering behavior
and bursty memory access results in high volumes and high instantaneous rates of data
invalidations and writebacks. If shared caches give equal capacity priority to CPU and
GPU data, the GPU’s operation can turn over cached data very quickly and erratically.
Assuming there are applications that could benefit from sharing caches, we expect that
new techniques will look to more advanced partitioning schemes, capacity prioritization,
and replacement policies to address this challenge.

2.6.2

Interconnect and Off-chip Memory Scheduling

Sharing interconnect and off-chip memory among CPU and GPU cores will require qualityof-service (QoS) techniques to appropriately balance bandwidth and prioritize memory
accesses. Many prior QoS techniques (e.g., [72, 39]) consider longer-run average statistics as
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proxies to approximate the application-level performance impact of bandwidth allocation
options or delaying memory accesses to prioritize others. However, given the substantial
differences in CPU and GPU core architectures and instantaneous memory bandwidth
demands, these existing proxies may be insufficient to adequately predict and compare
CPU and GPU application performance impacts. Further, most prior techniques are applied
in the context of symmetric multicore processors in which there is an assumption that even
bandwidth allocation is likely to impact application performance evenly. Our results show
that this assumption is not likely to hold up in the context of general-purpose heterogeneous
processors, because GPUs tend to be more sensitive to effective bandwidth, while CPUs tend
to be more sensitive to access latency. Prior work does investigate scheduling techniques
to meet real-time graphics processing constraints in heterogeneous processors [61, 9],
but it is likely that estimating appropriate bandwidth balance and finer-grained access
prioritization for general-purpose heterogeneous processors will be a broad area of future
work.

2.6.3

Emerging Memory Technologies

In addition to the challenges posed above, we see opportunity to leverage emerging memory
technologies to improve memory latency, bandwidth, and power efficiency. Stacked and
on-package DRAM options promise small latency and power improvements, and are likely
to provide bandwidth comparable to existing discrete GPUs [89]. We estimate that these
improvements will increase CPU application performance by upwards of 5% and GPU
performance by as much as 15%.
A shortcoming of available stacked and on-package DRAM options is their small capacity, which is limited by area and thermal constraints. To effectively use these memories, it
will be important to store latency- and bandwidth-critical data in them. System designers
will need to consider methods for allowing data to be mapped and migrated between
memories, while programmers will desire means to intelligently control data placement.
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2.6.4

Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to present a quantitative characterization comparing the application and memory system behavior of applications mapped to
both CPU and GPU cores with the express aim of illuminating their microarchitectural
similarities and differences. We perform this analysis for data-parallel applications.
Memory System Characterizations: A wide range of papers have characterized memory system behavior for parallel applications [17, 150], cloud/server applications [13, 90],
GPU applications [21, 62], and mobile/embedded applications [30, 50, 51]. While these
prior studies characterized the applications on a single type of platform, our work examines
different implementations of the same applications for two different core types with the
express goal of understanding the differences in architectural mapping.
Performance Comparisons: Another class of related work seeks to compare the performance of applications implemented for different architectures or using different parallelization techniques [74, 65, 46]. Of particular significance, Lee et al. compare the performance
of a set of applications parallelized to run on either CPU or GPU hardware [79]. That
work focuses on the application tuning required to push hard performance limitations:
peak FLOP rates and bandwidth limitations. Our work echoes many of the findings of [79],
but goes beyond by using tightly controlled simulations to illuminate the precise memory
system microarchitecture behavior differences that can cause performance differences.

2.7

Summary

As heterogeneous cores become more tightly integrated onto the same die and share the
same system resources, understanding the memory system requirements of the cores
becomes more critical. This chapter presents the first detailed analysis of memory system
behavior and effects for applications mapped to both CPU and GPU cores.
Our results show that while the applications are designed with similar algorithmic
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structures, their mapping to different core types can result in dramatically different memory
system characteristics. Specifically, GPU coalescing and scratch memory greatly reduce
the importance of L1 caches compared to CPU L1s, which must capture immense spatial
locality to ensure performance. GPUs, with their deep multithreading, more readily expose
wide bursts of parallel memory accesses to the off-chip interface, which results in greater
sensitivity to bandwidth and diminished sensitivity to memory access latency. These
memory behaviors are the primary factor in their performance differences.
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3

characterizing gpu computing software pipelines

Chapter 2 gives us an understanding of differences between CPU and GPU core behaviors,
and identifies application-level characteristics that indicate which core type will perform
better on CPU or GPU cores. As we start modifying GPU computing applications to target
heterogeneous processors, the primary challenge is to identify application stages that show
the characteristics could be optimized to better utilize CPU or GPU cores.
To decide which portions of an application to modify, we find it very valuable to
collect metrics about higher-level algorithm and application characteristics. Specifically,
we investigate their software pipeline structures, the dynamic location of computation and
data (i.e., in CPU or GPU memories), and the way that they communicate data between
pipeline stages. Using these metrics, we can estimate the potential performance benefits of
better core and cache utilization.
This chapter presents an analysis of GPU computing software pipelines to further guide
our heterogeneous processor application development. We identify software pipeline
structures that signal opportunities to overlap computation and communication, and to
migrate work between core types. First, as a result of the split between CPU and GPU
memories in discrete GPU systems, many existing GPU computing applications move
data and computation to GPUs and let CPU cores sit idle for long periods of run time.
In heterogeneous processors, this organization often underutilizes CPU cores, which
share access to data and could participate in computation. Overlapping CPU and GPU
computation would better utilize the cores.
Second, although many GPU computing applications contain pipeline stages with
wide data-level parallelism (DLP) fit for GPUs, many classes of applications also show
varying DLP across separate pipeline stages that is fundamental to the algorithmic structure.
Existing applications can leave GPU cores idle during narrow-DLP stages. Often, CPU
cores could perform better, but in discrete GPU systems, moving data to and from the
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CPU’s memory can perform worse than just using the GPU. In a heterogeneous processor,
the programmer can consider migrating these stages to CPU cores.
Finally, there is significant opportunity for applications to better leverage caches in heterogeneous processors. Applications usually employ producer-consumer communication
between pipeline stages, and the communicated data often exceeds the size of cache. When
pipeline stages execute sequentially, data communicated between them spills to off-chip
memory. Performance and energy suffer from the excess off-chip memory access caused
by these spills.
Overall, our findings show that there is potential to gain 1.25–10× performance when
executing applications in heterogeneous processors. Further, the performance improvements will reduce application static energy and caching improvements will reduce total
memory access energy. We identify particular applications with the greatest potential and
describe the types of software transformations that will be required to offer these gains.
The findings in this chapter are published in the Proceedings of the International IEEE
Symposium on Workload Characterization (IISWC) 2015 [55].

3.1

Introduction

Heterogeneous systems are evolving to allow tighter CPU and GPU interaction. Many
new systems allow GPUs to access CPU physical memory and both cores to reference
memory with the same virtual addresses. These emerging capabilities can reduce the
effort to develop applications that correctly access complex data structures used by both
CPU and GPU cores [59, 106]. However, since data must still move across the PCIe bus in
discrete GPU systems (previously shown in Figure 1.1), programmers must still carefully
manage data movement to achieve good performance.
Emerging heterogeneous processors integrate coherent communication fabrics among
CPU and GPU cores [8, 109, 149]. Further, tightly-integrated processors even include cache
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coherence among cores [57, 129], an area of active research [119, 75]. These architectures can
mitigate costly memory transfers and allow CPU and GPU cores to perform fine-grained
communication and synchronization in cache.
Currently, it is unclear how programmers may try to use these emerging system features. These new processors and their application programming interfaces (APIs), such as
OpenCL 2.0 [69], are seeing growing adoption. However, few current benchmarks exercise
the performance capabilities of unified virtual memory architectures, and no publiclyavailable benchmarks exercise cache coherent heterogeneous processor capabilities.
To better understand the potential evolution of applications and architectures for heterogeneous CPU-GPU processors, this chapter compares a broad set of existing, publicly available GPU computing applications against ported versions that remove memory
copies. We then analytically quantify the compute and cache inefficiencies to identify
likely optimization targets. Heterogeneous processors are likely to benefit from three major
optimizations:
• Reducing the temporal distance between data producer and consumer tasks using
finer-grained communication and concurrently executing compute stages.
• Identifying task data-independence and leveraging mechanisms to migrate independent work to underutilized cores.
• Detecting memory access contention and appropriately modulating access to increase
cache efficiency.
Overall, this analysis shows that heterogeneous processors offer greater compute and
cache efficiency opportunities compared to discrete GPU systems. While removing copy
overheads from current applications results in modest performance improvement, still
half of all memory accesses result from cache contention caused by residual GPU kernelgranularity synchronization. Most applications with high cache inefficiency also show
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bandwidth limitations, so improving cache utilization should directly decrease bandwidth
demand and increase application performance.
After reviewing potential gains from these optimizations, this chapter discusses software and hardware directions that may improve programmability and performance of
applications executing on heterogeneous processors. Software constructs should offer
more flexible compute and data granularities. Hardware mechanisms should support
lighter-weight thread handling and producer-consumer communication in caches.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 presents a case study motivating deeper exploration of GPU computing pipeline structures. Section 3.3 articulates
the simulation methodology used to compare discrete GPU and heterogeneous processor
systems, and Section 3.4 quantifies the comparison. Section 3.5 describes and quantifies analytical estimates of run time and memory access improvements in heterogeneous
processors. Section 3.6 discusses implications and related work, and Section 3.7 concludes.

3.2

Motivating Producer-Consumer Support

To motivate pipeline structure investigation, we begin with a case study of the kmeans
application running in our simulation environment. Kmeans shows significant compute
and caching inefficiency due to the bulk-synchronous pipeline structure, and up to 77%
of run time can be recovered by restructuring the application to run on a heterogeneous
processor. The optimizations tested here on kmeans have widely varying potential benefits
for other applications and input sets, but further results show they are broadly applicable
optimization targets for heterogeneous processors.

3.2.1

Example Kmeans Application

From the Rodinia suite, the kmeans application iteratively analyzes a set of n-dimensional
points to find the k points that characterize clusters of the points. Each iteration involves
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Figure 3.1: Kmeans simulated and estimated (*) run times for various application organizations.
calculating the distance between each of the points and the current k centers, assigning
each point to the closest center, and then replacing poor centers with new candidate centers.
Distance calculations and center assignments have wide thread-level parallelism (TLP)
and so are performed on the GPU. The center replacement algorithm has limited TLP, so
assigned centers are copied back from the GPU memory to perform the center adjustment
on the CPU.
Baseline: When using copies in the discrete GPU setting, kmeans serializes nearly all of
the work and copies. Run time component activity is depicted in Figure 3.1 as “Baseline”.
Despite only transferring a small amount of data between CPU and GPU memories in
each iteration, over 50% of kmeans run time is spent copying data. This overhead is due
to the asymmetry of PCIe bandwidth (8GB/s) compared to the CPU and GPU memory
bandwidth (24 and 179GB/s), which allow the CPU and GPU to process data substantially
faster than a PCIe copy.
Bandwidth asymmetry in discrete GPU systems encourages programmers to minimize
data transfers often resulting in wide, bulk-synchronous pipeline stages. For kmeans, the
GPU sits idle for a substantial portion of run time (82%) though the GPU completes 95% of
the compute operations, indicating that kmeans incurs very high GPU FLOP opportunity
cost1 for bulk transferring work between CPU and GPU.
1

We refer to “FLOP opportunity cost” as the portion of compute FLOPs that go unused due to a core
being inactive
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3.2.2

Optimizing Kmeans

Programmers can use a number of existing techniques to restructure application pipelines
and improve performance. However, to date, little analysis has compared different inefficiencies and opportunity costs of optimizing GPU application structure for discrete
GPUs versus heterogeneous processors. For kmeans operating on this particular input
set, the programmer’s incentive to optimize increases substantially when running on a
heterogeneous processor. Specifically, removing memory copies provides a 2× run time
improvement, but 2× more improvement can come from further CPU-GPU parallelism
and effective cache management. It is difficult or impossible to employ these optimizations
in current discrete GPU systems.
Asynchronous Memory Copy Streams: In the discrete GPU system, kmeans performance is hamstrung by the need to copy data back and forth between CPU and GPU
memories. One option to reduce this overhead is to use kernel fission and asynchronous
streams [104, 151]. Kernel fission requires the programmer to explicitly divide independent data and compute chunks of a kernel into separate kernels that can be overlapped
with asynchronous memory copies. The “Asynchronous Copy” bars of Figure 3.1 show
the run time activity for a 3-wide asynchronous stream organization.
While a non-trivial code transformation, kernel fission and streams can improve kmeans
run time by 37%. Memory copies can be overlapped with CPU and GPU execution, though
there are data dependencies that the limit overlap. Despite the data dependencies, kmeans
run time could improve up to the point that the PCIe link is saturated for the full execution.
Emerging unified virtual memory architectures exist that allow coherent data synchronization between CPU and GPU over the PCIe link. However, we expect that the latency to
perform these on-demand synchronizations will be too prohibitive to allow data handling
as efficiently as streams. For kmeans, performance is likely to still bottleneck on copies,
because the total data copied would remain the same.
Eliminating Memory Copies: In Figure 3.1, the “No Memory Copy” bars show the
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CPU and GPU activity of kmeans running on a cache-coherent heterogeneous processor
without the need for memory copies. Without the copies, run time can improve over the
baseline execution by nearly the total baseline copy time, and GPU utilization improves
from 18% to 39%.
Unfortunately, this organization is still quite core and cache inefficient. First, this
organization leaves either CPU or GPU cores idle throughout the complete execution.
In terms of available compute operations, this organization incurs an opportunity cost
of nearly 60% unused FLOPs. Further, this kmeans implementation was designed for a
discrete GPU and minimal copy overhead, which encouraged GPU kernel-granularity
synchronization. This residual structure results in very inefficient use of cache. Each GPU
kernel streams input and output data, and the total size of this data exceeds the size of
cache, causing all produced data to spill off-chip before they are consumed. This spilling
results in roughly 9.5% more memory accesses than if these data could be passed in cache.
Parallel Producer-Consumer Compute: With a discrete GPU, overlapping memory
copies and computation requires techniques like kernel fission to split the copies and
kernels into parallelizeable chunks and synchronize data. In a heterogeneous processor,
however, data synchronization between CPU and GPU can happen in coherent memory,
possibly eliminating the need for kernel fission by allowing CPU-GPU communication
with simple memory reads and writes.
In Figure 3.1, we estimate the run time if CPU consumer code runs immediately after
GPU producers generate their output (“Parallel”). This estimate assumes similar core execution times as the asynchronous streams version, and analogously, performance improves
up to the point that some component bottlenecks run time. In the heterogeneous processor,
the CPU becomes the bottleneck, but the overlapped execution results in a 40% run time
improvement over the no-copy case, and GPU utilization rises to nearly 65%.
Improved Heterogeneous Processor Caching: While the parallel producer-consumer
estimate showed improved core utilizations, in actual simulation of this application orga-
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nization, performance improves still more due to caching. If the GPU and CPU work is
chunked to synchronize small enough intermediate data between cores, the CPU is able to
access all of its data out of cache. These cache hits dramatically reduce CPU memory access
latency, which dominated the CPU execution time. Figure 3.1 (“Parallel + Cache”) shows
that these caching benefits improve kmeans run time by another 32%, and GPU utilization
reaches 80%.

3.2.3

Motivation Summary

Overall, kmeans exhibits the major optimization opportunities that may become common
in heterogeneous processors. First, overlapping core activity can reduce the opportunity
cost of underutilized cores. Such an optimization is likely to be more straightforward
when cores can communicate through memory rather than using PCIe transfers. Second,
bringing producer and consumer tasks into closer temporal proximity has potential to
greatly improve the use of cache, an optimization that is difficult in current discrete GPUs.
The final optimized kmeans here leaves CPU cores underutilized, and further optimization
could focus on migrating computation to those cores.

3.3
3.3.1

Software Pipeline Characterization Methodology
Simulated System Configurations

This chapter compares memory access and performance effects of optimizations for discrete
GPUs and forward-looking heterogeneous processors. To control performance capabilities and allow flexible system architectures, we simulate the systems with configuration
parameters defined in Table 3.1. Both systems use the same CPU and GPU cores, and
their compute capabilities are comparable to current mid-range discrete GPU systems or
aggressive heterogeneous processors. We configure CPU and GPU cores the same way as
in the microarchitecture characterization in Chapter 2.
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Table 3.1: Heterogeneous system parameters.
Component
CPU Cores
CPU Caches
GPU Cores
GPU Caches
Interconnects
CPU Memory
GPU Memory
PCI Express
Interconnects
Memory

Parameters
(4×) 4-wide out-of-order, x86 cores, 3.5GHz
Per-core 32kB L1I + 64kB L1D and exclusive, private 256kB L2 cache, 128B lines
(16×) Fermi-like SMs, 700MHz, Greedy-then-oldest warp scheduler [123], 8 CTAs,
48 warps of 32 threads, 48kB scratch memory, 32k registers
24kB L1 per-core. GPU-shared, banked, non-inclusive L2 cache 1MB, 128B lines
Discrete GPU System
CPU L2s/MCs: 6-port switch, GPU L1/L2: Dance-hall,
GPU L2s/MCs: Direct links
(2×) DDR3-1600 channels, 24 GB/s peak
(4×) GDDR5 channels, 179 GB/s peak
v2.0 x16, 8 GB/s peak
Heterogeneous CPU-GPU Processor
GPU L1/L2: Dance-hall, All L2s/MCs: High-bandwidth, 12-port switch
(4×) shared GDDR5 channels, 179 GB/s peak

The discrete GPU system models the split CPU and GPU caches and memories. The
CPU chip accesses DDR3 memory capable of up to 24 GB/s peak, while the discrete GPU
chip has 4 GDDR5 memory channels capable of up to 179 GB/s peak. Consistent with
many current discrete GPU systems, memory copies are performed using a PCIe link with
peak bandwidth of 8 GB/s between CPU and GPU memories. When data is copied between
CPU and GPU memories, any coherent cache lines containing data for the destination
addresses are written back or invalidated.
To limit performance effects resulting from memory bandwidth differences, the heterogeneous processor CPU and GPU cores share access to the same GDDR5 memory as
the GPU in the discrete system. The bandwidth of GDDR5 is likely to be comparable to
emerging memory technologies, such as 2.5D/3D stacked DRAM, which may be used
with heterogeneous processors. For the tests in this study, CPU and GPU memory access
contention has marginal effect compared to other application-level differences described
later.
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Table 3.2: Producer-consumer relationships in applications.

Suite
Lonestar
Pannotia
Parboil
Polybench
Rodinia
Total
Portion

3.3.2

Tested
Here
Y
Y
Y
Y

Number
Benches
14
10
12
15
22
73
100%

P-C
Comm.
14
10
8
10
19
61
84%

Pipeline
Parallel
13
10
8
10
18
59
81%

Producer-Consumer Constructs
Regular Irregular Software
Accesses Accesses
Queue
14
13
10
10
10
0
8
3
1
9
0
0
19
6
0
60
32
11
82%
44%
15%

gem5-gpu Simulator

To perform tests with well-controlled and flexible system architectures, we use the gem5gpu simulator [120]. gem5-gpu offers full-system simulation of discrete GPU systems and
heterogeneous processors with flexible memory hierarchies and PCIe configurations. The
GPU model is from GPGPU-Sim v3.2.2 [10], and the CPU cores are the out-of-order model
in gem5 [18]. All tests use Linux kernel 2.6.28.4.

3.3.3

Applications

Depending on their application-level pipeline structure, GPU computing applications can
see widely varying memory copy overheads and potential optimization targets. As we aim
to explore a broad range of these effects, this study tests applications from four open-source
GPU computing suites. Table 3.2 summarizes details about the application-level structures
of all applications in these suites.
The Lonestar GPU suite [21] contains many applications with irregular control flow
and memory access behaviors (“Irregular”). Many of these applications operate on graphlike data structures, and many use software queues, or “worklists”, for tracking available
work (“SW Queue”). Similar to Lonestar, the Pannotia applications [23] perform various
graph analyses, though each is structured to expose available work without software
queues. Pannotia applications are implemented with OpenCL, but ported to CUDA for this
study. Representing some more traditional GPU computing workloads, this chapter also
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characterizes the Parboil [138] and Rodinia [24] suites. These suites contain many image
and signal processing, machine learning, and scientific numerical workloads, as well as two
graph handling applications. Though we do not test applications from Polybench [118], we
list the suite here to note its applications contain regular vector and matrix math operations,
many of which have potential to benefit from heterogeneous processors. Of the total 73
applications in these five suites, we examine 46 that work fully in gem5-gpu and perform
non-trivial computations.
Table 3.2 also lists counts of application pipeline characteristics. Most applications (84%)
contain multiple producer-consumer pipeline interactions (“P-C Comm.”), including CPU
execution, GPU kernels, or memory copies between CPU and GPU memories. Of these
61 applications with producer-consumer relationships, all but two could be parallelized
to run pipeline stages concurrently or in closer temporal proximity than the unmodified
applications (“Pipeline Parallel”). Section 3.5.1 investigates the potential gains from such
parallelization.

3.3.4

Application Configurations

Memory Copies: To characterize the differences between applications running on discrete
GPUs and heterogeneous processors, we run applications with two different memory copy
configurations. In discrete GPU simulation, we run applications largely unchanged from
their publicly available versions2 , which use CUDA to allocate and copy memory between
CPU and GPU memory spaces.
To model potential gains of heterogeneous processors with unified virtual and physical
memory spaces, the second application configuration removes data copies between memory
spaces. We use a combination of CUDA library and manual application modifications to
eliminate separate CPU and GPU copies of data. Specifically, for memory allocations that
mirror CPU allocations into the GPU memory space, we allow the GPU to access the CPU
2

Application versions working in gem5-gpu are available open-source with the simulator: http://gem5gpu.cs.wisc.edu/repo.
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allocation directly and eliminate the GPU memory allocation. The CUDA library identifies
and eliminates many allocations by observing runtime dynamic CUDA calls.
We also manually modify some applications to eliminate memory copies. Many allocations only serve to double-buffer mirrored data. In these cases, the GPU has multiple
versions of the same mirrored CPU data, but runtime analysis cannot safely eliminate
redundant allocations or copies. Using consistent, explicit copies between CPU and GPU
allocations is often sufficient to allow the CUDA library to eliminate copies.
These two techniques eliminate the substantial majority of memory copy overheads.
Specifically, all but one application (Lonestar bh) see reduced number of copies, and 24
of the 46 applications have at most 1 remaining memory copy. Because some copies still
remain, we refer to this application version as “limited-copy”. The next section characterizes
improvements from removing copies.
Data Location Assumptions: For each of the applications, we delineate the portion
of run time during which data handling and computation occur as the region of interest
(ROI). The ROI begins after the CPU sets up all necessary data to be resident in its physical
memory, but before the CPU transfers any data to the GPU memory space or is allowed to
launch GPU kernels. The only exception is Rodinia mummer, which also reads data from disk
while the GPU is executing. Before the ROI begins, the application is allowed to allocate
memory to be used by the GPU, but these allocations cannot have been accessed prior
to the start of the ROI. We define ROI completion as the time at which all output data
produced by the application is once again available in the CPU memory. In the discrete
GPU case, this definition means that resulting outputs are copied back to the CPU memory
space within the ROI. In the heterogeneous processor, the ROI can end after the last CPU
or GPU activity completes to generate final output.
This ROI definition is important for a couple reasons. Prior work shows that data copies
must be accounted for when analyzing application-level performance [46], so especially
when directly analyzing memory copy overheads. Further, many open-source GPU comput-
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ing applications actually perform subsets of full GPU computing applications. Real world
applications may shuttle data through other compute kernels rather than reading from
disk or randomizing inputs, which are common input methods for applications observed
here. In this case, compute kernels executed prior to and following the kernels within
our ROIs would require that data end up in a designated location such as CPU-accessible
memory.
GPU Memory Management: Besides the architectural differences between discrete
GPUs and heterogeneous processors, a notable difference between these systems is GPU
memory management. In the discrete GPU setting, GPU memory is not accessible from
CPU cores, so the CPU need not have access to GPU address translations. A GPU-specific
memory allocator is allowed to map memory for address translations while the PCIe copy
engine or GPU are executing, and GPU minor page faults are handled completely by the
GPU.
In the heterogeneous processor, however, memory mappings must be consistent across
CPU and GPU. Thus, both CPU and GPU address translation hardware must access
a common page table, and page table updates must be simultaneously visible to both.
To achieve these translation capabilities, gem5-gpu implements GPU page faults in a
manner similar to IOMMU page faults available in recent Linux kernel versions (e.g., v3.19).
Specifically, the GPU raises an interrupt to the CPU, which performs memory page mapping
and returns the mapping to the GPU.
Prior studies in GPU address translation [121, 117] have described implementations of
efficient GPU address translation, including TLB and page table walk structures. However,
they have not explicitly studied the performance impact of GPU page faults. The results in
this chapter show that CPU-handled GPU page faults can cause significant performance
degradation, and we suggest this area for future research.
Input Set Selection: Application input sets were chosen to ensure that the ROIs meet
the following criteria. First, all applications execute at least 1 billion instructions combined
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for both the CPU and GPU, and total instructions typically exceed 2.1 billion. The most
instructions executed by any application is 90 billion. Second, since the GPU completes a
majority of work, input sets were chosen to ensure that total GPU execution time is at least
5ms and typically more than 30ms. The longest running ROI is 1.535s. Finally, input sets
were chosen so that total memory footprint is at least 6MB and usually greater than 42MB
for copy application versions. Limited-copy memory footprints are at least 3.5MB and
usually greater than 24MB. While these footprints are smaller than common applications,
they are larger than L2 caches, so they show memory access behaviors consistent with real
applications.

3.4

Eliminating Memory Copies

Most existing GPU computing applications were developed for discrete GPU systems and
thus use explicit memory copies to move data between CPU and GPU memories. As a
baseline for further core and cache inefficiency analysis, this section observes how memory
copies affect some basic application characteristics: memory footprint, memory access
counts, and ROI run time.
The statistics below show that the GPU-kernel-synchronous structure of existing applications limit the immediate use of available cores and cache in heterogeneous processors.
Removing memory copies often decreases application memory footprint and total memory
accesses, and run times typically decrease by the total time of eliminated memory copies.
However, the aggregate number of memory accesses from CPU and GPU cores tends to
remain similar after removing copies, and CPU and GPU cores see limited utilization
improvements.
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Figure 3.2: Breakdown of memory footprint touched by component type for copy (left bars)
and limited-copy (right bars) versions normalized to the copy version.

3.4.1

Memory Footprint

The limited-copy application versions typically just mirror data between CPU and GPU
memories, so eliminating mirrored data can significantly reduce the total memory footprint.
We measure application memory footprint by observing the addresses of all memory
accesses from CPU and GPU cores, and in the discrete GPU system, the PCIe copy engine.
Figure 3.2 breaks down these footprints into mutually exclusive subsets touched by one
or more components for the copy and limited-copy versions of the applications. The plot
is normalized to the total memory footprint of the copy version of each application (left
bar of each pair) to show how the memory footprint decreases when eliminating mirrored
data copies in the heterogeneous processor setting (right bars).
First, most copy applications replicate data from the CPU to GPU memory. Copy
portions of the bars (red, orange, purple) make up nearly all of each bar, indicating that
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most of a application’s data is copied at some point. In a few other applications, such
as Lonestar bh and Rodinia srad, the GPU uses substantial temporary data that is only
ever resident in GPU memory. This GPU-temporary memory often stores large sets of
intermediate data that are passed between GPU kernels and cannot be statically bound to
GPU scratch memory.
Second, some object-oriented and graph-based computations do not touch their whole
data sets though their copy versions need to move that data to GPU memory. For example,
in Lonestar bfs and Pannotia fw applications, the copy engine touches nearly all of the
data, but the CPU and GPU combined touch less than one-third of that data. Here, the
CPU and GPU traverse the data’s structure, but do not necessarily need to touch all data
for the desired computations. For applications with this character, prior work shows that
memory copies can be saved using smart page placement or on-demand page migration to
the GPU rather than memory copies [2, 3].
Of the remaining limited-copy memory footprint, applications use the GPU to process
the majority of data—more than 70% on average. In few cases (Lonestar bh, Parboil cutcp
and fft, and Rodinia dwt and heartwall), our memory copy elimination techniques are
unable to remove the majority of copied footprint. However, more extensive manual
application modification should be able to remove all of these copies.

3.4.2

Memory Accesses

As expected, the copy applications also incur excess memory accesses for moving data
between CPU and GPU memory spaces. Figure 3.3 shows each application’s total memory accesses broken down by component type for the copy (left bars) and limited-copy
application versions (right bars). Most commonly, copy accesses account for 4–10% of total
memory accesses, but in a substantial subset of applications, copies account for more than
20% of total memory accesses.
For applications with a small portion of copy accesses, CPU and GPU cores often
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Figure 3.3: Memory access breakdown by component type for copy (left bars) and limitedcopy (right bars) versions normalized to copy version.
perform multiple accesses per data element. For most Lonestar and Pannotia applications,
memory copies account for at most 5% of total memory accesses, because CPU and GPU
work perform multiple traversals of and modifications to irregular data structures, such
as graphs. Similarly, applications, such as Rodinia gaussian and lud, perform iterative
refinement to the majority of their data, so copies account for a small portion of memory
accesses.
When memory copies are removed, Figure 3.3 shows that typically all copy memory
accesses are eliminated. In the geometric mean, the number of total copy accesses declines
by more than 11%. Further, it is common that the CPU and GPU memory access counts
remain substantially similar in the limited-copy case. Despite the CPU and GPU being
able to share data in caches of heterogeneous processors, the structure of the applications
is such that little cache efficiency can be gained simply from removing memory copies. We
speak more to this in Section 3.5.3.
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Though memory access counts do not indicate any systematic caching improvements
when moving to a heterogeneous processor, there are two uncommon conditions under
which removing memory copies can significantly change GPU memory access counts. First,
when CPU and GPU share memory, the GPU must rely on the CPU for page fault handling,
which can upset memory access orderings. For Rodinia srad, page fault handling causes
accesses to be shifted from the GPU to the CPU, which clears memory pages during page
mapping. For Rodinia pf_float, the page fault handler causes serialization of some GPU
memory accesses, which substantially reduces GPU cache contention and cuts off-chip
accesses by 50%. In Pannotia fw, GPU access serialization limits L1 cache locality, which
results in an increase in off-chip accesses. These behaviors are exceptional, though the
affected applications share other characteristics common to other applications.
Another cause of increased GPU memory access counts is memory allocation misalignment, which affects GPU coalescing and cache contention. Specifically, since memory
allocations are no longer managed by the CUDA library, which cache-line-aligns GPU
allocations, CPU-GPU-shared allocations can lack good alignment. As a result, GPU access
coalescing can result in more memory accesses to caches, and stress the ability of the
cache to capture temporal locality while streaming data. The applications marked with
‘∗’ in Figure 3.3 experience this elevated cache contention. Nearly all of the extra memory
accesses result from misalignment and could be avoided by using an aligned memory
allocator.

3.4.3

Run Time

On average, removing memory copies results in modest performance improvement. Figure 3.4 shows the run time for copy and limited-copy application versions broken down by
the portion of run time during which each component is active. Overall, only CPU-side
work can benefit from heterogeneous processor caching and copy removal. In the aggregate,
removing memory copies results in a 7% run time improvement, which we break down
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Figure 3.4: Run time component activity breakdown for copy (left bars) and limited-copy
(right bars) versions normalized to copy run time.
below.
To the first order, limited-copy application run times improve due to reduced memory
copy and CPU execution time. The reduction in memory copies eliminates much of the run
time during which the PCIe copy engine is exclusively handling data, as demonstrated by
applications like Rodinia bfs and pathfind. This benefit is common for many applications
and in the geometric mean accounts for an 11% run time improvement.
As a first major caching benefit in heterogeneous processors, applications with significant CPU execution time in their copy versions often see run time improvement due to
improved caching and memory copy removal. As exemplified by most Lonestar applications, even small memory copies invalidate data from CPU caches when moving that data
between CPU and GPU memories. Since CPU execution is often latency-sensitive, CPU
progress is slow as it reads data back into caches from off-chip memory after PCIe transfers.
This cache invalidation is often avoided in the limited-copy applications, resulting in a
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geometric mean 6% run time improvement.
This run time plot also illustrates detrimental first order performance effects of address
translation. As mentioned, GPU page faults cause serialization of some GPU memory
accesses, which would be executed in parallel if not waiting on the CPU page fault handler. On average, this serialization causes a 9% GPU slowdown, though the majority of
this slowdown is experienced by just three applications: Pannotia pr_spmv, and Rodinia
heartwall and srad (7× slowdown). In these applications, numerous would-be parallel
GPU writes go to unmapped global memory and must wait on the serialized CPU page
fault handler for address mappings.

3.5

Software Pipeline Optimization

As noted in the case study, the bulk-synchronous pipeline structure of GPU computing
applications leads to core and cache inefficiency. In fact, it is widely believed that most
existing GPU computing applications perform serialized CPU and GPU portions of run
time. Figure 3.4 confirms this belief by showing that most execution time for both copy
and limited-copy applications is exclusively running the copy (red), CPU (yellow), or GPU
(blue). This result indicates that there is potential to improve performance by overlapping
execution of these components.
In this section, we estimate how eliminating memory copies can change the potential
gains of application restructuring to better leverage available parallel resources. We identify
three opportunities to improve resource utilization and compare them in the following
subsections. The estimates indicate that better core utilization could result in run time
gains greater than 20%, and we find significant room to improve cache efficiency in the
heterogeneous processor setting.
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3.5.1

Overlapping Communication and Computation

For both copy and limited-copy application versions, a reasonable first cut at improving
performance is to run the same code, but try to expose more overlap of CPU, copy, and GPU
activity. For the discrete GPU, such parallelism might be achieved with kernel fission and
asynchronous streams as described previously. In the heterogeneous processor, data could
be passed in memory between CPU and GPU. Specifically, CPU or GPU consumer threads
could be launched, and set to wait for in-memory signals indicating when data is ready to
be consumed. The producer threads can set these signal variables as their generated results
become available. This software organization could use similar data blocking structure as
kernel fission + asynchronous streams, but may avoid the need to split GPU kernels and
manage separate kernel streams since threads synchronize in memory.
To test these application transformations broadly would be a tremendous amount
of work. However, we can employ analytical modeling to get a sense for their benefits.
Using an Amdahl’s Law-like calculation, we estimate potential performance gains from
overlapping component activity for all applications. The following formula estimates
component-overlap run time, Rco :
Rco = Cserial + max(C − Cserial , P, G)

(3.1)

Here, C, P, and G are the CPU, copy, and GPU portions of run time, respectively. Since
the CPU acts as the control component, some of its activity strictly cannot be overlapped.
Cserial accounts for non-overlapped kernel and memory copy launch portions of CPU
run time. We estimate this limitation by iterating through pipeline stage statistics and
identifying copies and kernel launches that occur while no other kernels or copies are
executing to mask the launch latency. Cserial can account for up to 9% of application run
time, but only for a few applications with numerous, serialized kernels and copies, such as
Lonestar sssp_wln and Rodinia bfs.
We briefly validate the component-overlap model by applying application transfor-
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mations to three copy and limited-copy application versions: backprop, kmeans, and
strmclstr. Each of these applications is structured with wide data-level parallelism per
kernel instance, and this structure is common to more than half of the applications in this
study. We chunk the kernel input and output data either to apply kernel fission + asynchronous streams in the discrete GPU system, or in-memory “data ready” signal variables
in the heterogeneous processor. By chunking the data to execute at least four concurrent
streams, the run time of each application improves to within 3.1% of the component-overlap
estimate.
While the component-overlap model is accurate for some applications, it can still be
optimistic for a couple of reasons. First, the estimate does not account for wide data dependencies from one pipeline stage to the next that may limit parallelism (e.g., Lonestar dmr or
Parboil fft), or memory access contention that may occur from overlapping component
activity. Second, often to extract more core activity parallelism, programmers must add
more pipeline control code or synchronization primitives, possibly increasing run time. If,
however, the heterogeneous processor sees improved caching effects, performance could
improve beyond this estimate, as observed in kmeans.
Analysis: Component-overlap run time estimates for copy and limited-copy application
versions are depicted in Figure 3.5, and normalized to the baseline copy run time. These
results suggest that overlapping communication and computation has the potential to
eliminate much of the performance difference between copy and limited copy versions.
Two classes of copy applications are likely to benefit substantially from componentoverlap optimizations. First, many applications with regularly structured data/computation have significant memory copy overheads. Due to their regular structure, it is straightforward to use kernel fission and asynchronous streams to overlap copies with computation,
and the potential performance gains often bring them in line with the limited-copy applications. Applications in this class include Parboil cutcp and stencil, and Rodinia backprop,
cell, cfd, hotspot, kmeans, nw, srad, and strmclstr.
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Figure 3.5: Estimated: Component-overlap run time breakdown for copy (left bars) and
limited-copy (right bars) versions normalized to baseline copy run time.
The second class of applications has a common outer-loop structure executed by the
CPU. Examples include Lonestar applications and Rodinia bfs in which the CPU launches
GPU kernels and then waits to decide whether to continue loop execution until kernels
complete and results are copied back. Often the deciding factor is whether the GPU
generated more work during the last GPU kernel, and this factor can be triggered at any
time during the kernel. This structure could be optimized with mechanisms to signal the
CPU thread as soon as the loop condition became true to allow the CPU to overlap its
control code with the running kernel.

3.5.2

Migrating Compute Between Cores

Though overlapped execution could improve application run times by 10–15%, many
applications still experience significant FLOP opportunity cost. The majority of this under-
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utilization results from poor balance of work across CPU and GPU cores. Most frequently,
CPU cores are left idle for nearly all application run time, but for some applications,
GPU cores are left idle for significant portions of run time (e.g., Rodinia dwt, kmeans, and
strmclstr).
To quantify the effect of this core underutilization, this subsection estimates potential
performance gains from migrating compute between CPU and GPU cores. Migration
can be achieved through a number of mechanisms, including identifying portions of
computation that can be hoisted from the beginning/end of one pipeline stage to the
prior/next stage, or identifying data-independent portions of a pipeline stage that can
be computed on underutilized cores. In discrete GPU systems, work can be migrated
between CPU and GPU cores, though such transformations are often unwieldy since they
also require migrating data. In heterogeneous processors with shared physical memory,
on the other hand, splitting parallel work across core types to improve core utilizations
may be easier.
This optimistic migrated-compute estimate assumes that all application compute phases
can be effectively distributed across CPU and GPU cores. Since performance would not be
able to exceed hard resource limitations, the migrated-compute estimate uses two limiting
factors. First, computation cannot exceed the FLOP rate of cores to which it is migrated, so
we estimate a peak-FLOP/s-relative run time, Rmccore . Second, effective memory bandwidth
cannot exceed the peak bandwidth to off-chip memory, so we estimate the limit on run
time improvement running up against this bound (RmcBW ). Perfect migrated-compute run
time, Rmc , is estimated from these as follows:
Rmccore =

C ∗ Fcpu + G ∗ Fgpu
Fcpu + Fgpu

RmcBW = M/BWmem
Rmc = max(P, Rmccore , RmcBW )

(3.2)
(3.3)
(3.4)

As above, C, P, and G are the CPU, copy, and GPU portions of run time. Fcpu and Fgpu
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Figure 3.6: Estimated: Migrated-compute run time breakdown for copy (left bars) and
limited-copy (right bars) versions normalized to baseline copy run time.
are the CPU and GPU peak FLOP rates, respectively. M is the total number of memory
accesses, and BWmem is the peak achieved memory bandwidth, which generally tops out
at about 82% of peak pin bandwidth.
Validating the migrated-compute model is difficult compared to the compute-overlap
model, because few programming constructs exist for such transformations. However, we
applied manual program transformations to the kmeans and strmclstr copy application
version that indicate that migrated-compute estimated gains are plausible. Specifically,
both applications perform matrix-vector and reduction-like operations on CPU cores, and
we rewrote these operations to run on GPU cores as part of preceding kernels. Where
appropriate, we further utilized GPU atomic operations to bring effective FLOP rates near
the GPU theoretical peak. These transformations reduced the amount of data transferred
between GPU and CPU memories, and improved run time by more than 2.5× to within
35% of the compute-overlap estimates.
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Figure 3.6 shows the results of the migrated-compute run time estimates for copy
(left bar in each pair) and limited-copy (right bar) application versions. In the common
cases, such as in Lonestar and Pannotia, the results indicate that fully utilizing compute
resources could improve performance by another 4–13% by moving GPU work to idle CPU
cores. Such migration may be relatively straightforward if the CPU executes tasks indexed
similarly to GPU threads. On the other hand, when CPU execution dominates baseline run
time (e.g., Rodinia dwt), the potential gains are substantially larger, because shifting more
parallelism to the GPU could reduce the substantial, unused GPU FLOPs.
Applications with substantial baseline CPU execution time often contain pipeline organization or memory handling inefficiencies that result from the need to copy data between
CPU and GPU memory spaces. For example, inefficient pipeline organizations sometimes
contain medium-to-high TLP-capable work that the CPU performs using a single thread.
Migrating this compute to the GPU would often require copying data to the GPU in the
discrete GPU setting. Many of these applications already have high memory copy overheads in the discrete GPU setting, so migrating data may actually degrade performance.
These inefficiencies indicate that migrating compute is likely to be easier in heterogeneous
processors. Parboil cutcp and lbm, and Rodinia backprop, dwt, kmeans, pf_naive, and
strmclstr contain such inefficiency.
Other applications with substantial CPU execution time have high data movement
overheads. Parboil fft and stencil, and Rodinia mummer contain memory copies for
double buffering data, or clearing memory regions, which are costly CPU operations. We
expect these could each be optimized for heterogeneous processors by improving their
data structures to eliminate the need for these memory operations.
Finally, it is likely that remaining copy-dominated applications (20% of applications
with red portions in Figure 3.6 bars) will be difficult to optimize on discrete GPUs. In
most of these cases, this performance bottleneck is largely fundamental to the computation
being performed: Significant data must be moved relative the amount of computation
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Figure 3.7: Memory accesses broken down by cause for copy (left bars) and limited-copy
(right bars) versions normalized to copy application versions.
completed on that data. Further, of these applications, Parboil fft, Rodinia backprop, nw,
and strmclstr contain many-to-few data dependencies between pipeline stages, suggesting
that inter-stage optimization will be difficult in the presence of memory copies.

3.5.3

Coordinated Use of Cache Capacity

The performance gain estimates above do not account for an important feature of heterogeneous processors not available in discrete GPU systems: shared CPU-GPU caching.
The GPU-kernel-synchronous pipeline structure of existing applications causes large perpipeline-stage memory footprints, which frequently push data out of cache before it can be
reused. Without memory copies to work around, heterogeneous processors have flexibility
to improve shared cache management and increase performance.
To quantify opportunities for better cache data reuse, we inspect and categorize off-chip
memory accesses based on their relationship to other memory accesses. At the off-chip
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interface, we record whether a cache block was previously accessed off-chip, the type of the
access (read or write), the type of the previous access, and the reuse distance in terms of
pipeline stages since previous access. We identify four classes of memory access that may
be reduced or eliminated through better application organization or caching. Figure 3.7
shows the breakdown of these memory accesses.
Required memory accesses: Compulsory memory accesses include the first off-chip
read from and last write to a piece of data. Such accesses must occur to complete the
computation, so they cannot be eliminated. Grouped with compulsory accesses (blue),
long-range reuse accesses occur to data that has been previously accessed, but the time
between the accesses spans multiple pipeline stages. Reducing these accesses may be
possible, but would probably require substantial application restructuring to improve
temporal locality.
Spills: Two categories of memory accesses are caused by cache “spills” from one
pipeline stage to the next (orange shades in Figure 3.7), and they represent about 10% of
memory accesses on average. First, in bright orange, “W-R Spills” count memory writes
from one stage that are read in the next stage, and thus represent producer-consumer
relationships between stages. In darker orange, “R-R Spills” are reads from the same data
in consecutive pipeline stages, indicating that the stages share input data. Inter-stage spills
commonly result from GPU kernel stages that produce or consume data quantities in excess
of cache capacity, another symptom of the GPU-kernel-synchronous structure of these
applications. As a result of their pipeline organizations, most applications experience little
reduction in cache spills when removing memory copies.
Eliminating inter-stage cache spills can result in significant performance improvement,
especially when shifting work between CPU and GPU cores. In the kmeans case study,
overlapping CPU and GPU execution in the heterogeneous processor eliminated the 9.5%
of accesses that resulted from W-R spills, and subsequent cache hits increased CPU performance by 2.6×. CPU cores tend to be more sensitive to memory access latency than
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GPU cores [54]. Shifting accesses from off-chip memory to cache hits can decrease CPU
run time proportionally to the reduction in access latency [27].
Contention: When a pipeline stage accesses a large concurrent memory footprint,
cache capacity contention can occur causing data to be evicted from cache before it can
be reused. Further accesses must pull the data back from off-chip. Most frequently, these
repeated contention accesses are reads (“R-R Contention”), which account for 38% of total
accesses and upwards of 80% for many applications. Other contention accesses begin
with a writeback of the data (“W-R Contention”), but the data is read again during the
same pipeline stage, indicating that the writeback occurred before all uses of the data
were complete. These accesses can account for up to 36% of a application’s accesses. The
substantial portion of contention accesses indicates that pipeline stage working sets often
greatly exceed the available cache capacity.
Figure 3.7 also indicates significant potential performance gain by reducing cache
contention. As denoted by ‘∗’ in the figure, many applications bump against off-chip
memory bandwidth limitations during cache contentious pipeline stages. Most of these
bandwidth-limited applications (e.g., Lonestar and Pannotia) also show significant cache
contention memory accesses. Reducing the excess accesses is likely to proportionally
reduce the memory bandwidth demand and run time.

3.6
3.6.1

Software Pipeline Key Implications and Related Work
Key Implications

The results in the last section indicate substantial opportunity to optimize core and cache
utilization in heterogeneous processors. Potential research directions that will be applicable
include producer-consumer parallelism, compute migration, and shared/cooperative cache
management.
Software and hardware should provide efficient means to move producer and con-
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sumer tasks into closer temporal proximity. To provide this proximity, prior work has
proposed kernel fusion [151] and data pyramiding [139] for GPU-GPU producer-consumer
relationships. However, these tend to be complicated program transformations, which can
encounter resource limitations, such as GPU register and scratch memory capacity. These
methods can still result in cache spills, as experienced by Parboil stencil, cell, hotspot,
and pathfind.
More recently, CUDA and OpenCL have added methods to improve producer-toconsumer programmability. CUDA 5.0 introduced dynamic parallelism [103], which allows
GPU code to dynamically launch consumer kernels. While this technique can provide
programmability benefits for dynamic and irregular applications, prior work shows that
kernel launch overheads can outweigh performance benefits [147]. OpenCL 2 added support for work queues, which allow producer tasks to queue generated work for other tasks
to consume [69]. While queues may also provide producer-to-consumer programming
flexibility, programmers will need to carefully pack data to maintain good GPU memory
access coalescing for performance and efficiency.
Moving producer and consumer tasks into closer temporal proximity may raise new
caching challenges. If producers generate data more quickly than consumers can pull
cached data, spills will still occur. Software or hardware techniques could modulate the
rate of data production and consumption to keep performance-sensitive data on chip.
Further producer-consumer analysis techniques should improve identification of a task’s
live data and estimation of concurrent memory footprint to aid the programmer in placing
data in available cache to avoid existing cache contention. Such techniques could prove
very valuable for applications with irregular memory accesses (e.g., most Lonestar and
Pannotia applications).
For heterogeneous processors, compute migration could unlock further fusion-like
optimization opportunities. When CPU cores provide reasonable compute resources,
migrating short-running GPU kernels to CPU cores could increase pipeline compute
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overlap and increase effective cache capacity when CPU cores have private, non-inclusive
cache. Such optimization may work in applications with multiple, varying complexity
GPU kernels, as in Lonestar dmr, mst, or sp.
Finally, this chapter discusses ways that existing applications may be optimized for
heterogeneous processors, and identifies constructs that may be directly used to develop
new applications for heterogeneous processors. Forward-looking application development
will likely adopt light-weight task handling and data dependency tracking early to ease the
effort required to leverage available heterogeneous processor caching, since it is a primary
benefit over discrete GPU systems.

3.6.2

Related Work

In addition to the many studies cited throughout this chapter, we identify a few classes of
related work. First, while prior application characterizations focus mostly on the GPU-side
resources and behaviors [21, 23, 138, 24], this study focuses on the application pipeline
structures and interaction of all components in the systems. We are not aware of any prior
studies that compare such results across many suites.
Prior studies propose methods to manage concurrency and optimize software pipeline
structure. These mostly target multicore CPU and SMP systems [44, 143, 156] rather
than systems containing GPUs, and few characterize potential optimizations to whole
application pipeline structures.
A broad class of prior work aims to model and predict application run time when run
on CPUs or GPUs. These works base their estimates on an application’s required memory
copies, compute operations, and memory accesses, as well as the specifications of the
hardware (e.g., [19, 94, 11]). Similar models are used in large-scale distributed system
runtimes to decide where to store memory to minimize data movement overhead [1, 32].
Finally, many prior studies look at GPU application optimization (e.g., [102, 125]) and
run time comparisons [41], but we are not aware of any prior studies that quantify potential
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optimizations focused around the elimination of memory copies in heterogeneous CPUGPU processors. There are studies that describe results from mitigating redundant data
and copies in other settings, such as OS data pipes to GPUs [124], and networking [157, 4].

3.7

Summary

This chapter compares GPU computing application optimization opportunities for discrete GPU systems and heterogeneous CPU-GPU processors. We modified applications
to remove memory copies and run in cache-coherent heterogeneous processors. When
comparing core utilization efficiency, the potential gains for improving core parallelism in
either system type are similar. However, we expect programming models to adapt to make
it easier to capture parallelism gains in heterogeneous processors.
Our memory access characterization indicates that the bulk-synchronous nature of GPU
computing applications causes poor cache efficiency. Data often spills off-chip before it can
be reused. The layout and use of data indicates that heterogeneous processors are likely
to provide caching opportunities that can improve application performance beyond the
capabilities of discrete GPU systems. To capture these opportunities will require flexible
data/compute granularities and migration, and coordinated/intelligent caching.
In the following chapters, we explore these challenges and opportunities in more depth.
We specifically develop applications suited to utilize the cores and cache in heterogeneous
processors, and we study hardware techniques to support these applications.
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4

developing workloads and simulation infrastructure

This thesis aims to anticipate how emerging applications may stress the compute and
memory resources in heterogeneous processors. The shared memory and cache coherence
capabilities permit applications to communicate and synchronize data in new and unique
ways. Unfortunately, prior to our research, the research community lacked both publiclyavailable applications that use these new capabilities, and the simulation infrastructure to
test potential hardware configurations of heterogeneous processors. This chapter discusses
the important aspects of our efforts to develop heterogeneous processor workloads and
simulation.
First, to address the lack of heterogeneous processor applications, we develop new
applications and modify existing GPU computing applications to test heterogeneous processor memory systems. The first part of this chapter expands on the characterizations
in the last two chapters to describe our development process for targeting applications
at heterogeneous processors. Chapter 2 identified application-level characteristics that
indicate whether a computation will perform better on CPU or GPU cores. Chapter 3 broke
down software pipelines of existing GPU computing applications to identify optimization
strategies—migrating computation and overlapping work—when targeting heterogeneous
processors. These guides suggest avenues that programmers will follow when writing new
applications.
To select existing applications to modify and target at heterogeneous processors, we
more deeply analyze application characteristics. Many applications contain separate portions that could run better on CPU or GPU cores, but often, these portions do not constitute
significant portions of run time. As a result, migrating these computations without other
algorithmic optimization will not substantially improve performance. On the other hand,
many classes of applications, such as image processing and graph analytics, contain longer
algorithmic stages each with a different amount of parallelism that may be targeted at the
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different core types. We select applications with the most potential performance benefit
from overlapping these CPU- and GPU-targeted stages.
As we modify applications to migrate stages between core types and to run stages
concurrently, we must take care to preserve any communication ordering requirements
between the stages. GPU computing applications often use kernel synchronization to
implicitly synchronize producer-consumer communication. To run producer and consumer tasks concurrently, however, applications must introduce explicit and finer-grained
synchronization. This chapter discusses the benefits and disadvantages of potential CPU
and GPU synchronization mechanisms when coordinating CPU and GPU computation.
The second part of this chapter discusses our efforts to develop simulation infrastructure
for evaluating heterogeneous processor architectures. Prior to our work, the research
community lacked simulators capable of modeling shared memory and cache coherent
heterogeneous processors. To fill this gap, we developed gem5-gpu [120]. Many of gem5gpu’s capabilities were published in IEEE Computer Architecture Letters in 2014, so this
chapter discusses other important modeling details we developed for this thesis. Further,
our newly-developed applications place unique demands on heterogeneous processor
memory systems, such that prior simulation infrastructure can fail to accurately model
CPU and GPU memory access interactions. We briefly describe these challenges and the
simulation enhancements we made to ensure accurate memory system modeling.

4.1

Workloads for Heterogeneous Processors

The software pipeline analysis in Chapter 3 estimated that if applications could effectively
use heterogeneous processor resources, they could see substantial performance improvement. However, when modifying existing applications in practice, programmers encounter
numerous challenges to achieve these improvements. First, programmers must decide
which software transformations could provide the largest performance benefits, but some
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transformations, such as migrating work between core types, show small potential for
performance gain. We describe potential optimization pitfalls, which indicate that programmers should focus attention on transforming relatively wide parallel compute stages
and overlapping CPU and GPU work.
Second, existing GPU computing applications contain wide parallel compute stages, but
programmers must decide which stages to overlap for largest benefit. For best utilization,
the programmer must find successive pipeline stages to overlap that have similar run times
when mapped to their subsets of cores and reasonable communication behaviors. Since
GPUs are designed to process wider parallelism, programmers should map the widest
parallel stages to GPU cores, while narrower parallel stages could be executed concurrently
on CPU cores. We discuss the common software structures that result in this varying
DLP across pipeline stages, and the classes of applications that commonly contain these
structures. Finally, we describe one class of emerging applications, irregular algorithms, in
more detail to highlight their interesting structures and opportunities in heterogeneous
processors.
This section describes algorithm-level characteristics, software transformations, and
synchronization for targeting heterogeneous processors. We summarize application characteristics for open-source benchmark suites in Table 4.1, and Appendix A includes a more
complete classification of characteristics for each workload we study.
Table 4.1: Summary of software pipeline characteristics for open-source benchmark suites.

Num.
Suite
Apps
Lonestar
14
Pannotia
10
Parboil
12
Polybench
15
Rodinia
22
Totals
73

Algorithm Organization
Pipe
Pipe
VaryP-C
Paral. DLP
Comm. -able
P-C
14
13
13
10
10
9
9
9
7
10
10
8
19
18
13
62
60
50
85%
82%
68%

Implementation Details
Reg.
Irreg.
Fine
SW
P-C
P-C
Topo.- Data- Sync:
Work
Comm. Comm. driven driven Atomic Queue
14
13
8
10
13
9
10
10
10
0
2
0
9
3
12
0
3
1
9
0
15
0
0
0
19
6
22
0
0
0
61
32
67
10
18
10
84%
44%
92%
14%
25%
14%
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Figure 4.1: Utilization of processor resources during GPU computing application.

4.1.1

Specific Task Handling Characteristics

This subsection investigates pipeline stage task handling characteristics common in some
existing GPU computing applications, and describes the practicalities that programmers
face when optimizing these structures. Most applications contain producer-consumer
communication that could be parallelized, but programmers must identify parallelization
that can provide best performance. We identify two potential pitfalls—marked by coarse
task granularity relative to the overall computation—that indicate when optimizations
for heterogeneous processors can still leave cores underutilized. We conclude that programmers should instead optimize pipeline stages with relatively high DLP that can be
structured as numerous task epochs relative to the stage’s run time.
GPU applications contain hierarchical task structure to map computation to hardware.
Figure 4.1 shows how stages of an application software pipeline map to CPU and GPU cores
during run time. GPU kernels execute many tasks in threads grouped into threadblocks.
For simplicity, this discussion assumes that each thread in the threadblock executes a single
task. When a threadblock completes, another takes the hardware context until there are no
threadblocks left in the kernel. For many graphics and early GPU computing applications,
tasks in a single kernel perform roughly the same computation and have similar run times.
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As a result, threadblocks often proceed in epochal sets that start and end around the same
time.
Pitfall 1: Not Enough GPU Work: Many applications contain pipeline stages with
limited parallelism. As depicted in Figure 4.1, the consumer kernel only contains enough
work for two threadblocks, and the rest of the GPU contexts are idle during the consumer’s
run time. Frequently, applications contain these kernels when producer stages reduce
the DLP for the consumer, or when a stage is inherently DLP-limited because it performs
data or synchronization setup. Such DLP-limited stages might perform better on CPU
cores. However, when applications are targeted at discrete GPUs, migrating data back-andforth to the CPU memory can be costly. Prior work has observed a similar difficulty that
applications need to have sufficient DLP to see performance benefit from GPUs [52].
When targeting heterogeneous processors that do not need to copy data between CPU
and GPU memories, it can be straightforward to migrate work to CPU. These DLP-limited
stages are common, but in most cases, they are not critical to optimize. In our application
survey, we find that more than 15% of applications contain at least one GPU kernel that
uses less than 50% of the GPU’s contexts, even when the application processes large input
sets. These stages are often very short, accounting for just 1–9% of application run time.
Performance may improve by migrating work to the CPU, but the expected gains are small.
Pitfall 2: Few GPU Threadblock Epochs: Sometimes, the number of GPU threadblocks
in a kernel is such that there are few threadblock epochs during the run time. Figure 4.1
depicts this situation: the producer kernel executes only four threadblock epochs. This
“limited-epoch” structure often indicates the stage has limited DLP, and further coordination
with CPU cores may still result in core underutilization.
First, tasks from a single pipeline stage could be executed on CPU cores in parallel with
GPU activity, but may result in asymmetric progress. Task runtimes, such as OpenMP [84]
and OpenACC [112], have added support to compile code to run on either CPU or GPU
cores, and could be extended to execute a stage’s tasks across all heterogeneous processor
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Figure 4.2: Progress asymmetry of different cores can cause cause limited-epoch pipeline
stages to run longer when spreading tasks across all cores.
cores. We show that this parallelization scheme in Figure 4.2, which splits producer tasks
out of GPU threadblocks and migrates them to CPU cores.
Though this structure could reduce CPU core underutilization, asymmetric task progress
might still cause underutilization, especially for limited-epoch stages. Our results in Chapter 2 indicate that tasks completing the same computation on CPU cores can progress at
rates up to 2–3× faster or slower than GPU cores. Due to relatively coarse threadblock
granularity in limited-epoch kernels, threadblocks running on either core type might run
long after the other cores have completed, causing unoccupied cores to be idle until the
stage completes. Figure 4.2 highlights potential effects of this asymmetry, leaving GPU
cores idle at the end of the producer stage. Task runtimes might evolve to adaptively
and efficiently execute tasks from single pipeline stages across CPU and GPU cores, so
programmers may not need to be involved in such scheduling. Instead, we focus on another
form of component-overlap parallelism in which successive pipeline stages execute on the
different core types.
Second, producer and consumer stages could be parallelized to execute concurrently
on the separate core types, but this structure can also cause core underutilization due to
limited-epoch stages. Generally, producer tasks generate outputs and synchronize these
results to consumers implicitly using kernel boundaries (e.g., Figure 4.1 depicts back-toback producer and consumer kernels). However, producer task outputs must be ready by
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Figure 4.3: Concurrent producer-consumer activity requires signals from producer tasks
to consumer tasks and can cut down underutilized resources, but can still result in underutilization during limited-epoch stages.
the time a task exits, so consumers could pull the data long before kernel boundaries if the
producer tasks signal their completed work. Figure 4.3 shows this concurrent producerconsumer structure.
If producer and consumer stages execute concurrently, coarse-grained synchronization
in limited-epoch producer stages can result in core underutilization. As shown in Figure 4.3, consumer tasks must wait through roughly 25% of the producer kernel’s run time
before consuming ready data, because there are only four producer task epochs. Further,
consumers may still run long beyond the end of the producer, leaving the producer’s cores
idle. For producer pipeline stages with more task epochs relative to their run time, the
potential underutilization can be much smaller.
Finally, we note an important practicality about GPU threadblock epochs: GPU threads
can each execute multiple tasks to appear as though fewer threadblocks execute during a
kernel, but tasks often still execute in epochs. Some applications execute multiple tasks per
GPU thread in loops as it traverses large data structures. In this setting, a threadblock’s run
time is the sum of the sequential task times. The extreme case is called “persistent threads”,
in which threadblocks persist through the full kernel run time, and threads execute tasks
by looping until all are complete [47]. Even when GPU threads execute multiple tasks
per thread in a threadblock, tasks often still execute roughly in epochs. For the purposes
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of investigating concurrent producer-consumer activity, we consider these task-to-thread
mappings to be equivalent.
Although many applications have limited-epoch stages, they tend not to be performance
critical. 15% of GPU computing applications contain stages with fewer than five task
epochs. Another 14% of applications use persistent threads, but they usually have fine task
granularity relative to kernel run time so we do not consider them limited-epoch. For most
of these applications, these limited-epoch stages account for less than 16% of run time, and
migrating them between core types is unlikely to improve run time significantly.
To summarize, pipeline stages that process narrow DLP or have relatively coarse task
granularity are likely to cause core underutilization, even if parallelized to use all core
resources in heterogeneous processors. Fortunately, such stages often account for a small
portion of run time, suggesting programmers may find larger benefit from parallelizing
application stages with greater DLP.

4.1.2

Algorithmic Structures with Varying DLP

The pitfalls described in the prior subsection guide our attention toward software pipeline
stages that have specific DLP characteristics. Specifically, for successive pipeline stages, we
can utilize producer-consumer parallelism when one stage has significant DLP that can
benefit from GPU cores while the other stage has less DLP or more ILP for which CPU
cores can perform well. Three common algorithmic structures can result in pipeline stages
with these varying characteristics. When selecting applications to modify and target at
heterogeneous processors, we look for these structures as indicators an application may be a
good fit. As shown in the “Vary-DLP P-C” column of Table 4.1, roughly half of applications
in open-source suites contain structures that cause varying DLP from one pipeline stage to
the next. Below, we describe how we measure DLP variance associated with the structures.
Reduction-like Operations: We began our study of coordinated work in heterogeneous
processors by deeply investigating reduction-like operations, because they can be flexibly
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Figure 4.4: Example logarithmic reduction-sum on 16 data elements.
structured to test a spectra of DLP (and thus TLP) and ILP configurations. Reduction
operations are constructed from a set of associative operators on pairs of data elements. The
operator’s associativity allows data elements to be combined sequentially or logarithmically
to expose DLP (see Figure 4.4). Algorithm implementations can use combinations of linear
and logarithmic stages as appropriate for best use of parallel hardware resources.
By simulating different reduction configurations across cores in heterogeneous processors, we glean a couple high-level insights about coordinating work. First, GPUs have
in-cache execution units that can execute atomic operations, and these units should be
considered as extra compute resources for certain reduction operations. Some reduction
operations—such as addition/subtraction, multiplies, and logical and/or—can be completed using GPU in-cache atomic units, and to perform these reductions, GPU tasks send
atomic operations to units in global memory caches. Current GPUs contain one to four
pipelined atomic units per way of the cache, and atomic operations on a single data location
(address) can proceed once every 2-8 cache cycles. In total, atomic units can contribute up
to roughly 100 GFLOP/s to the total compute capabilities—comparable to 2-6 CPU or GPU
cores.
Although atomic units offer significant extra compute resources, it is challenging to
write applications that can fully utilize atomic resources. An application can easily send
numerous atomic operations to a single data location from multiple threads, but these
operations will be serialized at the atomic unit and proceed at low throughput. Instead,
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threads can hierarchically accumulate results across separate data locations to use separate
atomic units and improve throughput, but the programmer must manually structure the
hierarchy and distribute operations across the separate data locations.
Second, reductions usually involve simple operations, which make them easy to structure to run efficiently on GPU cores or in atomic units. Unless a reduction operation
involves more intricate computation, the portion of work that should be migrated to CPU
cores is generally small. GPUs can effectively process a reduction’s DLP until there are
slightly fewer parallel operations than the GPU has execution units. At that point, the
GPU’s compute resources can become underutilized due to insufficient parallel work. For
very large reductions of simple operations, the GPU should perform the majority of work.
Reduction-like operations are very common in many computing applications. Specific
examples include vector and matrix operations such as multiplications and convolutions
that are found in numerical methods and image processing applications. Other examples include histogram and cumulative distribution calculations that arise in statistical algorithms,
and distance comparisons used in physics calculations. Most Polybench applications, and
Rodinia backprop, kmeans, lud, nn, and strmclstr contain reductions.
Subset Data Processing: Some numerical methods and graph analytics applications
contain pipeline stages that process subsets of data, and DLP narrows from one stage to
the next. As an example, consider the Rodinia application, lud, which performs matrix
LU decomposition. This algorithm iterates multiple times over three software stages that
processes a matrix’s perimeter, then its diagonal, and then its interior. The perimeter and
diagonal stages process smaller portions of data than the interior stages, and the perimeter
and diagonal computations could be processed concurrently with interior processing as
long as data is appropriately synchronized. Analogously, graph analytics applications
often progress such that each successive stage processes a subset of the data from the
previous stage, and sets of stages could be executed concurrently. Such graph applications
include Lonestar bh and mst, and Pannotia color.
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Feature Extractions: Finally, we see varying DLP across pipeline stages of applications
that involve data feature detection and extraction. A notable example is an application
that uses image processing to detect edges of objects in an image. Early pipeline stages
use image filters centered at each pixel of an image to detect color or contrast gradients,
and they mark pixels that are candidates to be included as part of an object’s edge. Further
stages process candidate pixels to stitch them together and generate edges. The early image
filtering stages can proceed in wide parallel with regular data access that is a good fit for
GPUs. However, the later stages can witness more irregular data access and contain more
sequential and low-DLP work, which can be a better fit for CPU cores.
A couple classes of applications perform feature extractions. Image processing pipelines
are common in Rodinia applications, including heartwall, particle filtering (pf_float and
pf_naive), and srad. Feature extractions are also common when detecting exceptional
results in stream processing, such as Rodinia strmclstr, and signal processing, such as
analog-to-digital radar and sonar [135].
Estimating DLP: Most applications contain varying DLP pipeline stages, and emerging
applications show greater DLP variance. To estimate the DLP of separate pipeline stages,
we collect two metrics when running an application in simulation. First, the thread organization often indicates task structure and DLP as long as each thread in a threadblock
executes a single task. To collect thread organization, we record GPU kernel launch configurations, which include the number of threadblocks and the number of threads per
threadblock. Second, since tasks may not always map directly to threads, we also collect
memory footprint of each pipeline stage as a proxy for DLP. Typically, each task processes
a small, independent chunk of a data structure, so the total data footprint size processed
during a stage often correlates closely with DLP, and comparing footprint across pipeline
stages can indicate whether DLP is varying.
We compare the number of threads and memory footprint across successive stages
of each application to estimate how DLP changes. For some applications, these factors
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remain constant (e.g., Rodinia cell), but more frequently, they change across pipeline
stages by up to 10,000× or more. We classify applications as having varying DLP when
successive per-stage thread counts or footprints change by more than 50%, and inspection
of the code confirms the changing DLP. We find that 68% of open-source applications have
varying DLP across pipeline stages. In Section 4.1.3, we describe the DLP differences for
applications with regular and irregular task structures. In more regular applications—such
as most in Rodinia, Parboil, and Polybench—28 of the 49 (57%) contain varying DLP across
software pipeline stages. In contrast, varying DLP is very common among the irregular
applications in Lonestar and Pannotia suites (22 of the 24 applications, 92%), and we
describe why in more detail below.

4.1.3

Regular and Irregular Applications

Finally, after identifying applications with software structures that are likely to benefit from
execution on heterogeneous processors, programmers must work through practical details
of modifying the organization of tasks and data structures to better map to heterogeneous
processors. GPU computing applications typically organize tasks around their DLP, and
the regularity of the DLP often dramatically affects the way tasks can be organized. To give
the reader a flavor for these practicalities, we discuss task organizations for regular and
irregular applications. Compared to existing regular applications, future-looking irregular
applications show increased DLP variance throughout execution, indicating they may be
even better suited for processors with heterogeneous compute capabilities. We summarize the number of applications with regular and irregular structures for communicating
producer-consumer data in Table 4.1 (“Reg. P-C Comm.” and “Irreg. P-C Comm.” columns,
respectively).
Burtscher et al. define regular and irregular applications [21]. A computation is considered to be regular if the data can be regularly structured, as in arrays or matrices, and tasks
process the data in regular or statically predictable ways. Example applications include
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matrix manipulations and image filtering. Programmers can often easily reason about
the way these applications access memory. In irregular applications, on the other hand,
tasks operate on irregular data structures, such as graphs or priority queues, and tasks
may need to be spawned dynamically based on the data. The dynamic, data-dependent
nature of these computations often make it difficult to reason about their memory usage
characteristics. Irregular computations are often used in physics simulations, and for graph
analytics and manipulation.
Compared to regular applications, irregular applications frequently involve deeper
software pipelines with greater DLP variance as a result of how they must manage tasks
to operate on their irregular data. As an example, consider a common graph traversal
algorithm that moves through frontiers, like Lonestar bfs_wla and sssp_wln. In each
software stage, a task processes edges from a node in set called the frontier, and it updates
the frontier by removing its source node and adding destination nodes along each edge.
The amount of work available in each stage depends on the frontier size, which is an
intrinsic characteristic of the graph’s structure. Graphs with high degree will result in
pipeline stages with high DLP, and a graph’s diameter dictates the number of pipeline
stages required to traverse it.
Topology-driven and Data-driven Irregular Applications: Finally, irregular applications often require intricate software transformations to perform well on GPUs, but the
resulting task management structures are very useful in heterogeneous processors. Nasre
et al. describe processes for transforming irregular applications from topology-driven to
data-driven task handling [101]. In each stage of computation, topology-driven applications spawn a task for every data element in a structure, such as each node or edge in a
graph. Tasks first check whether there is work to do at their respective element. If so, the
task completes the work, but if not, the task exits immediately, completing no useful work.
When small subsets of the data must be processed in a stage, few tasks do useful work, so
a topology-driven approach can be very wasteful of compute resources.
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An alternative approach is called “data-driven” irregular computation [101], because it
accounts for whether a data element must be processed in the next computational stage.
When a task updates a data element during one stage, it can often check whether its
activity will trigger further work on that data in the following stage. If so, it can signal
this requirement by creating a work item (request) in a queue. The following stage of
computation can just spawn tasks for each work item in the queue rather than for all data
elements.
If a data-driven approach is appropriate for an application, it can yield significant
benefits for running in heterogeneous processors. First, work queuing narrows the total
amount of computation, directly reducing run time to just the useful work in each stage.
This narrowing also has derivative benefit on caching; since fewer tasks execute in each
stage, they also access less data, which can reduce the pressure on cache capacity and
reduce conflict misses. Applications tested by Nasre et al. and in our work have witnessed
performance gains of 1.1× to over 100×.
Finally, using work queues for task management is very useful for structuring efficient
computation in heterogeneous processors. Work queues act as concentration points for
computation control, because threads can pull and perform work items simply by knowing
the location of the queue in memory. As described in Section 4.2, this queue structure is
very powerful for migrating work between CPU and GPU cores that share memory.

4.2

Coordinating CPU and GPU Computation

Section 4.1 describes pipeline stage characteristics that indicate an application may perform
well when targeted at heterogeneous processors. We look for producer-consumer pipeline
stage pairs, for which producers have high-DLP, and consumers complete lower DLP or
higher ILP computation. We aim to fully utilize all heterogeneous processor compute
resources by executing such pipeline stage pairs concurrently, with producer tasks on the
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GPU and consumer tasks on CPU cores.
Unfortunately, as we will show in Chapter 6, naively executing work on CPU and GPU
cores concurrently often causes excessive contention for cache and memory resources. The
characterization in Chapter 2 showed that differences between CPU and GPU microarchitectures can cause significant differences in MLP and the temporal characteristics of
memory accesses. GPU burst memory behavior often causes significant contention with
CPU cache and memory accesses. If programmers aim to efficiently coordinate CPU and
GPU concurrent work, the cores will need to communicate and synchronize data without
causing excessive contention for cache and memory resources.
This section briefly documents our experience with and assessment of synchronization
options for coordinating work between CPU and GPU cores. Signal variables and atomic
data updates are useful mechanisms for synchronizing the common producer-consumer behaviors in GPU computing workloads. When the GPU participates in such synchronization,
however, the synchronization granularity must usually be coarser than per-GPU-thread,
which causes excessive cache accesses and contention.

4.2.1

Synchronization Primitives in Heterogeneous Processors

Existing multicore CPUs and discrete GPUs each offer a number of synchronization primitives for coordinating work among their threads. These same primitives can be valuable
when coordinating work between CPU and GPU cores in a heterogeneous processor. Here,
we describe the benefits and disadvantages of each.
We preface this discussion with a memory consistency note. CPU and GPU cores provide different memory consistency models, so when synchronizing across core types, each
core must have mechanisms to ensure memory ordering guarantees on shared variables.
Our tests simulate processors with scoped memory consistency closely resembling the
OpenCL v2 specification [69]. To correctly synchronize between CPU and GPU threads,
each must execute appropriate fence or atomic operations that make data visible in the
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chip-wide coherence domain (called “global level” in CUDA/PTX or “device-scope” in
OpenCL).
Signal Variables: Signal or flag variables are commonly used to indicate when data
becomes available for consumption, so they are a natural fit for concurrent producerconsumer activity. After writing output data, a thread executes a fence to ensure the output
is visible to other threads, and can then complete a standard or atomic write to the signal
variable. Commonly, GPU producer pipeline stages generate outputs in regular data arrays,
and threads can signal in a separate associated array or in work queues, as described in
Chapter 6.
Signal variables have desirable performance properties. Variable signaling tends to be
low latency, mostly for the fence between output data and the variable (e.g., 2–10 cycles
from CPUs, 150–250 cycles from GPUs). Signals can also be very high throughput: CPU
threads can vectorize parallel signal writes and GPU threads can coalesce their writes.
Naive algorithm implementations with signal variables often have high memory space
and performance overheads. Since tasks often process one or a few data elements, it is
often straightforward to write code that uses signal variables to indicate when each task is
complete or after each data element has been modified. Unfortunately, this fine-grained
signaling often requires large memory space overhead of one signal variable per task or
data element, making the signals size proportional to the original data set size. This storage
can cause cache capacity contention and high signal read overhead, reducing performance.
The next subsection discusses ways to change the granularity of signaling to mitigate
storage overheads.
Atomic Data Updates: In some producer-consumer pipeline pairs, consumer computation can be completed using atomic operations, such as increments/adds or setting extrema
with min or max. Unfortunately, most consumer pipeline stages perform non-trivial work
that is not amenable to atomic operations. Reduction-like operations are often a good
target for atomics, but producer-consumer pairs that perform subset data processing or
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feature extractions rarely need to accumulate results as in reductions. In Chapter 6, we test
application implementations that use atomic operations when possible.
Locks: Applications could also use fine-grained locking, though the technique is uncommon in GPU computing applications. CPU and GPU threads can use atomic operations
to set and reset lock variables that indicate exclusive access to shared data. Similar to signal
variables, when GPU applications use locks (e.g., Lonestar bh or mst), they tend to store
locks in arrays that are associated with regularly-structured data that requires locking.
Coordinating CPU and GPU work using locks can result in unfair data access due to
differences in CPU and GPU atomics. GPU threads can use in-cache atomics (e.g., at the
L2 cache) to set and unset lock variables, and these operations can proceed with high
throughput. CPU atomic operations, on the other hand, are often implemented by pulling
the cache line into the CPU L1 data cache, setting a bit that forces the line to remain in
exclusive state there, performing the atomic computation in the CPU core, and then writing
the line. Even without cache contention, CPU atomics tend to be longer latency and lower
throughput than atomics in current GPUs due to the latency for moving data from cache
to the CPU core and back. As a result, if CPU and GPU threads contend on locks, CPU
threads can experience starvation for access to the data.
Spin-wait Loops: When using signal or lock variables, threads must have a mechanism
to wait for the variable, and spin-wait loops are a first-cut approach. CPU and GPU threads
can spin-wait using similar code (e.g., Figure 4.5), which checks the variable and executes
a memory fence in a loop until the variable is set. When signaling between CPU and GPU
cores, threads must be careful to access data that is visible to all threads synchronizing on
the variables. Thus, GPU threads must use device-scope fences to access these variables
and ensure they do not read from stale cached data. Further, when GPU threads spin-wait,
the programmer must take care that all threads in each warp proceed through the loop
together to avoid deadlocks.
We commonly use spin-wait loops in our coordinated work applications, because our
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void s i g n a l _ w a i t ( bool ∗ _ s i g n a l _ v a r i a b l e ) {
while ( ! ( ∗ _ s i g n a l _ v a r i a b l e ) ) {
// Perform memory f e n c e
__memory_fence ( ) ;
}
}

Figure 4.5: Spin-wait pseudocode. Threads wait until a signal variable in memory gets set.
Code is similar on x86 CPU cores as on NVIDIA GPU cores.
testing shows that CPU and GPU spin-wait loops provide good performance. Typically,
the latency between when a producer writes a variable and when a consumer detects it is
only 5–40 cache cycles longer than the latency to transfer the variable between writer and
reader caches.
Thread Yield/Sleep: When many threads spin-wait in loops, they can contend with
other threads for execution and load-store unit slots. We did not encounter instances in
which spin-wait loops caused significant contention. However, we considered two thread
sleep mechanisms that can pause a thread’s execution while it waits for a signal variable:
thread yield and microsleep.
First, the CPU thread can yield its context to other threads (e.g., x86 hlt instruction), but
this process can be a very long latency operation. The operating system can context switch
out the executing thread and when it later receives an interrupt to wake up the thread,
it switches it into the next available thread context. Context switches and waiting for an
available thread context typically incur latencies upward of 10µs, which is incompatible
with our desire for low latency coordinated work.
Though we do not use it frequently, a useful CPU mechanism pauses a thread’s execution
while waiting without yielding the context, called thread microsleep. CPU ISAs include
instructions to monitor a memory address for activity and for a thread to pause execution
until activity is detected (e.g., x86 monitor and mwait instructions, respectively). This
mechanism makes spin-waiting more energy efficient, because threads no longer need
to poll for changes to a memory location. Microsleep is a good candidate for CPU-GPU
coordinated work signal waiting, because compared to spin-waiting, it can eagerly detect
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memory access activity, and restarting the waiting thread adds just 8–20 cycles latency.
Prior work investigates GPU thread sleep [140] and threadblock draining and preemption [141]. Threadblock draining is when the GPU core allows a threadblock to complete
execution, but reclaims the threadblock context for another kernel rather than scheduling another threadblock from the same kernel. GPU threadblock schedulers can also
be designed to preempt running threadblocks. In this case, the threadblock must save
its GPU core state (e.g., registers and scratch memory) to a location that can be re-read
later (e.g., global memory), and then, the threadblock releases the context. Our Q-cache
architecture in Chapter 6 makes use of threadblock draining, but not for the purposes of
synchronization. Further, our coordinated work applications execute producer pipeline
stages on the GPU, and the baseline organization with fine-grained signaling does not
require the GPU to wait (spin or sleep).

4.2.2

GPU Synchronization Granularity

When GPU cores participate in coordinated computation with CPU cores, new synchronization challenges arise as a result of the GPU’s wide multithreading, fine-grained tasks, and
memory access coalescing. As GPU producer tasks near completion, they can collectively
generate outputs in bursts of hundreds or thousands of data writes within tens of cycles. If
each task also signals that its outputs are ready, they can double the total producer writes
and consumer reads. Further, coalesced memory writes from GPU warps can each set up
to 32 signal variables and can proceed at a rate of one per cache cycle. This write rate can
cause extreme cache contention.
To enable efficient producer-consumer communication, we will need to reduce the
GPU’s synchronization granularity. Consumer tasks need to be able to keep up with high
throughput producer writes, but fine-grained signaling can cause very high consumer read
overhead. Prior work [71, 25] and our tests reveal 2–5× performance overheads, caused by
the extra lock or signal variable reads, and cache contention misses due to the extra signal
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_ _ g l o b a l _ _ void producer ( Data ∗ input , Data ∗ output , S i g n a l ∗ s i g n a l s ) {
// A l l t h r e a d s i n b l o c k perform producer computation
p r o c e s s ( input , t h r e a d I d x . x , output ) ;
// A l l t h r e a d s f e n c e t o ensure data o r d e r i n g
__memory_fence ( ) ;
// A l l t h r e a d s wait u n t i l a l l t h r e a d b l o c k r e s u l t s a r e w r i t t e n
__threadblock_barrier ( ) ;
// 0 th t h r e a d s i g n a l s t h r e a d b l o c k ’ s r e s u l t s a r e ready
i f ( t h r e a d I d x . x == 0 )
s i g n a l (& s i g n a l s [ b l o c k I d x . x ] ) ;
}

Figure 4.6: GPU pseudocode demonstrating the use of barriers for per-threadblock dataready signals.
storage. This problem is common across all coordinated work applications we consider.
To address this challenge, we test and use thread barrier techniques to narrow GPU
synchronization from per-task or per-data-element to per-threadblock. Code for this
process is shown in Figure 4.6. Specifically, after tasks in a threadblock process their input
and generate outputs, they execute a fence, but then perform a threadblock barrier to wait
for all other threads in the threadblock to write their results. After the barrier, a single task
can signal that all of the threadblock’s results are ready.
We test two barrier implementations for this coarser granularity signaling: GPU hardware barriers, and barriers constructed from atomic operations. GPUs offer hardware
barriers that pause progress of threads at the barrier until all other threads in the threadblock have arrived at the barrier. Hardware barriers can be very energy efficient and low
latency. However, we later show that despite their efficiency, current barrier implementations have inefficiencies, which can cause high performance overheads as many threads
must wait for other lagging threads. This overhead motivates our following proposal to
improve hardware barriers, Transparent Fuzzy Barriers, in Chapter 5.
We use GPU hardware barriers for our coordinated work applications, because they
provide the best performance, but we also tested barriers constructed from atomics. In an
atomic barrier, threads atomically increment a counter variable when they arrive at the
barrier. Then, they wait until other threads increment the counter to be equal to the total
number of participating threads before they continue execution. Atomic barriers allow
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more or fewer threads to participate than hardware barriers, which pause execution of
threads in a threadblock. This difference allows atomic barriers to provide even coarser
grained signaling. However, we do not find a need for this flexibility.
Threadblock barriers reduce the synchronization granularity and eliminate more than
96% of performance overhead caused by per-thread signaling. Threadblocks often contain
128–1024 threads, so using threadblock barrier signaling reduces the number of signal
variables and storage by more than 100×. Further, commonly, GPU threads heavily contend
for cache access, so the extra signal variable accesses can cause more than 2× performance
overhead. The improvement from coarser grained signaling makes it much easier for
consumer tasks to keep up with producers.
These synchronization advances greatly improve concurrent producer-consumer performance and allow the programmer or system to focus attention on making efficient
use of on-chip caches in heterogeneous processors. The potential benefits of improved
cache communication motivate our proposal for Q-cache in Chapter 6. Q-cache is a cache
management technique to avoid spilling producer-to-consumer queued data from caches.

4.3

gem5-gpu: A Heterogeneous CPU-GPU Simulator

Our workload characterization and heterogeneous processor application development have
identified opportunities for hardware to better support coordinated work between CPU and
GPU cores. Unfortunately, prior to our work, the research community lacked simulation
infrastructure to test applications that leverage the shared memory and cache coherence
capabilities in heterogeneous processors. To address this challenge, our research group
has developed the gem5-gpu simulator through its formative stages, and we use gem5-gpu
to model heterogeneous CPU-GPU processors for characterizations in Chapters 2 and 3.
We document gem5-gpu’s broad capabilities in IEEE Computer Architecture Letters [120].
The challenges of modeling heterogeneous processors are many, and this section de-
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scribes the most important modeling details we developed specifically to test proposals in
this thesis. Heterogeneous processors allow CPU and GPU memory accesses to interact in
the cache hierarchy, and prior simulation infrastructure had not been adapted to model
their differing access characteristics. Our research focuses on efficient communication and
synchronization between CPU and GPU cores, so these cache access interactions need
to be modeled with sufficient fidelity to anticipate real cache hierarchy bottlenecks. The
important microarchitectural components we developed or enhanced include GPU memory access coalescing and queuing, GPU cache coherence, and buffering and fairness in
memory access paths.

4.3.1

Table Stakes Simulator Development

gem5-gpu integrates the CPU models and Ruby memory hierarchies of gem5 [18] with
the GPU core model from GPGPU-Sim [10]. To accurately model state-of-the-art GPU
cores accessing global memory through the Ruby memory hierarchy, we implemented four
major “table stakes” simulated system features: GPU load-store queuing to global memory,
atomic memory accesses, scoped memory fences and barriers, and GPU L1 caches that do
not require read-for-ownership.
When we integrated gem5 and GPGPU-Sim models, GPGPU-Sim modeled global memory accesses with approximately timing-correct global memory accesses and functional
data access. However, the Ruby memory model requires both data and timing correctness.
To resolve these modeling differences, we developed a cycle-accurate GPU load-store queue
(LSQ). This LSQ accepts memory requests, including addresses and data as appropriate,
from the separate threads (lanes) of a warp executing on a GPU core in GPGPU-Sim. It
models four stages. First, it coalesces requests into accesses to a minimal set of cache
lines, and then models stages that queue and issue the associated memory accesses to the
connected Ruby cache hierarchy. Finally, when a memory access completes, it decoalesces
data to be returned to requesting threads.
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By moving global memory accesses to the Ruby memory model, we were unable to use
GPGPU-Sim’s modeling of atomic memory operations, so we augmented the GPU LSQ
and Ruby memory model to perform GPU atomic operations. Similar to standard accesses,
when GPU threads issue atomic requests, they send addresses and data to the LSQ, but
they also send a flag indicating the type of atomic operation to be performed. The LSQ
coalesces and packs atomic operations differently than standard accesses, because they will
be performed by Ruby caches. Ruby models these operations by functionally executing the
atomic functions on the data after the access attains write permissions at the appropriate
cache.
Next, the relaxed memory consistency model used with NVIDIA GPUs required that
we correctly model memory request orderings with respect to fences and barriers. The
gem5-gpu LSQ handles memory requests in the order they were received, but Ruby caches
are allowed to reorder accesses, which can cause data to appear reordered when memory
accesses complete. To track fences, the GPU core sends fences (implicitly included with
barriers) to the LSQ, which places them in the warp’s memory request queue. To enforce
release consistency, when the fence reaches the head of the instruction queue, it blocks until
all prior memory accesses from the warp have completed. If it needs to enforce acquire
consistency (e.g., global-scope fence), the fence’s acquire operation is forwarded to the
Ruby caches, which flush any stale data out to global scope.
Fourth, since Ruby had been previously used to model CPU cache hierarchies, it assumed that all caches would be coherent and implement read-for-ownership (RFO) coherence protocols. To enforce these assumptions, Ruby’s cache hierarchy input port—the
“Sequencer”—would block multiple outstanding memory accesses to a single cache line,
requiring the sending core to buffer accesses until its cache had ownership of the line.
Unfortunately, cache hierarchies in state-of-the-art GPUs permit stale (incoherent) data to
be read from some caches, and memory stores to be buffered without obtaining ownership
through some cache hierarchy levels. We modified the Ruby Sequencer to permit multiple
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outstanding memory accesses per cache line, and we developed a GPU L1 cache controller
that accurately models NVIDIA’s no-RFO cache design.
Finally, although the GPU cores in current hardware functionally perform similar
request coalescing and cache accesses, different microarchitectures often have very different
access latencies and throughput. To accurately model different microarchitectures, we
parameterized the LSQ in gem5-gpu to model flexible LSQ pipeline latencies, atomic
memory access packing widths, and fence operation latencies.

4.3.2

Modifying GPGPU-Sim to Model NVIDIA Maxwell

As gem5-gpu matured, GPGPU-Sim’s GPU core microarchitectural model—based on
NVIDIA Fermi—became stale compared to state-of-the-art GPU models, such as NVIDIA
Kepler and Maxwell. To ensure that our tests reflect potential advances on the state-of-theart, we modified GPGPU-Sim’s core model to more accurately simulate NVIDIA Maxwell
cores.
First, in testing, we found that compared to NVIDIA Fermi cores, Maxwell cores show
reduced stalls due to instruction fetches. Consistent with Fermi [142], GPGPU-Sim GPU
cores send fetch requests lazily when a warp becomes eligible to issue but its instruction
buffers are empty. This lazy fetch behavior causes high overheads when few warps are ready
to issue, and instruction execution is unable to hide instruction fetch latency. To improve
Maxwell modeling, we adjusted GPGPU-Sim to send fetch requests more eagerly, when
a warp issues the last instruction from its instruction buffer. This improves performance
consistent with Maxwell, and more recent prior work has confirmed the benefit of eager
instruction fetch [88].
We also adjust GPGPU-Sim’s configurations to more accurately model Maxwell compute
operation throughput. Maxwell cores, called the Maxwell Streaming Multiprocessors or
“SMMs”, contain two sets of components that comprise a Fermi core (“SM”). Specifically,
Maxwell cores contain two pairs of warp schedulers, two scratchpad memories, and two
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sets of execution pipelines. To model a Maxwell core, we adjust GPGPU-Sim’s configuration
to include two cores per cluster, so each cluster acts as a single SMM connected to the cache
hierarchy. Further, we add minor fixes and configuration adjustments to GPGPU-Sim’s
scratch memory and execution unit pipelines to better model Maxwell’s throughput and
latencies. Finally, we use parameters of the GPU global LSQs, described above, to accurately
model global memory access, atomics, and fence/barrier latencies.

4.4

Improving Ruby Cache Hierarchy Modeling

Prior to our work, gem5 only modeled CPU cores interacting through the cache hierarchy.
CPU memory accesses tend to be regularly distributed through time with little contention
for buffering and bandwidth. To accurately model CPU memory access, gem5 often just
needed reasonable cache and memory access latencies, but did not need to model accurate
cache buffering and throughput. In contrast to CPUs, GPU memory accesses place heavy
stress on memory hierarchy buffering and cause contention. To handle these stresses, we
needed to improve gem5’s Ruby memory model. Specifically, we improve Ruby’s ability
to model finite buffering throughout memory hierarchies, and we fix memory access
arbitration in gem5’s Ruby interconnect model that caused unfair scheduling.

4.4.1

Finite Memory Access Buffering: “Nature Abhors a Vacuum”

By default, the Ruby memory model does not impose buffer capacity limitations in its
cache hierarchies, and this unlimited buffering causes unrealistic queuing and latency
under heavy memory access load. Figure 4.7 depicts an example memory hierarchy in
which unlimited buffering can cause problems. Consider the case where many GPU cores
all issue numerous read requests that miss in cache requiring them all to access off-chip
memory. With unlimited buffering throughout the cache hierarchy, these accesses will
proceed nearly uncontended to the point that bandwidth bottlenecks. In the diagram, the
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Figure 4.7: Example memory hierarchy in which unlimited buffering causes unrealistic
queuing and latency for CPU memory accesses.
DRAM controller bottlenecks the accesses due to its limited channel bandwidth to the
DIMMs, so accesses bloat the DRAM controller’s input queue.
The bloated DRAM input queue causes unrealistic CPU memory access latency. Suppose
a CPU memory access traverses the interconnect and enters the the DRAM input queue
behind the large group of GPU accesses. In the unlimited buffering scenario, each GPU
core may have tens of accesses waiting in the queue, so the CPU access could be behind
more than a thousand prior requests, potentially causing the CPU access to wait tens
of thousands of cycles. Real system cache hierarchies, on the other hand, commonly
limit CPU access buffering time to hundreds of cycles, even under heavy load. We find
that the excessive latencies of unbounded buffering caused unrealistic simulated system
performance, sometimes degrading performance by 3–8×.
To ensure that our simulation model provides realistic buffering latencies, we enhanced
Ruby’s cache hierarchy to correctly model finite buffering. These enhancements involved
fixing Ruby’s cache controller and interconnect queues to correctly enforce buffer capacity,
and augmenting simulation configuration scripts to set buffer capacities throughout the
caches and interconnects. Further, we modified gem5’s DRAM memory controller models
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to add finite request and response queuing. After making these changes, we compare
memory access latencies and bandwidths to existing CPU and GPU hardware to validate that they behave realistically under heavy memory access load and fix performance
degradation.

4.4.2

Fair Network Arbitration

Finally, as a consequence of adding finite memory access buffering in Ruby, cache hierarchy
components can cause back pressure to other components when buffers fill. When buffers
experience back pressure through a routing point, such as an on-chip interconnect switch,
memory accesses must be fairly prioritized to ensure predictable latencies and fair progress
among cores. Unfortunately, gem5’s Ruby and Garnet interconnect models use a static
round-robin arbitration scheme that has been shown to be unfair in prior work [73].
To address this arbitration issue, we implemented the batching assured access arbiter
described by Vernon et al. [144] in Ruby’s interconnect router. As accesses that are destined
for a common output port get buffered in the router’s input queues, the router creates a
batch of accesses that must all traverse the router before the next batch can be formed. Each
batch contains up to one access from each input queue if the queue has at least one access
waiting when a batch is started. Batches ensure fairness; no input port is allowed to issue
twice before other ready input ports issue once. Further, to ensure that separate batches do
not systematically prioritize particular input ports, each new batch randomly selects one of
the ready input ports to be the leader of the round-robin ordering within the batch. This
arbitration scheme eliminated GPU core access unfairness that caused up to 3× progress
asymmetry.
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4.5

Workload and Simulation Summary

Overall, our infrastructure development efforts for this thesis comprise applications and
simulation infrastructure targeted at exercising the unique memory and caching capabilities
of emerging heterogeneous processors. Applications that have the most opportunity for
optimization contain varying DLP pipeline stages that can be transformed to overlap CPU
and GPU computation and fully utilize the available resources. When coordinating CPU
and GPU work, programmers must use GPU coarse granularity synchronization to avoid
extreme synchronization overheads. The need for coarse synchronization motivates our
proposal to improve GPU hardware barriers in Chapter 5. Further, when CPU and GPU
cores coordinate work, they have significant opportunity to better leverage available onchip caches. In Chapter 6, we propose a technique to better support producer-consumer
communication in cache.
Finally, in order to deeply study cache and memory access behaviors during CPU and
GPU coordinated work, we need simulation infrastructure that provides realistic memory
access latencies and bandwidths. Prior simulation infrastructure comes up short of these
fidelity requirements. To address this need, we developed the gem5-gpu simulator, which
includes accurate GPU simulated memory system components, and enhanced memory
hierarchy buffering and access arbitration modeling compared to prior simulators.
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5

transparent fuzzy barriers for gpus

While developing coordinated work applications, we find that sharing cache and synchronizing data among CPU and GPU cores can cause high overheads. Bursty GPU memory
access can cause significant cache contention. This contention can interfere with synchronization between CPU and GPU cores, especially when using fine-grained signaling.
Further, when threads generate results to be communicated to other cores, they need to use
fences with appropriate scope that ensure access ordering visible to the other cores. These
fences can add latency and perturb cache hit rates compared to fences that synchronize
data visible to a single core.
As Section 4.2.2 describes, applications can reduce performance overheads by using
coarser-grained GPU synchronization. GPU threadblocks can execute barriers to ensure
correct memory ordering of each thread’s results and signal their results collectively.
Although coarser-grained synchronization improves performance of coordinated work
applications, state-of-the-art GPUs have conservative hardware barrier implementations
that can cause high synchronization overhead. In a survey of GPU computing applications,
we find that barriers often add more than 20% to application run time. Further, the majority
of applications use barriers, and they do so in diverse ways.
This chapter evaluates existing techniques to reduce barrier overhead, but shows that
they run into programmability and performance limitations. To address these challenges,
we propose Transparent Fuzzy Barriers for GPUs, a hardware technique that allows threads
to safely execute further instructions while waiting at a barrier to improve performance
without requiring programmer involvement or changing existing GPU architectures.

5.1

Introduction

GPUs depend on significant memory-level parallelism (MLP) to tolerate their long memory
access latencies, but MLP can be limited in the presence of data synchronization. Graphics
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and GPU computing workloads both frequently share data among threads, and existing
synchronization primitives can cause significant performance overhead. In state-of-the-art
GPUs, fences and barriers can limit in-flight instructions (“occupancy”) and MLP. For
existing GPU computing applications, fences and barriers frequently cause more than 20%
run time overhead and up to 65%.
On top of existing synchronization overhead, emerging systems are likely to see increased overhead. Compared to discrete GPU memory hierarchies, new heterogeneous
processor memory consistency and cache coherence models often add cache operation
latency to enforce consistency or coherence. Similarly, large scale systems integrating many
GPUs aim to offer increasing shared memory capacity, but data synchronization across
physically separate memories will come with higher latencies.
This chapter shows that barriers in current GPUs cause four sources of lost occupancy
that can harm performance. The biggest source of occupancy loss is load imbalance, when
early warps to a barrier must block to wait for lagging warps. Prior warp scheduling
proposals [7, 88] target barrier overhead, but only reduce issue slot contention between
threadblocks. They fail to address load imbalance, fence latency, and after a barrier completes, contention for execution units. Warp scheduling only recovers 11% of occupancy
loss for 1.01× average speedup.
Prior work proposes that multicore CPU systems use fuzzy barriers [48, 49], which allow
programmers to specify work that threads can perform while waiting at a barrier—during
the “barrier region”. GPUs have many threads and should expose numerous instructions
to execute during fuzzy barriers to recover occupancy, but programming fuzzy barriers
is complicated due to GPU relaxed consistency and multiple memory spaces and scopes.
Compilers could specify barrier regions, but unfortunately, they must end fuzzy barrier
regions before complicated control flow. As a result, they only hide 16% of lost occupancy
for 1.015× speedup.
To improve on fuzzy barriers, we propose Transparent Fuzzy Barriers (TFB), a hardware
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technique that can dynamically execute instructions during barriers to increase execution
unit occupancy. On average, TFBs hide more than 50% of lost occupancy during barriers for
a 1.061× average speedup and up to 1.14×. TFBs do not require architectural or software
changes; they exploit side-effect visibility requirements of architected barriers (e.g., in
OpenCL 2 [69]), which permit hardware to execute instructions while threads wait at a
barrier.
This chapter makes the following contributions:
1. Shows that in GPU computing workloads, current hardware barriers cause significant
occupancy loss, largely due to load imbalance.
2. Analyzes GPU and barrier architectural specifications to show how hardware can
reorder instructions during barriers while meeting side-effect visibility requirements.
3. Proposes three Transparent Fuzzy Barrier variants and compares them to warp
scheduling and fuzzy barriers to show their capabilities to restore occupancy.
Overall, we conclude that TFBs hide barrier overhead better than warp scheduling and
fuzzy barrier techniques, and they only require small logic changes or 1kB added storage
per core. TFBs expose more instructions during barriers to the warp schedulers, which
can optionally issue them to maintain occupancy and warp progress divergence that tends
to improve parallelism. Performance of warp scheduling and TFBs compose with further
opportunity to co-optimize the two.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 motivates the need for
efficient barriers by breaking down their substantial overhead. Section 5.3 shows that the
prior fuzzy barrier technique, when implemented in GPUs using compiler instruction
reordering, often encounters static instruction ordering requirements that limit potential
performance gains. Section 5.4 identifies the instruction ordering that the OpenCL architectural specification allows hardware to perform near barriers. Section 5.5 describes existing
GPU fence and barrier microarchitectures as lead-in to our three TFB implementation
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proposals in Section 5.6. We evaluate and discuss TFBs in Section 5.7, and observe related
work in Section 5.8.

5.2

Hardware Barrier Overhead

Existing hardware fences and barriers can impose substantial run time overhead. We
introduce a method for estimating fence and barrier overhead in hardware, and show that
NVIDIA Maxwell hardware often experiences more than 20% run time overhead. Barrier
overhead is caused by the reduction of in-flight instructions (“occupancy”) as warps wait
for others at a barrier, and we break down sources of occupancy loss during barriers. Prior
warp scheduling proposals cannot significantly improve occupancy, since they do not
reduce the major source of overhead: load imbalance.

5.2.1

Barrier Use is Diverse and Frequent

GPU computing workloads heavily rely on barriers. Table 5.1 lists all applications containing barriers from the Lonestar, Pannotia, Parboil, and Rodinia application suites. More
than half of the 54 applications in these suites execute barriers, indicating that they are
common in GPU computing.
These applications use barriers for very diverse communication behaviors. Specifically,
they use barriers to synchronize access to scratch and global memories, and for most
possible inter-thread communication patterns. Most applications involve control-flow
between barriers, so synchronized data updates can be irregular and even hard to statically
predict. GPUs implement hardware barriers in an effort to efficiently address this diversity
of barrier use.
In addition to diverse use, most applications execute barriers frequently. For applications with mostly deterministic execution, the table lists the number of total dynamic
instructions and dynamic memory instructions per barrier executed. Applications with
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Table 5.1: Open-source applications containing barriers.

Suite
Lonestar [21]

Pannotia [23]
Parboil [138]

Rodinia [24]

Application
bfs_wlc
bfs_wlc_gb
bh
dmr
mst
pta
sp
sssp_wlc
fw_block
bfs
cutcp
histo
mri-gridding
sad
stencil
tpacf
backprop
btree
cell
dwt
heartwall
hotspot
kmeans
lavaMD
lud
needle
pf_float
pathfind
srad

Dynamic
Insts.
Per Bar
107
108
—
—
71
—
302k
60
13
11
257
6,379
—
859
67
48
31
28
241
61
26k
39
37
4,432
183
32
8,289
42
41

Memory
Insts.
Per Bar
15
15
—
—
11
—
43k
10
5
2
31
430
—
150
10
7
6
5
13
23
2,800
5
5
522
77
8
817
7
8

DataDependent
Control
Heavy
Heavy
Minimal
Heavy
Minimal
Heavy
Minimal
Heavy
Minimal
Heavy
None
Minimal
Heavy
None
None
Minimal
None
Minimal
Minimal
None
Minimal
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

frequent barriers tend to experience greater overhead, though particular barrier instances
can suffer extreme thread wait times. On average, applications execute fewer than 48
dynamic instructions per barrier, and most have 5–15 memory instructions per barrier.
However, barriers are often used to synchronize short segments of code that contain just
1–3 memory accesses for quick inter-thread communication. These code segments, which
start and end with a barrier, often occur inside loops, so barriers execute just a few hundred
cycles apart.
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5.2.2

Pre-finalizer Barrier Swapping (PBS)

To measure fence and barrier overhead, we introduce a method, pre-finalizer barrier swapping (PBS), which exchanges particular GPU instructions during application compilation.
When compiling a CUDA application, the NVIDIA compiler, nvcc, generates intermediate
assembly code, PTX ISA, before the assembler/finalizer pass generates NVIDIA machine
code, SASS. By saving nvcc’s generated files (--keep option), the generated PTX code can
be manually modified before generating SASS. To investigate barrier overhead, PTX barriers (bar.sync) can be removed or swapped with other PTX fence or barrier instructions.
After generating PBS binaries with different fences/barriers, we run them on hardware to
compare kernel run times.
PBS-generated binaries may not produce correct application output, since changing or
removing barriers may not provide correct memory access ordering. However, PBS binaries
frequently execute the same code paths, so they can often be used to accurately measure
fence and barrier overhead. PBS does not introduce any overhead into kernel execution for
timing. Further, it avoids complications from code optimization, which occurs before nvcc
generates PTX. The NVIDIA assembler/finalizer, ptxas, assembles PTX into SASS, with
little or no code movement.
Although most applications have no or minimal data-dependent control, more complicated and irregular applications, like Lonestar dmr and sssp, have heavy data-dependent
control, so we are currently unable to estimate their barrier overhead due to incorrect
behavior. For PBS performance results presented next, we use detailed GPU profiling to
validate that binaries execute the same mix of instructions besides fences and barriers,
indicating that hardware exercises the same compute and memory operations during PBS
tests.
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Figure 5.1: NVIDIA GTX860M: PBS-estimated run time slowdown from PTX fences and
barriers for LonestarGPU, Pannotia, Parboil, and Rodinia applications.

5.2.3

NVIDIA Hardware Barrier Overhead

Figure 5.1 shows PTX fence and barrier overheads for an NVIDIA Maxwell GTX860M
normalized to the PBS application version with barriers removed (first bar in each group).
Many applications experience more than a 20% slowdown when using barriers (bar.sync)
compared to the ‘No Barriers’ version, and barrier overhead can be as high as 55–65%.
GPU barriers execute an implicit memory fences (membar.cta) that order per-thread
memory instructions, but Figure 5.1 results also indicate that barrier fences only account
for a small portion of total overhead. If fence overhead accounted for all barrier instruction
overhead, membar.cta and bar.sync run times would be similar. However, in the majority
of cases, barriers cause significantly more slowdown due to the load imbalance across
threads.

5.2.4

Breaking Down Barrier Overheads

As we detail in Section 5.5, current state-of-the-art GPUs implement barriers by draining
and committing all of a threadblock’s memory instructions before allowing any warps to
proceed, an implementation we call “drain barriers”. Draining activity during barriers
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Figure 5.2: backprop threadblock warp instruction occupancy during a drain barrier. GTO
warp scheduler.

Figure 5.3: Occupancy loss break down during drain barriers.
limits a threadblock’s parallel in-flight instructions, or “occupancy”. To dissect occupancy
loss during barriers, we use simulation to collect data on four factors limiting occupancy
and describe them below.
Barrier Overhead is Lost Occupancy: A trace of a threadblock’s in-flight instructions
depicts occupancy loss near drain barriers. Figure 5.2 shows the number of parallel warp
instructions executing for all warps in a threadblock during a representative portion of
the Rodinia backprop application. As warps reach the barrier instruction, starting with
the first one at the red bar, they must stall instruction issue until all the threadblock’s
warps have completed the barrier (green bar). Occupancy declines as more warps get stuck
waiting at the barrier, especially when warps experience load imbalance or contention
with other threadblocks for instruction issue slots (shaded cycles in the plot). Commonly,
threadblocks can lose 200–700 cycles of in-flight instructions.
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In simulation, we count the number of warps with no in-flight instructions during
barriers and categorize them to four groups depicted in Figure 5.3. The shaded shapes in
the plot approximate these loss factors, but are often accurate estimates. First, threadblocks
always experience some load imbalance, so generally there is significant critical path
execution time between the earliest and latest warps to arrive at a barrier. Second, during
a barrier, a threadblock may contend with other threadblocks for issue slots, causing
extra critical path time or ramp up time after the barrier. Third, all warps execute a fence
operation at the end of the barrier to ensure memory access ordering. Finally, after a barrier
completes, it may take some time for a threadblock to ramp up its occupancy, especially if
warps must compete for issue slots.
Note that a threadblock’s lost occupancy during barriers does not always directly result in performance degradation. When multiple threadblocks execute on a single GPU
core, some may gain occupancy while other threadblocks perform barriers. Using more
threadblocks each with fewer warps will tend to reduce load imbalance for quicker barriers. However, GPU cores frequently have insufficient independent instructions from
other threadblocks to maintain the core’s occupancy during barriers. This challenge is
compounded when multiple threadblocks perform barriers concurrently.
Prior Warp Scheduling Proposals Fall Short: Recent prior works aim to reduce barrier
overhead with warp scheduling, but unfortunately fail to address the major sources of
occupancy loss. Anantpur and Govindarajan [7] and Liu et al. [88] both propose warp
schedulers that prioritize warps in threadblocks with the most warps waiting at a barrier,
a technique they call Most-Waiting-First (MWF) [88]. MWF scheduling can reduce a
threadblock’s contention for issue slots during barriers, which in turn reduces barrier
latency.
Unfortunately, MWF does not address occupancy loss caused by factors other than issue
slot contention. Figure 5.4 shows how MWF reduces the total barrier occupancy loss for the
backprop and btree applications. In backprop, all occupancy gain comes from reducing
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Figure 5.4: Example barrier occupancy loss breakdowns.
issue contention (17% of barrier occupancy loss) for a 1.015× speedup. Other causes of
occupancy loss remain the same with MWF scheduling. By simulating PBS binaries with
barriers removed as described in Section 5.2.2, we estimate that backprop could experience
as much as 1.078× speedup if barrier occupancy loss could be eliminated. Further, many
applications, such as btree, experience little issue contention, so MWF scheduling will not
help.
Overall, eliminating barrier overhead will require that GPUs address barrier occupancy
loss due to critical path execution, fence overhead, and re-ramping time. Cores will need
to expose instructions that can execute while warps wait at a barrier to overlap activity and
reclaim lost occupancy.

5.3

Using Fuzzy Barriers in GPUs

Prior work proposes fuzzy barriers [48, 49] as a solution to the load imbalance problem.
Fuzzy barriers allow threads to hide barrier latency by executing independent (“fuzzy”)
instructions while waiting at a barrier. Fuzzy barriers are exposed at the architecture level,
so programmers or compilers must specify which instructions are safe to execute at each
barrier while threads wait. For GPUs, executing independent instructions during barriers
is appealing, because GPUs have numerous threads that could execute instructions to fill
lost occupancy slots.
Unfortunately, while fuzzy barriers present an opportunity to reduce barrier overhead,
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programmers or compilers can find them difficult to optimize due to their complicated
architectural interface. Fuzzy barriers were originally proposed for symmetric multiprocessor CPU systems when such systems offered sequential memory consistency and before
formalized models of memory consistency. In these early systems, fuzzy barriers introduced nondeterministic memory behavior. Specifically, threads were allowed to execute
fuzzy instructions, but may or may not have executed some fuzzy instructions before
all other threads had executed the barrier entry instruction. Thus, programmers had to
ensure that if a thread executed fuzzy instructions, they would not cause incorrect memory
orderings with data updates synchronized by the barrier.
For GPUs, the fuzzy barrier programming interface is even more complicated. GPUs
have relaxed consistency models, so programmers must already carefully add appropriate
fences to ensure memory ordering and avoid race conditions. This memory model complexity is compounded by the nondeterministic ordering of fuzzy instructions. Further, GPUs
have multiple memory spaces and scopes; programmers would need to reason about which
memory spaces are synchronized by fences and barriers, and which cores have visibility to
the synchronized data. To our knowledge, fuzzy barriers have not been implemented in
GPUs, in part, because of their semantic complexity and the effort required to annotate
each barrier with fuzzy instructions.
In this section, we describe our efforts to test fuzzy barriers in GPUs. To avoid exposing
their programming complexity, we instead modify the compiler to identify fuzzy instructions and to reorder instructions into fuzzy barrier code regions. Even with aggressive
compiler instruction reordering, fuzzy barriers are limited by their architectural interface,
which requires the compiler to statically and conservatively specify fuzzy barrier regions.
Our evaluation shows that compiler-specified fuzzy barriers can only hide 16% of lost
occupancy on average for 1.015× speedup. Section 5.6 details how a dynamic solution can
improve fuzzy barriers.
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5.3.1

Implementing Fuzzy Barriers in a Compiler

When the compiler identifies fuzzy barrier regions, it must take care to meet their static
constraints to ensure correct program execution. We describe fuzzy barriers in more detail
to illuminate their static constraints here. We show that these constraints often limit the
compiler from extending barrier regions past basic block boundaries.
At the architectural level, fuzzy barriers have entry and exit instructions, and compiled
code must mark where threads enter and exit the barrier region. The barrier region is the
set of instructions between barrier entry and exit, called “fuzzy” instructions, which a
thread may execute either before or after other threads reach the barrier. To enforce barrier
semantics, hardware must guarantee that threads block at the exit instruction until all other
threads have entered the barrier.
Compiled code with fuzzy barriers must meet two constraints. First, if threads execute
fuzzy instructions during the barrier region, they must result in correct barrier memory
ordering. Namely, for each barrier region, all memory accesses before the barrier region
must appear to complete before any memory accesses during or after the barrier region.
Second, all threads must execute both barrier entry and exit instructions to ensure their
forward progress. If some thread does not execute its barrier entry instruction, other
threads will remain blocked at their exit instructions. Further, since hardware must track
which threads have entered and exited each barrier region, all threads must execute each
barrier exit instruction to ensure hardware maintains consistent state.
Given these constraints, the compiler must often make conservative decisions about
which instructions to include in the barrier region. GPU code often contains memory
ordering dependencies and nontrivial branching paths between barriers. Figure 5.5 demonstrates the compiler’s limitations with a common code structure that blocks the expansion
of the fuzzy barrier region. In this snippet, threads enter a loop and execute a barrier
(instruction b) to ensure prior memory accesses have completed. After the barrier, threads
can take one of two branch paths, either executing scratch (“shared”) memory accesses in
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Figure 5.5: PTX assembly code snippet to demonstrate limitations of fuzzy barriers near
memory and control instructions. The compiler splits the barrier instruction b into entry
and exit instructions as highlighted. “X” denotes that an instruction can execute during a
barrier, and “B” denotes that it must block until the barrier completes.
instructions f–h, or proceeding directly to the bottom of the loop at lbl_else. When some
thread executes the load instruction, f, it might read data written by another thread’s store
instruction h in a prior loop iteration. Thus, unless the programmer or compiler could
ensure all memory accesses are to unique memory addresses, the barrier must be executed
in each loop iteration to ensure correct memory ordering.
In this example, the compiler can split the barrier instruction (b) to introduce a fuzzy
barrier region (entry and exit instructions are highlighted), but the region remains short
due to the compiler’s inability to disambiguate branch paths and memory addresses. The
compiler places the barrier entry instruction as early as possible at the head of the loop.
The compiler also inserts the barrier exit instruction as far after the entry as possible.
In this example, it must end the barrier region before memory instructions that might
require correct ordering, and even before control flow instructions that gate execution of
such memory instructions. Specifically, some threads may branch past instructions f–h, so
the compiler cannot move the barrier exit into this set of instructions in case some threads
might not execute it. Although all threads execute the else-condition (instructions i–k), the
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compiler cannot move the barrier exit into this set of instructions, because some threads
may execute instructions f–h, which require the barrier to be complete to ensure prior
memory accesses were correctly ordered.
The example in Figure 5.5 is a common code structure in GPU computing applications,
and the compiler must often make conservative decisions about how to organize barrier
regions. The combination of memory ordering and control flow constraints make it difficult
for the compiler to extend barrier regions across basic block boundaries.

5.3.2

Compiler Instruction Reordering

Fuzzy barriers tend to be limited by the number of static instructions in their barrier
regions. Compiler instruction reordering could seek out further instructions to execute
during the barrier region, but we find that reordering provides very small benefit. Here,
we show that compiler instruction reordering, on average, finds 3× more fuzzy barrier
region instructions, but these instructions are often found near barrier regions that do not
cause significant performance overhead. As noted in Section 5.2.1, GPU code often involves
tight loops that contain control flow and synchronize data between threads. Such static
constraints are major contributors to barrier overhead, and they often limit the compiler’s
ability to grow barrier regions. As we show in the evaluation section, even with aggressive
compiler reordering, these static constraints limit fuzzy barriers to marginal performance
gains of just 1.015×.
To establish a baseline for fuzzy barrier region size, we count the number of static
instructions in fuzzy barrier regions for all applications listed in Table 5.1. Figure 5.6 plots
the cumulative distributions of fuzzy barrier region size for roughly 2,400 static barriers
in applications from the Lonestar, Pannotia, Parboil, and Rodinia suites. The plot shows
results for compiler-specified fuzzy barriers without instruction reordering (blue line), as
well as distributions for different reordering schemes that we describe below.
Figure 5.6 demonstrates the static limitations of fuzzy barriers when the compiler inserts
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Figure 5.6: Cumulative distribution of number of barrier region instructions for 2,400 static
barriers in current open-source GPU computing applications.
barrier regions without reordering instructions (“No Reordering” blue line). In most GPU
code, memory instructions or blocking control flow immediately follow barrier instructions.
The compiler can only expand barrier regions to contain fuzzy instructions for 38% of
barriers. Further, in barrier regions for which the compiler finds fuzzy instructions, there
are usually fewer than 10 instructions that can be executed between barrier entry and exit.
On average, the compiler finds just 4.5 fuzzy instructions per static barrier.
We test two compiler reordering options that move instructions into the fuzzy barrier
regions. In the first reordering option (called “Reorder After” in red), the compiler searches
for independent arithmetic instructions after the barrier that it can pull up to the end of
the barrier region. These instructions must not upset the ordering of memory accesses
or register reads and writes. In the second option (called “Reorder Before and After” in
green), the compiler also tracks chains of independent arithmetic instructions leading up
to a barrier. Such instructions can be moved to the beginning of the barrier region without
harming the correctness of the application, because they will not change memory access
ordering around the barrier.
In the two baseline reordering schemes described above, the compiler obeys C++ evaluation order requirements, but we also test removing this restriction. C++ evaluation
order requires that for each C++ source code statement, the instructions that perform that
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statement must appear to be executed to show their side effects before any instructions that
perform further source code statements. This restriction limits instructions from separate
code lines from being reordered. The first two reordering schemes enforce this restriction
in the compiler. However, some aggressive compiler optimizations often ignore evaluation
order requirements. We test more aggressive instruction reorderings that remove this
evaluation order requirement, lifting the ordered line-of-code restriction, so we name them
“- LOC”.
The compiler could perform more aggressive instruction reordering, but it would require program transformations that move independent instructions across basic block
boundaries in the presence of memory instruction ordering dependencies. Such an approach would require the compiler to reason about the sets of threads that will execute
different control flow paths through basic blocks. For example in Figure 5.5, instruction i
could be reordered into the barrier region, but the compiler must ensure that all threads
will execute it and that it does not harm program correctness. In contrast, instruction j has
a register dependency on predicate register p0, which would cause incorrect execution if
reordered into the barrier region. To reorder j, the compiler would need to bind its result
to a different register and change the downstream dependencies.
Figure 5.6 shows that instruction reordering finds the most independent instructions
after barriers. The “Reorder After” distribution indicates that pulling instructions into the
barrier region from after the barrier finds fuzzy instructions for 45% more barriers than
without instruction reordering. Further, for roughly 20% of barriers, instruction reordering
finds more than 35 fuzzy instructions, so on average, barrier region size grows to 14.9
instructions.
The results also indicate that more aggressive instruction reordering techniques show
marginal increase in barrier region size. Reordering instructions from before barriers into
the barrier region (“Reorder Before and After”) does not appreciably increase barrier region
size. For about 5% of barriers, the compiler finds up to 10 more fuzzy instructions when
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Figure 5.7: Geometric mean speedups when using fuzzy barriers and reordering normalized to drain barriers without instruction reordering. Plot includes speedups with barriers
removed and when replaced with fences.
removing the C++ evaluation order restriction, and this gain pushes the average barrier
region size to 15.4 instructions.

5.3.3

Fuzzy Barriers Show Small Performance Gain

Although we can implement fuzzy barriers in the compiler, and compiler instruction
reordering can grow barrier region size significantly, fuzzy barriers show small performance benefit. Figure 5.7 shows the geometric mean speedups when using fuzzy barriers
and the different compiler reordering schemes normalized to the baseline drain barriers
implementation.
Overall, we find that fuzzy barriers provide a small 1.013–1.015× speedup over drain
barriers. On deeper inspection, the static barriers that are most critical performance are
those that are in tight loops and near control flow and memory dependencies. Such barriers
tend to have very small barrier regions, typically less than 5 fuzzy instructions. Compiler
reordering often finds more fuzzy instructions for barriers surrounded by numerous
compute instructions. However, these barriers tend to cause low performance overhead, so
increasing their barrier region size rarely improves performance.
The results here indicate that most static barriers are closely followed by control flow
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Table 5.2: OpenCL 2 and CUDA architectural specifications for fences and barriers.
OpenCL Fence and Barrier Options
Operations
Orders
Memories
atomic_work_item_fence, relaxed, acquire, local (scratch),
work_group_barrier,
release, acq_rel,
global, image
sub_group_barrier
seq_cst

Instruction
membar.cta
membar.gl
membar.sys
bar.sync

Scopes
work_item, sub_group
work_group, device,
all_svm_devices

CUDA PTX Fence and Barrier Instructions
OpenCL Equivalent Op.
Order
Memory
atomic_work_item_fence acq_rel local (scratch) + global
atomic_work_item_fence acq_rel local (scratch) + global
atomic_work_item_fence acq_rel local (scratch) + global
work_group_barrier
acq_rel local (scratch) + global

Scope (PTX: ‘level’)
work_group (.cta)
device (.gl)
all_svm_devices (.sys)
work_group (.cta)

or memory instructions that limit static placement of fuzzy barriers. To get around these
limitations would require a more advanced barrier technique that allows branch and
memory instructions to execute while threads wait at barriers. This challenge motivates
our study of microarchitectural techniques to improve fuzzy barriers.

5.4

Architectural Semantics

Although fuzzy barriers aim to address barrier lost occupancy, they expose a complicated
architectural interface, and we are not aware of any current systems that support them. To
avoid this architectural complexity, we analyze OpenCL 2 [69] and CUDA (PTX) [110, 111]
architectural specifications to identify how hardware can legally reorder instructions near
barriers without changing the architecture or existing applications. The key requirement is
that while performing a barrier, threads must not cause side-effects that, to other threads,
appear visibly reordered across the barrier.

5.4.1

Current GPU Fence Specifications

GPU barriers execute fences, which enforce barrier memory orderings. In relaxed consistency memory models, fences provide a means for programmers to enforce ordering
between memory reads/writes from a single thread. A common use case is to place a fence
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between writes from a single thread to ensure that other threads see those writes in their
original program order (i.e., the fence is a release operation).
Table 5.2 summarizes current GPU fence and barrier semantics. OpenCL 2 offers
programmers the full cross product of three fence options, which are relevant to our
instruction reordering analysis. Fences can provide different memory ordering guarantees,
ranging from release/acquire to sequential consistency. OpenCL defines multiple memory
spaces to store data, so fences may enforce ordering on specific memories. Finally, fences
can enforce memory access ordering at different scopes depending on the desired set of
communicating threads. Broader scope fences (e.g., device) provide memory ordering
guarantees to larger sets of threads, potentially increasing the synchronization latency.
For completeness, Table 5.2 also lists the PTX instructions for fences (membar) and barriers
(bar.sync), and their OpenCL equivalent specifications.

5.4.2

Current GPU Barrier Specifications

In GPU architectural specifications, barriers are defined in terms of execution progress of a
set of threads, and they implicitly or explicitly specify fences. Unlike fences, which order
memory accesses from a single thread, a barrier pauses the progress of a group of threads
while their collective memory accesses are ordered to memory. Thus, barriers help many
threads exchange data at the same time.
OpenCL Barriers: For an OpenCL workgroup barrier, all work-items in the workgroup
must execute the work_group_barrier function before any work-items are allowed to
continue execution beyond the barrier. Barriers enforce an entry fence that releases a
thread’s results, and an exit fence that acquires results from other threads. Further, all
work-item entry-release fences must complete before any of the exit-acquire fences execute.
This precision allows us to evaluate legal operation reorderings during barriers.
PTX Barriers: Though not as precise as OpenCL, CUDA also defines barriers in terms
of execution progress. The barrier instruction (bar.sync) causes the executing thread to
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wait until all threads in the threadblock (workgroup) arrive at the barrier before resuming
execution. Barriers guarantee ordering and scope identical to the membar.cta fence, so
threads in a threadblock can communicate through memory.

5.4.3

OpenCL 2 Instruction Ordering

Although architected fuzzy barriers may be too complicated in current GPUs, recent
developments on C/C++ [14] and OpenCL 2 [69] programming models have formalized
semantics, which permit precise definition of instruction reordering that hardware can
perform near barriers. As described below, threads can execute fuzzy instructions that
access thread-private data, such as registers and local memory. Further, accesses to shared
data locations can be buffered until a barrier completes.
For C++ and derived languages, including OpenCL, Batty et al. [14] provide a formal
definition of code side-effect visibility, which we use to identify correct operation reorderings around barriers. A code statement causes a side-effect when it modifies some hardware
state. Plainly, the formal definition of side-effect visibility states that for operations on a
single data location, a non-atomic read can only receive data from the last write operation that was ordered ahead of the read. The relation ordering these operations is called
‘happens-before’. Happens-before is the transitive closure of two other relations, sequenced-before
and synchronizes-with, which dictate valid partial-orders of per work-item (thread) and
memory operations, respectively.
According to the spec, OpenCL barriers are split so that each thread executes entryrelease and exit-acquire fences, and each entry-release fence synchronizes-with all exitacquire fences for participating threads. Figure 5.8 diagrams this ordering for operations
executed near a barrier. Traversing through the barrier’s operations, happens-before transitivity implies that instruction side-effects read/written by any operation, dj , must appear
hb

to come after all side-effects read/written by operations at ai or earlier (i.e., ∀i, j, ai −→ dj ).
Using this setup, we can precisely identify operations allowed to read/write side-effects
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Figure 5.8: OpenCL sequenced-before (sb) and synchronizes-with (sw) relations around barriers.
while a thread waits at a barrier.
First, since side-effect visibility only applies to reads and writes on the same location,
operations on disjoint locations could be reordered. However, we expect it would be
exceptionally expensive to disambiguate memory operation locations while enforcing
fence orderings across numerous threads during barriers. Thus, the following side-effect
visibility assessment only considers opportunities to reorder operation classes rather than
disjoint-data operations. Second, reordering d0 operations ahead of any operations before
bi6=0 depends on the memory’s visibility: private or shared among threads.
Private Data Locations: Separate threads might want to access data in their threadprivate locations, such as registers or private memory. Since private data locations are
not visible to other threads, operations that use registers or private-memory (e.g., most
compute operations) could be evaluated while a thread is performing barrier fences without introducing visible side-effects to other threads. Further, each thread must appear
sb

to evaluate operations in program order (e.g., a0 −→ d0 ). Fortunately, existing register
scoreboards and memory disambiguation already enforce this program order requirement.
Shared Data Locations: Separate threads might access shared, read-write data locations, such as local, global, or image memory spaces. To uphold the happens-before relation,
hb

∀i, ai −→ d0 , a side-effect written by d0 must be suppressed to not become visible until
after all operations prior to bi are known to have read their data. Similarly, a side-effect
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Figure 5.9: Generic GPU core microarchitecture.
read by d0 must wait until after all operations prior to bi have written their data. A microarchitecture could enforce this shared data operation ordering by buffering and maintaining
order of post-barrier memory instructions as long as they read/write their side-effects after
the barrier’s synchronization is complete.
Read-Only Memories: This work focuses on ordering access to local (scratch) and
global memory spaces, which allow side-effect reads and writes, but OpenCL and CUDA
also have read-only memory spaces. Constant, texture, and parameter data locations are
updated with blocking APIs to ensure ordering with GPU accesses. Given these constraints,
GPU threads can read this data at any time, regardless of barrier activity.
To conclude, the OpenCL specification permits microarchitectures that can perform the
following operations while threads are waiting at a barrier. First, if a post-barrier operation
accesses thread-private data locations, it can read/write side-effects in program order.
Second, if the operation might access data visible to another thread, it can be buffered but
must wait to read/write side-effects until the barrier appears complete.
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5.5

Fence and Barrier Microarchitecture

This section describes straightforward GPU fence and barrier implementations that drain
memory instructions before allowing warps to proceed. Microbenchmarking suggests
that NVIDIA Maxwell GPUs block warps at issue to drain memory accesses and enforce
ordering. As we describe these implementations, we refer to Figure 5.9, which depicts a
GPU core microarchitecture loosely based on current GPUs, such as NVIDIA Maxwell [108]
or AMD’s Southern Islands [6].

5.5.1

Fence Microarchitecture

GPU microarchitectures aim for simple instruction handling and in-order issue to efficiently
execute hundreds of concurrent threads with minimal buffering. Instructions, which might
be executed by many concurrent warps, are fetched, decoded, and placed in instruction
buffers for the scoreboard to inspect. In program order, the scoreboard checks whether a
warp’s current instruction satisfies register dependencies and other constraints. If so, warp
schedulers arbitrate among the latest warp instructions to dispatch to execution pipelines.
Drain Fences: The scoreboard can enforce drain fences by blocking instructions from
proceeding to warp schedulers while fence operations are in flight. To enforce the release
portion of a fence, instructions behind the fence stall to wait for a response from all of a
warp’s prior memory instructions. The scoreboard inspects these responses to ensure that
the memory accesses have reached the appropriate scope specified by the fence. Thus, a
fence’s wait time can be as long as a contended memory access out to GPU global cache or
off-chip memory. To enforce the acquire portion of a fence (i.e., loads after the fence access
current data versions), the scoreboard can continue to block instructions behind the fence
to wait for caches to flush any stale data within the fence’s scope.
Figure 5.9 shows the signals that are involved in this drain fence implementation.
Specifically, just as register updates are passed from the register file to the scoreboard,
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so too are signals indicating the completion of accesses and acquire flushes. When a
fence operation is in progress, the scoreboard sets a single bit per warp to indicate that
it must block further instructions from issuing and executing. As memory instructions
and the fence operation complete, the signals indicate their completion. When all in-flight
operations complete, the scoreboard can clear the in-flight fence operation bit to allow the
warp to proceed.

5.5.2

Barrier Microarchitecture

Drain Barriers: Like drain fences, barriers can also be implemented by blocking a warp’s
instruction issue while waiting on barrier fence operations and other warps. When a warp
reaches a barrier instruction, the scoreboard blocks the warp from issuing instructions
and sets a bit in a barrier bit vector indicating that the warp has entered the barrier. The
scoreboard detects, based on threadblock IDs and signals from the memory pipeline, when
all participating warps have completed their entry-release fences, and at that point, warps
are allowed to issue the barrier’s exit-acquire fences in any order. The logic for starting the
exit-acquire fence is as follows:

start_exit_fence(Bi ) = ∀wj ∈ Bi

h^

entry_fence_done(wj )

i

Here, Bi is the ith threadblock on the core, and wj is the jth warp in the threadblock. Such
an implementation is a natural choice for GPU cores due to its simplicity.
NVIDIA Maxwell Barriers: We believe that NVIDIA Maxwell fences and barriers are
implemented using draining. To analyze the Maxwell microarchitecture, we constructed a
battery of microbenchmarks that execute tightly-controlled chains of various instructions
and dependencies between barriers, and we ran PBS versions of these microbenchmarks
on hardware to measure fence and barrier overheads. We find that Maxwell cores do not
hide operation latencies across fence or barrier instructions, indicating that warp issue
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Figure 5.10: Highlighted in blue: TFB implementations modify scoreboard fence/barrier
logic, and G-/F-TFB implementations add the barrier-displaced instruction buffer (BDIB)
between warp schedulers and operand collectors.
halts at both. This microbenchmarking result is consistent with drain fence and barrier
implementations.

5.6

Transparent Fuzzy Barriers

As described in Section 5.4, GPU architecture specifications allow threads to read/write
side-effects in thread-private data locations during a barrier, while side-effect reads/writes
on shared data must maintain correct ordering. To implement this transparent fuzzy barrier
operation, a GPU microarchitecture must expose instructions from barrier-blocked threads
to be issued and executed. GPU threading can offer numerous parallel instructions, but
TFB implementations must preserve efficient GPU instruction handling.
Starting from a drain barrier microarchitecture, Figure 5.10 highlights the modified
and added hardware to support TFB implementations described in the following subsections. Broadly, to expose barrier-parallel instructions while maintaining the GPU’s
in-order instruction issue, TFBs make small modification to the scoreboard’s fence/barrier
stalling logic to permit warps to issue post-barrier instructions under specific conditions.
TFB implementations that allow shared memory instructions to issue send them to a new
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component, the Barrier-displaced Instruction Buffer (BDIB), which buffers memory instructions and tracks barrier progress. While warps are performing barriers, the BDIB
accepts shared-location memory instructions, unblocking the issue stage for the warp
so that subsequent instructions might issue and execute. When a barrier completes, the
BDIB releases that barrier’s buffered instructions, correctly ordering them to memory. All
other core microarchitecture can remain unchanged, including branch handling, register
management, and warp scheduling.
The three TFB implementations below offer the core varying degrees of visibility to
issue and execute instructions while threads are performing barriers. Table 5.3 provides
a summary of microarchitectural activity allowed by the different implementations, and
Figure 5.11 provides an assembly code snippet to demonstrate their varying capabilities.

5.6.1

Private-memory TFBs (P-TFBs)

To conservatively ensure that memory instructions do not write visible side-effects during
barriers, threads could block from issuing instructions addressed to shared data locations.
In the first TFB implementation, “private-memory” (P-TFBs), the scoreboard blocks memory
instructions addressed to scratch and global memories while barriers are in flight. However,
instructions that are addressed to private data locations, such as register-addressed compute
operations, can be issued and executed as they will not cause visibly reordered side-effects.
P-TFBs require minor changes to scoreboard barrier handling to check which memories
the next instruction accesses. If the instruction’s opcode or control signals indicate it will
Table 5.3: Barrier implementation capabilities.
Instruction Type
Private-addressed
Read-only-addressed
Control
Global-addressed
Scratch-addressed
Fence, Barrier

Drain
Bars
block
block
block
block
block
block

Fuzzy
Bars
exec.
exec.
–
–
–
–

Priv.
TFB
exec.
exec.
exec.
block
block
exec.

Global
TFB
exec.
exec.
exec.
issue
block
issue

Full
TFB
exec.
exec.
exec.
issue
issue
issue
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Figure 5.11: PTX assembly code snippet to demonstrate varying fuzzy barrier capabilities
for memory and control instructions. “X” denotes that an instruction can execute during a
barrier, “I” denotes that it can issue to the BDIB, and “B” denotes that it must block until
the barrier completes.
access thread-private memory, such as registers, the scoreboard sends the instruction to
warp schedulers as soon as registers are ready, regardless of whether the warp is performing
a fence or barrier. For instance in Figure 5.11, P-TFBs allow warps to issue and execute
instructions c, d, and e while the warp is performing the barrier. However, the scoreboard
blocks instructions addressed to global or scratch memory (e.g., f) from proceeding to the
warp schedulers until after the barrier.
P-TFBs tend to expose a few register- and private-addressed instructions for execution
during barriers. Since GPU cores issue instructions in-order, P-TFBs can only issue up to
the first shared-location memory instruction after a barrier. Barriers are used for interthread sharing, so shared-location memory instructions often closely follow barriers. The
following TFB implementations aim to mitigate this limitation.

5.6.2

Global-memory TFBs (G-TFBs)

The scratch and global memory pipelines in existing GPUs have varying microarchitectural
constraints. Scratch memory pipelines maintain minimal buffering and tight timings,
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which only vary slightly for coalescing or cache port conflicts. In contrast, global memory
hierarchies provide significant access buffering and reordering to hide long latency cache
misses [63]. Thus, global memory pipelines may be more accepting of additional instruction
buffering during in-flight barriers.
In the second TFB implementation, “global-memory” (G-TFBs), the scoreboard still blocks
scratch memory instructions during barriers, but allows global memory instructions to
issue and buffer for correct execution order. This way, the scoreboard and warp schedulers
can view (in program order) further instructions that might be able to issue or execute.
To correctly manage global memory instruction ordering during a barrier, G-TFBs
introduce the BDIB depicted in Figure 5.10. When a barrier instruction’s entry-release fence
issues, the BDIB snoops the fence and sets a bit indicating that the warp has entered a
barrier. While a barrier is in flight, the BDIB queues all global memory instructions issued
from warps that have entered the barrier. In Figure 5.11, during a G-TFB barrier, threads
could execute through the taken-branch at e and execute instructions i–k. Threads can
issue the global store at l to the BDIB to buffer, and may even be able to execute beyond
l. Buffering l prevents its memory read from viewing potentially stale data before other
threads finish the barrier. When the barrier completes, the BDIB detects warps finishing
exit-acquire fences, and begins pushing barrier-displaced instructions directly into the
memory pipeline.
The BDIB communicates to the scoreboard and warp schedulers with minimal extra
signaling. While draining memory instructions after a barrier, the BDIB modifies existing
stall signals to the warp schedulers to indicate that it is dispatching to the memory pipeline,
so the warp schedulers must block. Similarly, when a warp’s BDIB buffers fill, the BDIB
must block the warp schedulers from issuing further global memory instructions to that
warp. It indicates these conditions by modifying the existing signals back to the warp
schedulers.
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Table 5.4: TFB implementation hardware complexity per GPU core.

5.6.3

Pipe Stage
Scoreboard

P-TFBs
Logic

Fuzzy
Instruction
Buffering

None

G-/F-TFBs
1-bit per warp for BDIB full
Total: 68B
BDIB: Instruction buffers (10–14B per
instruction per warp) + barrier state
Total: <<1kB for compact design

Full TFBs (F-TFBs)

Through testing, we find that the majority of applications with barriers use scratch memory
intensively for inter-thread communication. For these applications, issuing global memory
instructions during a barrier is still insufficient to improve performance. We further propose
a TFB implementation, “full fuzzy” (F-TFBs), that can buffer all shared-location memory
accesses during barrier execution.
F-TFBs differ minimally from G-TFBs. In addition to issuing private and global memory
instructions during a barrier, the scoreboard allows scratch memory instructions to issue.
During a F-TFBs barrier, the BDIBs intercepts and buffers both scratch and global memory
instructions (e.g., both instructions f and l in Figure 5.11 if the BDIB has space). It sends
the same stall signals to the scoreboard and warp schedulers as G-TFBs.

5.6.4

TFB Hardware Complexity

The above TFB implementations aim for modest logic and storage overheads. Table 5.4
summarizes our estimates of their hardware complexity. As the last subsections describe,
the logic and signaling changes required to permit fuzzy instruction issue and execution
are straightforward. Compared to existing scoreboard logic, which inspects opcodes
and register conditions, TFBs introduce a small extra test whether to unblock particular
instructions during a barrier.
The BDIB stores minimal state to communicate to the memory pipeline: instruction
opcodes and control signals, register specifiers, and the warp’s active thread mask. We
estimate this storage at 10–14B per warp instruction buffer. For GPU cores that can maintain
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up to 64 concurrent warps, this storage constitutes less than 900B to buffer one warp
instruction per warp. Since applications often execute less than 3 memory instructions
between barriers, the BDIB requires 1–2 buffers per warp, as we show in Section 5.7.
Further, opcodes, control signals, and register specifiers are largely redundant across
buffered instructions, so we expect that a storage-compact design could compress the BDIB
by more than a factor of 2 to be ~1kB, or less than 1% the size of a GPU register file (e.g.,
128–256kB).
In addition to their compact size, the BDIB is organized to be compatible with energyefficient GPU cores. Specifically, it uses per-warp or per-block FIFO queues to facilitate
efficient draining as barriers complete and offer limited GPU out-of-order issue. The queues
avoid energy-expensive associative lookups common in out-of-order CPU instruction
buffers. Though we evaluate the BDIB as a separate unit, it may be possible to achieve the
same logical organization in existing instruction buffers. Prior studies [142, 78] suggest that
NVIDIA Fermi cores contain two instruction fetch buffers per warp. If added logic could
implement the TFB BDIB in this buffering, it would eliminate the BDIB’s extra storage.
Finally, a configuration parameter of the BDIB is the depth of buffering that it permits
per warp. Application data in Table 5.1 indicates that applications often execute less
than 8 memory instructions on average between barriers. This observation suggests that
unblocking just one or a small number of memory instructions per warp may be sufficient
to expose significant barrier-parallel instructions. We test this BDIB depth parameter in
the evaluation.
Exception Handling: If a GPU threadblock context needs to pause execution—for
example, to handle an exception—the BDIB must manage its stored state to maintain correct
thread progress. Current GPUs do not implement general exception support, but some
GPUs do support particular exception handling capabilities. Although we anticipate further
exception handling capabilities in GPUs, an actual exception handling implementation
with TFBs is outside the scope of this work.
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We expect that TFBs can be used in GPU cores that implement various exception handling techniques. BDIB state is not speculative, so the in-flight instructions it contains
represent forward progress for threads. This state can be saved or cleared as necessary
for different exception handling implementations. A GPUs large register capacities would
require very heavy replication overheads to support precise exceptions, so such implementations are unlikely. However, with a restartable exceptions implementation, such
as iGPU [93], if a thread is unaffected by an exception, its BDIB state can be saved in a
manner similar to other volatile state. On the other hand, if a thread must be rolled back to
a checkpoint restore point, the BDIB instruction entries for that thread could be selectively
reviewed and cleared if they represent instructions since the checkpoint. After exception
handling is complete, the BDIB can be restored either from a shadow buffer that replicates
the state or by reloading from a specific memory location containing the saved state.

5.7

Evaluation

This section tests the TFB implementations, and shows that TFBs provide performance gains
of 1.038–1.061×. On average, full transparent fuzzy barriers (F-TFBs) hide more than 50%
of occupancy loss, and often completely eliminate performance overhead. Compared to
drain barriers, TFBs expose more instructions during barriers to offer the warp schedulers
the option to improve occupancy. TFBs show further improvement (1.075× speedup) when
warp schedulers consider barrier progress like most-waiting first (MWF). Remaining barrier
overhead factors are due to extreme load imbalance and memory ordering requirements,
which would be difficult to recover.

5.7.1

Methodology

Simulated Processor: To test barrier implementations in an emerging memory hierarchy,
we simulate a heterogeneous CPU-GPU processor with cache coherence across CPU L1+L2
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Table 5.5: Heterogeneous processor parameters.
Component
CPU Cores
CPU Caches
GPU Cores
GPU Caches
Interconnects
Memory

Parameters
(4×) 4-wide out-of-order, x86 cores, 3.5GHz
Per-core 32kB L1I + 64kB L1D and exclusive, private 256kB L2 cache, 128B lines
(16×) Maxwell-like SMMs, 700MHz, 2×2 GTO [123] warp schedulers, up
to 32 threadblocks, 64 warps of 32 threads, 96kB scratch memory, 64k registers
(2×) 24kB L1 per-core. GPU-shared, banked, non-inclusive L2 cache 2MB, 128B lines
GPU L1/L2: Dance-hall, All L2s/MCs: High-bandwidth, 12-port switch
(4×) shared GDDR5 channels, 179 GB/s peak

caches and the GPU’s shared L2 cache. Figure 1.2 diagrams the processor, and Table 5.5
lists its parameters. CPU cores are comparable to current out-of-order superscalar cores,
and have private L1s and an L2 cache. The GPU contains NVIDIA Maxwell-like SMMs,
which can each manage up to 2,048 concurrent threads and issue up to two 32-wide
SIMT instructions per cycle. GPU cores each have 96kB of scratch memory and 48kB
data + instruction L1 cache, and they share a 2MB L2 cache. To focus tests toward GPU
performance, we model GDDR5 memory comparable to current discrete GPUs.
Since CPU and GPU have coherent caches, this organization experiences some overheads
of heterogeneous processor coherence traffic, so simulated cache latencies can be greater
than NVIDIA GTX860M hardware. Microbenchmarking suggests that Maxwell cores
implement more aggressive warp scheduling than our simulated GTO scheduler. The
GTX860M tends to perform better when executing PBS binaries with barriers removed,
indicating that barrier overheads are higher in hardware than in our simulation.
Simulator: To compare GPU barrier implementations, we use the gem5-gpu simulator [120]. gem5-gpu is a full-system heterogeneous processor simulator with flexible cache
and memory hierarchies. gem5-gpu uses the out-of-order core model from gem5 [18] and
gem5’s Ruby to model coherent caches. We modified gem5-gpu’s GPU model (GPGPU-Sim
v3.2.2 [10]) to more accurately model the NVIDIA Maxwell cores, including compute and
memory latencies and throughputs. We validated correctness of all fence and barrier
implementations using consistency litmus tests, and validated that baseline drain barriers
show strong performance correlation with Maxwell.
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Figure 5.12: Breakdown of occupancy loss during drain barriers.
Applications: The evaluation below presents results for all LonestarGPU, Pannotia,
Parboil, and Rodinia applications containing barriers that currently run correctly and to
completion in gem5-gpu. To depict correlations among data, we order results from applications with least simulated slowdown due to barriers to most slowdown. Three applications
contain data-dependent control flow that disallows measuring accurate barrier overheads
in simulation (bh, dmr, and mst). Further, we separate “barrier-insensitive” applications that
show less than 4% slowdown from barriers (usually due to their low barrier frequency
or minimal load imbalance) from “barrier-sensitive” applications that show more than 7%
slowdown.

5.7.2

Improving Occupancy

Figure 5.12 breaks down occupancy loss during drain barriers for all tested applications.
The majority of occupancy loss (70% on average) is due to load imbalance, which causes
long critical paths between the earliest and latest warps to arrive at each barrier. Issue
contention can be a major source of occupancy loss in some applications, such as cutcp,
pathfind, and backprop. Such applications are more likely to gain occupancy during
barriers when using MWF warp scheduling. However, MWF scheduling cannot help
applications with little issue contention, such as those that execute one threadblock per
core (heartwall, stencil) or those with one warp per threadblock (needle). In these cases,
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Figure 5.13: Overall average and during-barrier average warp instruction occupancy per
threadblock of barrier-sensitive applications. Data are normalized to overall occupancy
with barriers removed to show potential for occupancy gains.
threadblocks rarely or never compete with others for issue slots during barriers.
Though occupancy loss can indicate potential sources of performance loss, it is often
difficult to reason about how occupancy loss affects overall performance. Threadblocks
running on the same core may be able to pick up occupancy slots to hide occupancy lost
by other threadblocks with barriers in flight. To observe a clearer tie to performance, we
shift our attention from occupancy loss to occupancy.
Occupancy Characteristics: Figure 5.13 plots the per-threadblock warp instruction
occupancy for barrier-sensitive applications and each system configuration, normalized
to runs with barriers removed using the PBS method. Blue bars show the average occupancy through the whole application run time, while red bars show threadblock’s average
occupancy while executing barriers. During-barrier occupancy is often near 50%, consistent with estimated losses broken down in Figure 5.3. The figure shows the potential
for improving occupancy; drain barriers (left-most bars in each group) often degrade
overall occupancy by 4–17%. Further, since applications are ordered from least to greatest
slowdown due to barriers, this data indicates the correlation between decreased overall
occupancy and decreased performance.
Typically, MWF warp scheduling (second pair of bars) does not provide occupancy
gains, but does provide marginal gains for a few applications. By prioritizing threadblocks
while they execute barriers, during-barrier occupancy sometimes improves, as seen with
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Figure 5.14: Application run times for MWF and fuzzy barrier implementations normalized
to baseline drain barriers.
backprop, cell, fw_block, and tpacf. However, any time that a threadblock executing a
barrier is prioritized over others using MWF, during-barrier occupancy gains come at the
expense of another threadblock’s occupancy. cell is an example in which MWF scheduling
actually reduces overall occupancy as a result of this trade-off.
Starting with the third pair of bars in each group, fuzzy barriers and TFBs show better
occupancy characteristics. In most cases, they expose more instructions that can be executed
during barriers, which improves during-barrier occupancy. This improvement often results
in increased overall occupancy, sometimes improving it to be comparable to the baseline
with barriers removed (e.g., backprop, cell, srad, needle).
stencil is a notable exception that highlights a benefit of fuzzy barriers and TFBs.
During-barrier occupancy declines by 5%, but overall occupancy increases by 7%. Fuzzy
barriers allow warps to sustain more load imbalance through barriers; barrier latency
increases, but warps outside barriers expose more instructions that can be issued to separate
execution pipelines. In contrast, drain barriers cause warps to bunch up and compete for
issue slots after barriers complete, resulting in the post-barrier ramp up contention shown
in Figure 5.12.

5.7.3

Improving Performance

Figure 5.14 plots the speedup of MWF warp scheduling and fuzzy barrier implementations
normalized to the drain barriers. Where we could verify correct code path execution, the
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plot also includes the speedups from removing barriers; the ‘No Barriers’ bar estimates
upper bounds on speedups if an implementation could eliminate barrier overhead (though
removing barriers can result in incorrect program outputs).
First, as expected, MWF warp scheduling and fuzzy barriers provide small benefit
for few applications. MWF provides a geometric mean speedup of just 1.010×, similar to
results shown in prior work. Fuzzy barriers frequently cause warps to block at the first
branch instruction after a barrier until all warps have reached the barrier. As a result, they
hide little barrier overhead, and gain only 1.015× speedup.
TFB implementations, on the other hand, can often hide a significant portion of barrier
overhead, resulting in speedups of up to 1.08–1.14×. As expected, F-TFBs hide the greatest
portion of barrier latency. For barrier-sensitive applications, F-TFBs offer an average 1.061×
speedup, and can even completely eliminate performance degradation from barriers.
Each TFB implementation exposes different sets of instructions that can be issued or
executed during barriers. Since P-TFBs only issue instructions up to the first shared-location
memory instruction following a barrier, they offer the smallest performance gains (geomean
1.038×). This result suggests that to hide more barrier latency may require unblocking
memory instructions during barriers, as with G-TFBs and F-TFBs. Many applications
access global memory between barriers, but global accesses tend to be a small portion of
memory activity between barriers. G-TFBs see little benefit beyond P-TFBs. Instead, barriers
frequently facilitate tight inter-thread communication through scratch memory. Thus, FTFBs can substantially outperform P-TFBs and G-TFBs by unblocking scratch memory
accesses, as in cell, stencil, and pf_float.
TFB limitations: Although TFBs provide performance gain in many cases, application
characteristics can limit their ability to hide barrier latency. First, across all applications,
an average dynamic barrier requires fewer than 200 fuzzy warp instructions to execute
to completely hide occupancy loss. Unfortunately, a few poorly parallelized applications
cause extreme load imbalance that would require significantly more fuzzy instructions.
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For example, heartwall contains a region of code during which only two threads per
threadblock calculate a wide sum while other threads wait at the next barrier. TFBs find
80–100 dynamic fuzzy instructions to execute at the barrier, but they fill less than 0.1%
of occupancy slots in this imbalanced code region. These code regions would need to be
modified to reduce load imbalance.
Second, intense memory accesses can limit the benefit of TFBs in a couple ways. Applications like fw_block and srad contain intense scratch memory access between barriers
that often bottlenecks performance. TFBs do little to modulate these intense accesses, and
sometimes cause minor performance degradation (e.g., <1% in fw_block). In other cases,
when using the BDIB, the scoreboard may block warps from further instruction issue due
to register dependencies on BDIB instructions. For some applications with low ILP after
barriers (e.g., dwt), G-TFBs or F-TFBs find few fuzzy instructions beyond the first memory
instruction.
Combining TFBs and warp scheduling: TFB performance can be further improved by
adjusting warp schedulers to better utilize fuzzy instructions. When TFBs expose fuzzy
instructions during a barrier, warp schedulers sometimes choose fuzzy instructions over
critical path instructions from warps that are yet to reach the barrier. For applications with
few threadblocks per core, threadblocks sometimes contend with themselves, prolonging
barriers. To address this challenge, we adjust the MWF scheduler for TFBs: fuzzy MWF
(“fMWF”) prioritizes warps in threadblocks with the most warps at/past a barrier, but only
prioritizes those warps yet to reach the barrier. Warps issuing fuzzy instructions while at a
barrier keep the same priority as warps in threadblocks not executing barriers.
Overall, TFBs + fMWF provide an additional 1.014× performance lift, as highlighted at
the right of Figure 5.14. F-TFB performance improves to an average 1.075× speedup for
barrier-sensitive applications. Most applications see small gains, but applications with
few threadblocks per core, like tpacf and stencil, show improvement of up to 1.10× by
cutting down fuzzy instruction issue contention.
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Figure 5.15: Geometric mean speedups normalized to drain barriers for varying BDIB
buffering.
Configuring the BDIB: A key parameter of the barrier-displaced instruction buffer
is the number of instructions it can buffer while barriers are in flight. Buffering more
memory instructions potentially increases each warp’s visibility of parallel instructions
to issue or execute during barriers. Figure 5.15 plots the geometric mean performance
of TFB implementations with 1, 2, 3, and 5 instruction buffers per warp. If the BDIB has
few buffers, it may fill and cause warps with further memory instructions to block issue.
Fortunately, filling occurs only infrequently for BDIBs with 1 buffer per warp. Across most
applications, 2 BDIB buffers per warp are sufficient to keep a full BDIB from causing issue
stalls, and performance remains stable beyond 2 buffers per warp. Figures 5.13 and 5.14
report results using 2 BDIB buffers per warp.

5.7.4

Barriers with Broader Scope Fences

Until now, our analysis of barriers has only considered barriers that enforce threadblock/workgroup scope (membar.cta fences). However, future applications targeted at heterogeneous processors are increasingly likely to use barriers with broader fence scope, such
as device (membar.gl) or all_svm_devices (membar.sys), to communicate results to other
cores or devices. Broader scope barriers generally increase the critical path and fence
operation sources of occupancy loss during barriers, because they must enforce memory
access ordering out to the specified scope.
Up to this point, our results show that workgroup-scope barriers cause average slowdowns of 14%. Device-scope barriers cause slowdowns to increase to 21%. We collect these
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Figure 5.16: Geometric mean speedups for TFBs around device-scope barriers normalized
to device-scope drain barriers.
data by executing all applications using PBS-generated binaries that include device-scope
barriers. While device-scope barriers provide unnecessarily strong memory ordering guarantees for these applications, they help compare workgroup- and device-scope barrier
overheads.
Figure 5.16 plots geometric mean speedups of NVIDIA GTX860M PBS binaries and
the simulated TFB implementations in the presence of device-scope barriers, normalized
to device-scope drain barriers. TFBs hide roughly half of barrier slowdown on average.
P-TFBs and G-TFBs provide speedup of 1.05×. F-TFBs recover more load imbalance near
device-scope barriers, providing 1.10× speedup.
TFBs recover more performance from device-scope barriers than workgroup-scope
barriers. Device-scope fences can be up to 5× longer latency than workgroup-scope fences,
and device-scope acquire fences can upset cache hit rates by clearing stale data from
L1 caches. In some cases, TFBs hide elevated device-scope fence latency by bursting
instructions from the BDIB, and restoring MLP lost to decreased cache hit rates.

5.7.5

Discussion

Overall, drain barriers upset progress divergence (load imbalance) between warps that can
be desirable. As warps diverge, some expose more potential parallelism by running ahead
to issue instructions to different execution pipelines (ALU, SFU, or memory) and improve
occupancy. Unfortunately, drain barriers cause warps to bunch up, decreasing divergence
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and occupancy. Warp schedulers could try to reduce divergence leading into drain barriers,
but occupancy loss cannot be eliminated. Instead, TFBs expose more instructions that warp
schedulers can optionally issue during barriers to maintain occupancy and an appropriate
amount of warp progress divergence. Results above show that with reasonable logic or
storage changes, TFBs can provide efficiency gains, even as emerging systems may incur
greater synchronization overheads.

5.8

Related Work

Relevant prior work has investigated fences and barriers in both CPUs and GPUs, and TFBs
target performance challenges similar to GPU warp scheduling, CPU out-of-order designs,
and speculation techniques.
Prior work has proposed more aggressive CPU and GPU fence implementations than
drain fences. Aggressive CPU fence implementations [20, 85, 86, 37] send fences along
with memory accesses to load-store units and caches, which must enforce access ordering.
These often require substantial access buffering or speculative state. Such designs have
been overlooked for GPUs in favor of more flexible, but intricate consistency models that
allow storage-efficient fence designs (e.g., Hechtman et al., QuickRelease [53]). For GPU
computing, however, barriers are more frequent than fences, so fence optimizations are
just likely to increase the importance of optimizing load imbalance near barriers, like TFBs.
Plenty of prior work proposes hardware barrier implementations for CPU multicore
and multiprocessor systems. These works have focused on combining logic to test barrier
completion [16, 132], and large-scale system interconnects [45, 15, 80, 35, 5, 33] and virtual
networks [154, 128, 127] to distribute barrier signals. Our work looks at single-chip GPUs,
where threads participating in barriers are executing on the same core and signals can
be localized. Prior GPU studies have built upon GPU hardware barriers and compared
performance to software implementations [29, 153, 140, 12], but have not evaluated changes
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to barrier microarchitecture. For potential future work, barriers could be constructed from
non-draining fences in an effort to hide fence latency. TFBs focus on core microarchitectures
to expose and execute parallel work to hide barrier load imbalance.
Similar to warp scheduling techniques [43, 99], TFBs effectively shuffle instruction
ordering across a set of active warps on a core. Most warp scheduling work has focused
on cache locality [123, 64], which often encourages subsets of warps to run ahead of
others. Other scheduling techniques, like Criticality Stacks [36] and Criticality-Aware
Warp Scheduling [78], aim to prioritize critical threads to minimize occupancy loss near
synchronization events. As noted above, TFBs may ease the tension between these classes
of techniques, and compared to sophisticated warp scheduling, they are a low complexity
option
Like many CPU core designs, TFBs in GPUs have a flavor of out-of-order issue, since
they allow instructions to be reordered before entering execution pipelines. Since CPU
cores must mine instruction-level parallelism from few threads, many aggressive out-oforder and speculation techniques have been tested to reduce synchronization overheads
(e.g., [91, 136, 98, 22]. These techniques usually require complex pipeline designs or highoverhead checkpointing mechanisms to roll-back state in the event of misspeculation. Such
designs are prohibitively expensive in GPUs due to their numerous threads, which can
already provide significant parallel work to hide synchronization latency. GPU speculation
techniques have been proposed to provide exception and virtualization support [87, 93],
but have not been considered for reducing synchronization overheads. We recommend
speculation as a potential area for future work.
Finally, we believe that this work provides the first formalized analysis of instruction
ordering flexibility with architected barriers. Prior work has introduced barriers into the
instruction set as architecturally visible [48, 40, 128, 155], but much of this work preceded
formal models of relaxed memory consistency and architectural side-effect visibility. Other
prior work discusses the complexity of implementing barriers in the context of a relaxed
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consistency CMP [126, 82], but they do not consider fuzzy barriers.

5.9

Summary

Memory consistency in modern parallel processors like GPUs requires primitives such
as fences and barriers. These synchronization primitives can cause significant overhead
for existing applications, and we expect overhead to increase as heterogeneous memory
system consistency and coherence models evolve. We show that load imbalance is the
most significant cause of lost occupancy near barriers, and we propose Transparent Fuzzy
Barriers (TFBs) that enable threads to execute independent instructions past a barrier while
still adhering to architectural semantics. TFBs require no changes to applications and
modest hardware changes to offer average speedup of 1.061× and up to 1.14×.
In addition to the TFB benefits for common existing GPU barrier use, this work shows
that TFBs have benefits for future-looking applications. Chapter 4 showed that applications targeted at heterogeneous processors should use barriers to reduce synchronization
granularity and synchronize data across GPU cores and even to CPU cores. These barriers
will need to include broader scope fences. This chapter shows that TFBs provide even
greater performance gains for device-scope fences used in these CPU-GPU coordinated
work applications.
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6

q-cache: producer-consumer communication in cache

As we develop applications to execute producer and consumer tasks concurrently, we
encounter core and cache utilization challenges that can limit expected performance and
energy gains when running in heterogeneous processors. As described in Section 4.2, we
run producers and consumers concurrently to overcome the cache spills caused by the
coarse-grained nature of GPU application pipeline stages. Unfortunately, under concurrent
producer-consumer activity, cache spills can still occur if consumers are unable to keep up
with producers. Further, when consumer tasks pull producer results more quickly than
producers generate them, they can cause energy inefficient execution while waiting for
producer data to become available.
To address these challenges, producer and consumer tasks must match their cache access
rates to keep intermediate data in cache and to limit consumer stalling. In this chapter, we
investigate existing and emerging software transformations in search of general-purpose
and efficient task management techniques to capture producer-consumer communication
in cache. While software transformations can reduce cache spilling, they often place heavy
burdens on the programmer to organize task communication and estimate dirty data
footprint in cache.
In response to these complexities, we propose Q-cache, a hardware technique to support concurrent producer-consumer communication in cache by throttling producers or
consumers using emerging core, task, and frequency management mechanisms. Compared to software techniques, applications supported by Q-cache have better performance
and energy characteristics without the need for complicated software transformations or
explicit buffered data management.
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6.1

Introduction

Although GPU architectures have evolved more general-purpose producer-consumer capabilities, GPU computing applications are often structured as numerous software pipeline
stages that implicitly synchronize data on kernel boundaries between stages. Unfortunately, kernel boundary synchronization is often cache-inefficient. When processing a
data structure larger than cache capacity, producer kernels push their intermediate results
out of cache to off-chip memory before they can be consumed by a following kernel. For
open-source GPU computing workloads, producer-consumer cache spills cause an average
of 15% and up to 34% excess off-chip memory accesses.
While software techniques can reduce cache spilling, they often place heavy burdens on
the programmer. Techniques like kernel fusion and fission force programmers to explicitly
map producer-to-consumer communication and ensure correct ordering. For emerging
applications with irregular data structures or memory accesses, it is difficult or impossible
to statically organize such mappings.
An emerging software technique, task queues (or “worklists”), offers programmers a
general-purpose structure for mapping producer-to-consumer communication. As producers generate outputs, they signal that the outputs are ready by pushing a task into the
queue. Any consumer can process any producer’s task, eliminating the need for explicit
producer-to-consumer mapping. With queues, producers and consumers can execute
concurrently, potentially communicating in cache.
Though task queues simplify producer-consumer communication, they do not provide
general-purpose support for managing that communication in cache. During a concurrent
producer-consumer relationship, programmers must explicitly estimate and control the
dirty data footprint to avoid spilling it from cache. Estimating cache footprint in software
is often hard and necessarily conservative, resulting in cache spills or underutilized cache
and compute resources.
To ease the programmer’s burden for managing data in cache, we propose a novel
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hardware technique, called Q-cache. Q-cache measures the cached data footprint and
throttles producer or consumer tasks when buffered data might start spilling from cache.
By improving cache footprint estimates, Q-cache provides average performance gains of
1.20× over the best software-only algorithm implementations. Further, Q-cache offers the
best energy characteristics by reducing cache spills and trimming unnecessary core activity.
This chapter makes the following contributions:
• The first comparison of kernel fusion with emerging concurrent producer-consumer
software queuing for a diverse set of workloads.
• Observes that software queue management in cache is often limited by necessarily
conservative dirty data footprint estimates.
• Proposes and evaluates Q-cache, a hardware technique to dynamically track queued
data in cache and throttle producer-consumer access rates to avoid spilling data from
cache.
The chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.2 motivates the study of efficient producerconsumer communication. Section 6.3 describes the complexities of software queuing in
cache, and Section 6.4 describes Q-cache, a hardware technique to simplify queuing in
cache. Section 6.5 explains our testing methodology, and Section 6.6 evaluates the producerconsumer techniques. Section 6.8 discusses related work, and Section 6.9 concludes.

6.2

Background and Motivation

GPU computing applications use producer-consumer communication pervasively, and
communication is diversifying in emerging applications. To avoid programming complexity, programmers often construct simple software pipelines that synchronize data on GPU
kernel boundaries, a structure we call “kernel synchronization”. Kernel synchronization
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often causes producer-consumer intermediate data to spill from cache, resulting in up to
34% extra off-chip memory accesses and eroding performance and energy efficiency.
For producers and consumers to pass data within cache live times, they must run in
close temporal proximity. This section describes software techniques that aim to offer
temporal proximity: kernel fusion and fission, and software task queues. Unfortunately,
these techniques place heavy burdens on the programmer to organize producer-consumer
mappings or explicitly manage cached data footprint. The growing parallelism and memory
access diversity in emerging GPU computing workloads indicates a desire for more generalpurpose and efficient support for producer-consumer communication within caches.

6.2.1

Existing Producer-Consumer Nature

Producer-Consumer Diversity is Growing: Producer-consumer communication is pervasive in GPU computing applications. We survey 58 GPU computing applications from
the Lonestar [21], Pannotia [23], Parboil [138], and Rodinia [24] suites, and we find that 51
applications (88%) are structured as software pipelines with multiple producer-consumer
relationships. Nearly all use kernel synchronization (50 of 51): producer and consumer
tasks run in separate, serialized application stages.
Producer-consumer relationships span a broad spectra of thread handling and memory
access characteristics. Most Rodinia and Parboil application kernels process regularly
structured data arrays and use one GPU thread per input datum. Frequently, there are
clear mappings from producer output data to the consumer threads that process them, and
the GPU can often perfectly coalesce memory accesses. As we describe below, software
transformations can help many of these regular producer-consumer structures keep data
in cache.
On the other hand, emerging GPU computing workloads show increased need for more
general-purpose and efficient producer-consumer communication. GPU computing APIs
and hardware have become more general-purpose, encouraging applications to use more
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Figure 6.1: 46 GPU computing applications: Cumulative distributions of GPU kernel run
times, data reuse times, and L2 cache dirty data live times in GPU cycles.
irregular data structures and memory accesses, like those in Lonestar and Pannotia suites.
These applications often involve iterative data traversals that result in very deep software
pipelines and repeated cache spills. The producer-consumer relationships are dynamic
and data-dependent, making it difficult or impossible to explicitly manage cached data
strictly in software.
Kernel Synchronization Causes Costly Spills: Kernel synchronization causes the most
producer-consumer spills in GPU computing applications due to the long time between
when data is produced and consumed. Kernel synchronization results in up to 34% extra
off-chip memory accesses, reducing performance and energy efficiency. To characterize
cache behavior caused by kernel synchronization, we collected and analyzed memory
access traces from a simulated GPU running 46 applications from the four suites listed
above. The simulated GPU contains 16 NVIDIA Maxwell-like cores, either a 1MB or 4MB
L2 cache, and GDDR5 memory with peak off-chip bandwidth of 179GB/s. Over the 46
applications, Figure 6.1 plots cumulative distributions of average kernel run times, data
reuse times (write to read), and L2 cache dirty data live times in GPU cycles.
The data show that kernel synchronization causes data reuse times to dominate data live
times in cache. While a decent portion of kernels reuse data completely in cache (roughly
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Figure 6.2: Off-chip memory accesses breaking out producer-to-consumer spilled accesses
within pipeline stages and from one stage to the next; 1MB L2 cache.
18%), the data reuse time distribution in red correlates strongly with kernel run times in
orange (r = 0.96), indicating that producer data is very often reused in the next kernel
rather than within a kernel’s run time. In stark contrast, dirty data cache live times are
extremely short. Their distributions have medians 80–400× shorter than data reuse times:
just 9,000 GPU cycles for 1MB L2 cache (purple), and 37,000 cycles for a 4MB L2 (blue).
As expected, the gap between live times and reuse times causes substantial producerconsumer cache spills. For the 46 applications, Figure 6.2 breaks down the portion of
off-chip memory accesses resulting from cache spills. “Intra-stage Spills” are off-chip reads
that occur after a prior cache line writeback during a single software pipeline stage, while
“Inter-stage Spills” occur across subsequent pipeline stages. In total, spills cause an average
of 15% of off-chip memory accesses, and kernel synchronization specifically causes up to
34%.
Although the plot shows spills are a smaller portion of accesses in irregular applications,
like Lonestar and Pannotia, we expect spills to become more important in future revisions of
these applications. Currently, these applications are under-optimized and have significant
cache contention from large working sets and poor memory access coalescing. Recent
studies show optimization can greatly reduce these issues [152, 101].
Overall, the temporal distance between producers and consumers must be reduced
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dramatically to capture data reuse in cache. Kernel synchronization must be replaced with
finer-grained data signaling.

6.2.2

Software Producer-Consumer Techniques

A few software techniques can move producer and consumer tasks into closer temporal
proximity, but their capabilities are limited. Here, we describe the general techniques,
kernel fusion, fission, and concurrent producer-consumer execution using software queues.
While each can improve producer-consumer data caching, they force programmers to
wrestle with either mapping producer-to-consumer communication, or managing cached
data footprint.
For each technique, Figure 6.3 diagrams examples of mapping producer and consumer
threadblocks (OpenCL “workgroups”) to GPU hardware contexts over application run
time. The baseline is kernel synchronization (Figure 6.3a), in which the producer kernel
runs to completion before the consumer, possibly spilling intermediate data from cache.
Kernel fusion hoists consumer tasks into close temporal proximity with their producers by statically joining the code [146, 145], but is limited to simple producer-consumer
mappings and resource requirements. Figure 6.3b shows consumer code fused into the
producer kernel so it runs immediately after the producer tasks in the same threadblock.
This organization requires producer-to-consumer mappings to be onto, so that all consumer tasks run. Further, since GPUs do not guarantee thread ordering, the programmer
must ensure that consumer tasks always run after the producers that generate their data.
These restrictions basically limit fusion to be used for statically-determined, one-to-one
producer-consumer mappings. Finally, kernel fusion does not explicitly control cached
data, so data might still spill from caches.
Kernel fission is a transformation that divides GPU kernels into chunks and runs them
in a time-multiplexed manner [151], but is limited similarly to kernel fusion. Figure 6.3c
shows the baseline kernels divided into chunks and executed so that consumers run just
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(a) Baseline: serial producer-consumer, kernel synchronization

(b) Kernel fusion fuses consumer threads into producer kernel

(c) Kernel fission divides producer and consumer stages into chunks

(d) Concurrent producer-consumer relies on signaling

Figure 6.3: Software transformation producer, consumer threadblock mapping to GPU
hardware contexts.
after their producers. Fission still uses kernel synchronization, but the granularity of
these synchronizations is designed to keep data in cache. By serializing kernel chunks,
producer-consumer mappings can involve many-to-one communication, which is more
flexible than fusion. However, fission still forces the programmer to guarantee task ordering,
and worse, to explicitly manage dirty data size of each producer kernel chunk. CUDA
dynamic parallelism [103] is a more advanced variant of kernel fission, but comes with
similar limitations [147].
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Concurrent producer-consumer execution is a technique that launches producer and
consumer tasks to execute concurrently, and consumer tasks wait for producers to signal
when data is ready. Figure 6.3d shows an example of producer and consumer threadblocks
executing concurrently on separate GPU hardware contexts using concurrent multikernel
support [148].
Unlike kernel fusion and fission, producers must explicitly signal when their outputs
are ready. An emerging technique in GPUs to support producer-consumer signaling is
the software task queue (or “worklist”). Software queues do not require explicit producerto-consumer mappings, because producers dynamically allocate queue space, and any
consumer can pull and process any task in the queue. We describe queues in detail in the
next section.

6.3

Queue Management in Cache

Concurrent producer-consumer execution with software queues offers a more general
approach for signaling between producers and consumers compared to kernel fusion
and fission. Unfortunately, as our results show, just running producers and consumers
concurrently does not guarantee that consumers are able to keep up with producers, so
intermediate data may still spill from cache. The major challenge with software queues is
to make sure that producers do not run too far ahead and push intermediate data out of
cache.
This section details the challenges and constraints of finite queuing in cache. As we
demonstrate with example code, using software to manage the amount of cached data is
hard for a number of reasons, and the resulting code is not general-purpose or efficient.
We would instead prefer hardware to manage producer and consumer accesses to cache.
Baseline: Software Finite Queuing To concretely discuss queue management in cache,
we describe a concurrent producer-consumer algorithm implementation that uses software
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Figure 6.4: Logical design of queuing in cache.
finite queuing. Figure 6.4 shows the logical design of finite queuing in cache, and Figure 6.5
shows CUDA pseudo-code for the concurrent producer-consumer relationship. To start,
the host thread executes the main function (lines 41–44), setting up data structures, and
then launching the producer and consumer tasks to run concurrently.
Once running, computation proceeds as follows. Producer threadblocks generate
intermediate data in chunks 1 and then push tasks pointing to the chunks into the queue
2 . In lines 26–28, the producer threads synchronize to ensure their data chunk is visible
to consumers before signaling the queue. Consumer threadblocks pull tasks as producers
signal them 3 , and then consume the task’s referenced data 4 .
Backpressure: In this structure, if producer tasks might generate data more quickly
than consumers can pull it, some form of backpressure is required to keep producers from
pushing data out of cache. For software finite queuing, backpressure involves explicit code
that blocks producers from running when they estimate that the cache might be full. Each
producer threadblock starts with the 0th thread trying to allocate cache space (line 22). If it
finds enough space for the block’s data, its threads proceed immediately to generate their
results. On the other hand, if the 0th thread finds the queue full, it must pause the rest of
the block’s threads to wait for cache space. The function call, q_wait_for_space (line 8),
estimates the amount of queued data in cache and does not return until enough space is
available for the threadblock’s data. Consumer threads must free queue space with the
q_dealloc function (line 39), and wake up waiting producer blocks.
Unfortunately, estimating a queue’s cache footprint is hard, so programmers will likely
prefer static, conservative queue capacity estimates. For example, a memory- and compute-
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void ∗∗ queue ; // I n i t i a l i z e d t o n u l l p o i n t e r s
i n t q_head = 0 , q_next = 0 , q _ t a i l = 0 ;
// A l l o c a t e p o s i t i o n i n queue
__device__ i n t q _ a l l o c ( ) {
i n t index = a t o m i c I n c (&q_head ) ;
// Wait f o r enough c a p a c i t y i n queue
q _ w a i t _ f o r _ s p a c e ( index ) ;
r e t u r n index ; }
// S i g n a l s p e c i f i e d t a s k i s ready
_ _ d e v i c e _ _ void q_push ( i n t index , void ∗ p t r ) ;
// Wait f o r t h e next queued task , then r e t u r n i t
_ _ d e v i c e _ _ void ∗ q _ p u l l ( ) ;
// D e a l l o c a t e a consumed element
_ _ d e v i c e _ _ void q _ d e a l l o c ( ) { a t o m i c I n c (& q _ t a i l ) ; }
_ _ g l o b a l _ _ void producer ( Data ∗ input , Data ∗ output ) {
i n t index ;
i f ( t h r e a d I d x . x == 0 ) index = q _ a l l o c ( ) ;
// Wait f o r 0 th t h r e a d t o a l l o c a t e cache space
__syncthreads ( ) ;
p r o c e s s ( input , output ) ; 1
_ _ t h r e a d f e n c e ( ) ; // Device−scope f e n c e
// Wait f o r a l l b l o c k r e s u l t s t o be w r i t t e n
__syncthreads ( ) ;
i f ( t h r e a d I d x . x == 0 )
q_push ( index , &output [ b l o c k I d x . x ] ) ; 2 }
_ _ g l o b a l _ _ void consumer ( Data ∗ input ) {
__shared__ void ∗ chunk_ptr ;
i f ( t h r e a d I d x . x == 0 )
chunk_ptr = q _ p u l l ( ) ; 3
// Wait f o r 0 th t h r e a d t o s h a r e chunk_ptr
__syncthreads ( ) ;
consume ( input , chunk_ptr ) ; 4
q _ d e a l l o c ( index ) ; }
i n t main ( ) {
// S e t up , launch c o n c u r r e n t producer , consumer
producer <<<N, S1 >>>( input , i n t e r m e d i a t e ) ;
consumer<<<N, S2 >>>( i n t e r m e d i a t e ) ; }

Figure 6.5: Example CUDA code structure for concurrent producer-consumer activity.
Kernels launch on separate streams, S1 and S2, to indicate parallelism. Highlighted code is
extra required for software finite queuing.
efficient way to limit the queue’s footprint is to count queued tasks and multiply by the
average data accessed by each threadblock that generates a task. Equation 6.1 shows
this footprint calculation, for which the programmer must estimate reads and writes per
threadblock by statically counting them in the producer and consumer code.
footprint = (q_head − q_tail)(reads + writes per block)

(6.1)
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More accurate estimates would require dynamic counting of reads and writes per block,
which would incur extra communication and run time overhead.
Due to the complexity of estimating dirty data footprints, software finite queuing
fails to provide general-purpose producer-consumer communication in cache. Different
applications and sometimes even different inputs require tuned footprint estimates, and
calculations may need to be adjusted for hardware with different cache configurations.
Further, many dynamic factors can affect cached data live times. Rather than placing these
burdens on the programmer, we would prefer that hardware assist the software in making
efficient use of caches for producer-consumer activity.

6.4

Q-cache Architecture

To address the cached data footprint challenges, we would like to imitate software finite
queuing by instead using hardware to throttle producer and consumer cache activity. The
key insight that we draw from software finite queuing is that producers and consumers
should progress with roughly even rates; to avoid data races, consumers should not pull
data from cache before than producers generate it and signal it is available. Finite queues
limit producers from running too far ahead of consumers, requiring that when the queue
is full, producers must generate results at the same rate that consumers pull.
To match producer and consumer cache access rates in hardware, we propose Q-cache,
a novel technique that measures and throttles producer and consumer access to cached
data. The design adds small cache logic and state that track the amount of cached data,
and leverages existing coarse-grained core resource scaling to adjust producer and consumer progress rates. With Q-cache, programmers need not write the highlighted code in
Figure 6.5, eliminating painful data footprint estimations. Here, we describe the microarchitecture and rate management policies, which are sufficient to adeptly capture a broad
range of producer-consumer behaviors.
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Figure 6.6: Heterogeneous CPU-GPU architecture.

Figure 6.7: Logical microarchitecture of Q-cache: Rate monitor measures producerconsumer communication and signals core schedulers to throttle cache activity.

6.4.1

Overview of Q-cache

Our target system for Q-cache is a heterogeneous CPU-GPU processor as diagrammed in
Figure 6.6. It contains 4 CPU cores and a 16 core GPU. The different cores can communicate
through a cache coherent, unified memory space. This target represents a potential future
heterogeneous processor.
Within this target processor, Q-cache adds minimal logic, storage, and messaging to
manage producer-consumer communication, highlighted in blue in Figure 6.7. Specifically,
to each of the L2 caches, Q-cache adds a rate monitor ( A ), which tracks producer-consumer
behavior. When the rate monitor detects that a producer-consumer relationship requires
throttling to keep data in cache, it sends a rate scaling request message to producer or
consumer cores ( B ). Finally, core controllers can choose to throttle producer or consumer
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activity based on the scaling request ( C ). Together, these components ensure that producerconsumer data rarely spills from cache.

6.4.2

Q-cache Rate Monitor

In the target system’s L2 caches, we add a small bit of logic and state, called the rate
monitor ( A ), to observe data production and consumption. The rate monitor is responsible
for the following: detecting and tracking producer-consumer relationships, periodically
checking dirty cache footprint and comparing rates, and signaling cores when rates should
be adjusted.
Detecting producer-consumer relationships: When a group of producer or consumer
tasks begins executing (e.g., GPU kernel), the work scheduler signals to enable the rate
monitor. While enabled, the monitor observes coherence state transitions to detect when
data is being produced or consumed from the cache. If the monitor detects both data
production and consumption, it enters an “active” state, during which it measures producerconsumer activity. Otherwise, the monitor can disable itself if no relationship is detected.
(e.g., after some number of cycles or amount of activity). Disabling the monitor ensures
that it does not cause spurious compute rate adjustments.
Tracking communication: While in the “active” state, the rate monitor counts cache
lines that are communicated between producers and consumers by observing coherence
state transitions. Specifically, if a line’s state transitions from invalid, shared, or exclusive to
modified, the line is potentially an output from a producer task, so the monitor increments
a produced data counter. Similarly, when a request hits a modified cache line, it is sent to
the requester, and the monitor increments a consumed data counter. To completely track
the producer-consumer dirty data footprint, the monitor also counts when modified cache
lines are spilled from cache (i.e., writeback). As a fail-safe, if the monitor detects that results
are spilling from cache too quickly to be consumed, it can simply disable itself to avoid
disrupting the producer or consumer progress. Finally, the monitor tracks the number of
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Figure 6.8: Example Q-cache operation: the rate monitor detects that the producer write
rate is greater than the consumer read rate and adjust the producer rate twice. If it slows
producers too far, it can detect when the consumers catch up and speed up the producer.
cycles since it saw the first producer and consumer activity, so it can estimate their access
rates. It resets activity and cycle counts periodically and after rate change events to ensure
they represent recent behavior.

6.4.3

Rate Change Policies

Using activity and cycle counts, the rate monitor periodically estimates whether the
producer-consumer relationship is operating efficiently in cache. If not, it will send rate
scaling requests to either the producer or consumer core schedulers. For efficient cache activity, the rate monitor has three goals. First, it should aim to keep producer and consumer
rates matched to avoid spilling data from cache. Second, producers should run as quickly
as possible to avoid causing consumers to block waiting for results. Finally, to optimize the
available cache capacity, the rate monitor should try to keep the dirty data footprint small,
but sufficiently large to keep producers active and avoid stalling consumers.
To demonstrate example Q-cache operation, Figure 6.8 shows the producer write and
consumer read progress during the run time of a short kernel that employs Q-cache to
throttle their rates. Table 6.1 lists the generic rate change policies employed by the monitor.
To estimate the producer’s rate (RP ), the monitor divides the produced cache lines by the
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Table 6.1: General rate change policies.
P-C
Rates
RP > RC
RP = RC
RP = RC
RP 6 RC

Queued
Data (Q)
–
>0
>0
→0

Spills
–
Y
N
–

Rate Change Action
Speed consumer/Slow producer
Speed consumer/Slow producer
Do nothing
Speed producer/Slow consumer

number of cycles since the producer started generating results. Similarly, it estimates the
consumer’s rate (RC ). Finally, Q is the current dirty data footprint, calculated as the number
of produced lines minus consumed and spilled lines.
The rate monitor must take care when estimating rates of bursty GPU producers or
consumers. When GPU threadblocks start executing, they send numerous concurrent
memory accesses to cache [54]. The rate calculation interval must be long enough to
amortize bursts, but short enough to keep data in cache. Empirically, we find calculation
intervals shorter than data live times can sufficiently smooth 16-core GPU bursts, and we
test the effects of different memory access characteristics in Section 6.7.
If the monitor detects the producer running ahead of the consumer, it should send a
request to scale rates. The monitor may detect that the producer’s rate is greater than the
consumer’s, or if the rates are nearly the same, it might detect light data spilling from cache
during periods when the queued data footprint is near the maximum cache capacity. Such
spilling likely indicates that the producer is moving ahead of the consumer slowly. Given
the aim of running producers as quickly as possible, the monitor prefers to request that
consumers speed up before slowing down producers.
If the monitor detects a faster producer early during a producer-consumer relationship,
it may want to delay sending rate scaling requests for a couple reasons. First, by allowing
more dirty data to buffer, the monitor affords itself time to make more accurate decisions
and if necessary, to scale back producer rates while minimally blocking the consumer.
Second, by waiting for the first spills before sending a request, the monitor can estimate
the maximum Q allowable during a producer-consumer relationship, and use it to avoid
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future spills.
If the monitor detects similar producer and consumer rates, a reasonably large Q, and
little spilling, it assumes that the rates are “locked” and does not make any requests. We
find that the rate monitor commonly reaches this range with three or fewer rate changes,
even under very asymmetric and dynamic rates.
Finally, the monitor detects if consumers are often stalled by observing the amount of
queue data in the cache over time. If Q remains low (i.e., within some margin of zero), it
is likely that the consumer’s rate would exceed the producer’s if the consumer were not
waiting for queue signals. In this case, the monitor can request the producer speed up or
consumer slow down.

6.4.4

Signals Between Cores and Rate Monitor

For rate management, Q-cache requires minimal messaging through existing cache hierarchy paths, depicted by B in Figure 6.7. As noted, the GPU sends messages to the rate
monitor to delineate kernel beginning and end. These messages could be inferred from
existing messages to manage GPU caches around kernel boundaries (e.g., for flushing stale
data or TLBs).
Other messages aim to manage producer and consumer rates. The rate monitor sends
rate asymmetry estimates to appropriate cores as a request for a rate change. These requests
can be treated simply as hints that the compute core could aid efficient use of cache through
a rate change. If a compute core accepts a rate change request, it responds with a message
after reconfiguration indicating the change to the rate monitor, which resets its counter
state.
Overall, these messages constitute a trivial portion of total memory traffic (0.02% in the
worst case), and could even be eliminated during application phases that are known to not
involve producer-consumer concurrency.
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Table 6.2: Frequency scaling used to evaluate Q-cache.
Component
(4) CPU core + L1 cache
(1) GPU + L1 caches
Frequency change

6.4.5

Parameters
800 – 3500 MHz with 6 P-states
200 – 700 MHz with 5 P-states
15 – 45 µs delay, Park et al. [114]

Modulating Producer and Consumer Rates

Prior work and existing architectures have laid substantial groundwork for modulating
compute rates for power, energy, and system-level quality of service purposes. To test
Q-cache, we consider two orthogonal techniques to modulate producer and consumer rates
as controlled by core work schedulers C .
First, we enable dynamic voltage and frequency scaling [130] with parameters in Table 6.2. The processor contains independent clock domains for each CPU core + L1 cache
and the GPU. On the CPU side, the operating system or hardware might adjust frequency
based on core activity. As in state-of-the-art GPUs, we model a microcontroller that manages work distribution to cores and GPU-wide frequency [104, 113].
Unfortunately, frequency scaling only offers a small dynamic range on compute rates
(roughly 6:1 for current CPUs and 3:1 for GPUs), but in practice, we find producer-consumer
rate asymmetries upwards of 10:1. To offer greater dynamic range, we also model task
preemption and core disable on the GPU. Specifically, the GPU can drain threadblocks
from a core and then disable empty cores [141]. Core disable provides greater rate dynamic
range (e.g., 16× range with 16 GPU cores), and task preemption frees cores to reduce static
power consumption, or to be rescheduled for other purposes, such as adding producer or
consumer threads. Although automatic CPU thread handling could be provided through
various means [100, 26], we do not test it in this study. Instead, we manually scale CPU
thread count to exercise a range of producer-consumer rate asymmetries.
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Table 6.3: Heterogeneous processor specifications.
Component
CPU Cores
CPU Caches
GPU Cores
GPU Caches
Interconnect
Memory

6.4.6

Parameters
(4×) 4-wide out-of-order, x86 cores, 3.5GHz
Per-core 32kB/32kB L1I/D and exclusive, private 256kB L2 cache, 128B lines
(16×) Maxwell-like SMMs (2×SM), 700MHz, 2×2 GTO [123] warp schedulers, up
to 32 threadblocks, 64 warps of 32 threads, 96kB scratch memory, 64k registers
Per-core 32kB L1, GPU-shared, banked, 2MB non-inclusive L2 cache, 128B lines,
in-cache atomics (Kepler/Maxwell throughput)
GPU L1/L2: Dance-hall. All L2s/MCs: High-bandwidth, 12-port switch
(4×) GDDR5 channels, 179 GB/s peak

Overhead of Q-Cache

Q-cache requires minimal extra storage to track the production and consumption rates. The
rate monitor maintains a bit-vector of active cores, its current state, and the five registers
noted previously: (1) count of dirty lines produced, (2) count of dirty lines consumed, (3,4)
one each for cycles since producers and consumers started accessing cache, and (5) current
dirty data footprint. In total, Q-cache adds just 41B per L2 cache.
Logic and energy requirements of Q-cache are also minimal. The rate monitor observes
current and next states of coherence transitions, so small logic additions check whether
transitions should be recorded. Rate calculations are infrequent and latency-insensitive, so
logic can be optimized for minimal area and energy.

6.5
6.5.1

Methodology
Target Heterogeneous Processor

Heterogeneous CPU-GPU processors support a wide range of potential producer-consumer
activity. CPU or GPU cores can perform better under different application characteristics [54]. Both core types could run producers or consumers during different application
pipeline stages, and emerging applications are likely to make use of both core types to
fully utilize core resources. GPU-producer–CPU-consumer relationships are of particular interest, because wide-parallel producer stages often narrow the amount of work for
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subsequent consumer stages.
We simulate multiple parallelization schemes, described below, within the heterogeneous CPU-GPU processor previously in Figure 6.6. Table 6.3 lists this processor’s
specifications. CPU and GPU cores are configured comparably to existing, state-of-the-art
processors. They share unified virtual and physical address spaces, and the CPU caches
and the GPU L2 cache are coherent to permit fine-grained communication.
Cache Hierarchy: Each CPU’s cache hierarchy includes private, 32kB L1 instruction
and data caches, and a private, 256kB L2 cache. Similar to NVIDIA Fermi caches, GPU L1
caches are write-through, disallow dirty cached data, and allow stale data versions. The
GPU L2 cache and all CPU caches implement full MOESI directory coherence. All caches
use pseudo-LRU replacement. The GPU L2 is banked to provide aggregate bandwidth
similar to current GPUs. Each L2 cache has a Q-cache rate monitor, so the GPU L2’s rate
monitor aggregates activity from all banks.
Interconnects and Memory: We model two simple interconnects for inter-cache communication, and buffering and bandwidths are consistent with existing GPU interconnects
and switches. Comparable to bandwidths expected from forthcoming memory technologies [116, 60], four GDDR5 memory controllers provide aggregate bandwidth of 179 GB/s
to off-chip memory.

6.5.2

Tested Applications

To evaluate a broad range of application characteristics, we port a diverse set of applications
from the NVIDIA code samples [107], Pannotia, and Rodinia suites to use parallel producerconsumer relationships. The applications listed in Table 6.4 each contain existing producerconsumer communication that causes intermediate data to spill from cache. Since the CPU
and GPU share virtual and physical memory spaces and the target processor provides
coherence, the different cores share memory allocations and GPU memory copies are
removed. Aside from kernel fusion implementations, we parallelize each application to
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Table 6.4: Applications modified to evaluate Q-cache.
Suite
Rodinia
Pannotia
Rodinia
NVIDIA
Rodinia

Bench
backprop
color [31]
kmeans
reduce
strmclstr

Data
Access
Regular
Irregular
Regular
Regular
Irregular

P-C
Map
Bijection
M:1
1,M:1
Bijection
1,M:1

CPU
Threads
1
1–2
1–2
1–4
1–2

R:W
Ratio
18:1
1.3–200:1
1–15:1
2–64:1
5.6–16.8:1

run a GPU producer kernel concurrently with CPU consumer threads.
These ported applications have a range of characteristics that can be loosely classified
into three groups. First, backprop and reduce contain regular producer-consumer communication in the form of reductions. Reductions can be performed on flat memory arrays in
a regular manner, and the GPU producer can perfectly coalesce memory accesses. These
applications permit a static bijection from producer to consumer tasks, making it simple to
use kernel fusion.
Second, kmeans and strmclstr contain conditional communication between producers
and consumers. Kmeans consumers perform a reduction-like operation, while strmclstr
consumers independently process each producer output. Memory access is mostly regular,
and most communication can be statically mapped from producer to consumer, but both
applications contain data-dependent behavior that requires many-to-one producer-toconsumer mapping and further processing. Conditional and sparse irregular memory
accesses make it tricky to use kernel fusion effectively.
Finally, color contains fully dynamic, many-to-one producer-consumer communication
common in many Lonestar and Pannotia applications. Color producers conditionally
process edges of an input graph, while consumers conditionally process vertices based
on edge updates. The irregularity of the graph structure causes GPU producer memory
accesses to be poorly coalesced, and the data-dependent behavior does not permit a static
producer-to-consumer mapping.
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6.5.3

Producer-consumer Parallelization

Parallelization techniques: Section 6.2.2 described software structures that can optimize
producer-consumer behaviors, and we test variants of them as described here. Our baseline
is the serial producer-consumer organization, in which the GPU producer kernel runs to
completion before the CPU consumer. Next, we test kernel fusion implementations of all
applications except color, which does not permit a reasonable means to track the dynamic
producer-to-consumer signaling at a fine grain.
Further, we test four different implementations of concurrent producer-consumer execution. First, for all applications except color, we test a version that uses fine-grained
signaling; each producer thread signals its output to a consumer thread.
Fine-grained signaling uses excessive extra communication to synchronize, so the other
implementations use coarse-grained producer-consumer signaling. Specifically, like the
code sample in Figure 6.5, all producer threads in a threadblock generate their outputs and
the 0th thread signals that their results are ready. Each application uses 256–512 threads
per threadblock.
Software unbounded queuing does not bound the dirty data footprint to fit in cache,
and results show this implementation generally does not reduce cache spills. However, we
also use this implementation to test Q-cache, which actively manages producer-consumer
communication in cache. Software finite queuing bounds the size of the dirty data footprint using estimations described in Section 6.3. As footprint estimations can be inaccurate,
we tested a range of configurations and present results for those with best performance.
Producer-consumer asymmetry: Different producer and consumer tasks make progress
with widely varying rates, which can make it difficult for programmers to predict their
effects on cached dirty data. Most producer tasks in our tests are memory bound, either on
off-chip memory access or when accessing GPU L2 atomic operation units. On the other
hand, CPU consumer tasks are sometimes latency bound when accessing intermediate data,
and other times, compute bound while processing that intermediate data. For indicators of
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producer-consumer rate characteristics, Table 6.4 provides two bits of information. First, all
producer kernels start running on all 16 GPU cores, but we manually test multiple different
CPU consumer thread counts to balance their progress with GPU producers. Second, when
memory or cache bandwidth bound, the GPU producer’s cache read:write ratio (“R:W
Ratio”) indicates the portion of activity that results in producer-intermediate data in cache.

6.5.4

Simulation and Energy Modeling

For simulation, we again use gem5-gpu [120]. To estimate power and energy consumed
during application run time, we construct a model based on the integrated power models
in gem5, called McPAT [83, 18], and GPGPU-Sim, called GPUWattch [81]. By combining
results from both simulator power models, we calculate system-wide energy, which sums
the heterogeneous processor chip (CPU and GPU cores, caches, and IO) and off-chip
memory energy numbers discussed below. For estimating static energy, we assume that
cores can be clock and power gated when no work is scheduled to them.

6.6

Evaluation

This section compares the five producer-consumer parallelism techniques: fine-grained
signaling, kernel fusion, software unbounded queuing, software finite queuing, and unbounded queuing supported by Q-cache. Overall, the results show that Q-cache supported
applications have the best performance and energy characteristics with the least programmer effort. Techniques to keep producers-to-consumer data in cache—kernel fusion,
software finite queuing, and software queuing supported by Q-cache—significantly reduce
cache spills and improve performance, indicating they are critical for energy-efficiency.
Q-cache supported applications usually perform the best, up to a 1.89× speedup over
the best software techniques. Q-cache also provides significant energy reduction—up
to 26%—by eagerly throttling producers or consumers, and disabling inactive cores. To
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Figure 6.9: Off-chip memory accesses normalized to the baseline serial producer-consumer
execution, and broken down by cause. Lower is better.
achieve similar results, software techniques would require access to the dynamic dirty
cache footprint, and mechanisms to dynamically enable and disable producer or consumer
tasks.

6.6.1

Reducing Cache Spills

We begin our analysis by looking at off-chip memory accesses to observe producer-consumer
spills. For representative inputs to each application, Figure 6.9 breaks down off-chip accesses normalized to the baseline serialized producer-consumer case. The striped portion
of each bar shows excess memory accesses caused by producer-consumer spills, which
are 4–20% of accesses for the baseline versions. The boxed portion of each bar show extra
memory accesses caused by cache capacity contention, which can be up to 19% of accesses
for the baseline versions.
As expected, techniques that do not manage producer-consumer communication in
cache suffer extra memory accesses. Fine-grained producer-consumer signaling (blue)
suffers 1.26–2× extra memory accesses for synchronization, consistent with prior findings [71, 25]. Though the plot is cut, spills account for a similar portion of accesses as the
baselines. The software queuing techniques avoid this overhead using coarser-grained
synchronization, which reduce synchronization accesses to at most 1.6%. However, in
software unbounded queuing (yellow), producers often run ahead of consumers quickly,
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Figure 6.10: Run time of producer-consumer parallelism techniques for a range of applications and input sets normalized to the baseline serial producer-consumer version. Lower
is better.
so spill counts are similar to the baseline serial version.
As desired, techniques that aim to manage cache capacity generally eliminate most
producer-consumer spills. Kernel fusion (red) generally uses atomics to accumulate results,
so data that spilled in baseline application versions is instead combined using in-cache
atomic units. Software finite queuing (green) and unbounded queuing with Q-cache
(purple) use the same underlying queue structure, so they are similarly able to reduce spills
by back-pressuring producers when the queue fills cache. Further, throttling producer and
consumer access rates can offer the added benefit of reduced cache contention in the cases
of color, kmeans, and strmclstr. Both techniques limit producer working sets to better fit
in cache, improving overall data reuse.

6.6.2

Improving Performance

The improved cache behaviors reduce memory access times and improve performance.
Figure 6.10 plots the run time of the different techniques normalized to the baseline serial
producer-consumer version of each application (omitted). Here, we show input sets that
demonstrate the breadth of application character, including a range of cache read:write
ratios (labeled) and varying memory access (ir)regularity. Overall, the results show the
importance of managing the cached dirty data footprint, and that Q-cache tends to perform
the best.
Fine-grained signaling: Fine-grained signaling suffers from excessive communication
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for producer-consumer data. Blue bars show that fine-grained signaling incurs more than
2× performance overhead compared to serial implementation. Consumer tasks stall waiting
on signal variables, which are often pushed out of cache, causing the consumer’s off-chip
memory accesses to compete with the producer’s. These results are consistent across
applications, suggesting that programmers should consider coarser-grained signaling for
communication, as we do with software queuing.
Kernel fusion: Kernel fusion (red) can provide reasonable performance benefit by
mitigating cache spills. The backprop and reduce applications fuse consumer tasks, which
require heavy use of atomics to accumulate results. Contention for the in-cache atomic units
can actually cause slow-downs, especially for low read:write ratios and consumer output
data that is localized to a small set of cache lines. Programmers could further optimize
fusion implementations by accumulating results hierarchically. However, this organization
comes with even more programming complexity than implementing fusion, and it may not
provide further performance benefit. Kernel fusion also underutilizes compute and cache
resources compared to the other tested implementations, leaving potential performance
gains on the table.
Software unbounded queues: Unbounded software queues can provide some performance benefit; performance results (yellow) indicate it can compete with kernel fusion
by exposing producer and consumer concurrency. In cases that kernel fusion encounters
heavy atomics contention, software unbounded queuing tends to perform better; CPU
consumer threads accumulate producer output with a higher throughput than in-cache
atomic units. However, unbounded queuing does not manage producer-consumer data in
caches, which can result in cache spills. For most applications and input sets, consumer
tasks cannot keep up with producers, so cache spills require the consumer to access data
off-chip. These extra off-chip accesses limit performance gains of unbounded queuing for
all applications.
Software finite queues: When managing queue footprint to fit in cache, performance
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can improve substantially. By making better use of compute and cache resources, software
finite queuing usually performs better than both kernel fusion and unbounded queuing,
resulting in an average speedup of 1.13× over both. However, results also show the
shortcomings of estimating cache footprint in software. In cases with high read:write ratios,
like backprop and reduce, software must use conservative cache footprint estimations;
producer threadblocks have very large data footprints, so few threadblocks are allowed to
run concurrently. In these situations, small effects exacerbate already short cache live times:
replacement policy decisions, cache banking and associativity, and memory latencies. The
conservative cache footprints cause excessive producer throttling, and performance begins
to decline.
Software queues managed by Q-cache: The final set of bars (purple) show that software queuing supported by Q-cache generally performs the best of the techniques, providing an average 1.20× speedup over software finite queuing. For inputs with low read:write
ratios where software finite queuing performs well, Q-cache consistently outperforms by
reducing synchronization overhead. When queues appear full to the software, software
finite queuing require producer tasks to stall and wait for consumer tasks to clear queue
entries. Q-cache does not require this blocking and producer wake-up activity, offering
small average gains of 1.08× as in reduce and strmclstr. For higher read:write ratios,
Q-cache more accurately estimates the cache’s dirty data footprint, so it is more aggressive
about allowing many producer tasks to run concurrently. As a result, Q-cache improves
performance by up to 1.89× over software finite queuing, which conservatively estimates
dirty footprint.
Current results also show cases in which Q-cache conservatively throttles producers,
suggesting there is still room to improve tuning. For the kmeans rw 7:1 input, Q-cache
throttles producers slightly due to early erratic cache spills in some kernels. After this early
rate adjustment, producer and consumer rates are very similar such that Q-cache detects
matched rates over a long period, and does not try to increase rates. We expect these cases
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Figure 6.11: reduce run times for a range of read:write ratios, each normalized to the
back-to-back producer-consumer version. Geometric mean is across all tested applications
and inputs. Lower is better.
could be improved by tuning Q-cache’s parameters, or extending its management policies.

6.6.3

Q-cache is Adaptable

Q-cache is highly adaptable to many application characteristics, and we demonstrate this
adaptability on different and dynamically changing read-write ratios. Later, Section 6.7
analyzes Q-cache’s robustness under a broader range of application characteristics.
Read:write ratios: Using the reduce application, we sweep the range of read:write
ratios to compare performance trends of the parallelism schemes. To increase read:write
ratios, we increase the portion of the reduction-sum performed by the GPU producers,
reducing the number of partial sums they send to consumers. Figure 6.11 plots the run
times normalized to the serial reduce version. The plot shows that while kernel fusion
and software finite queuing perform well for certain portions of the read:write ratio range,
Q-cache adapts to different read:write ratios and performs best in most cases. Across
the different read:write ratios, Q-cache shows a geometric mean speedup of 1.48× over
software finite queuing.
Dynamic producer-consumer behavior Though the reduce application has a constant
cache read:write ratio during its producer-consumer parallel portion, emerging applications, such as graph analytics, are likely to have more dynamic producer-consumer
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behaviors. Next, we show how Q-cache dynamically adapts to producer-consumer behavior changes during run time. Figure 6.12 plots the progress of producer and consumer
activity for a kernel in the color application using three different parallelization schemes.
The vertical axis of each plot is the portion of activity completed through kernel run time
for producer reads and writes (blue lines), and consumer data pulls (purple) from the
producer writes. We also plot when the cache spills dirty data (red).
Figure 6.12a shows progress when running software unbounded queues. Consumers
fall behind producers, which generate results at an accelerating rate (producer write curve
steepens). When consumers (purple) fall too far behind around 0.4ms, data starts spilling
off-chip, so consumers slow as they contend with producers for off-chip memory accesses.
They speed up again after the producer finishes at around 1.1ms, but miss the opportunity
to capture a significant portion of data from cache (a 20% run time overhead).
By bounding the size of intermediate cached data, finite queuing throttles producers, as
shown in Figure 6.12b. Unfortunately, in this case, software must conservatively estimate
cache footprint for times of heavy cache spilling. The conservative estimate limits the
number of parallel producers throughout the kernel. The itdk input graph’s structure
causes producer read:write ratios to fluctuate from 20:1 early in the kernel down to about
1.3:1 late in the kernel. For best performance (and fewest cache spills), software finite
queuing must estimate that available cache footprint is just 14% of the maximum late in
the kernel, so performance improves by just 1.08× over the serial version.
Figure 6.12c shows progress when using unbounded queuing supported by Q-cache,
which makes accurate and timely producer rate adjustments. Specifically, as Q-cache detects
that cached data may start spilling (e.g., 0.25ms), it estimates producer and consumer data
rates and requests that producers throttle their memory accesses. The plot marks where Qcache makes 7 rate adjustments, 5 of which are triggered by cache spills when the footprint
grows too large. This behavior signals that Q-cache is maximizing the available cache dirty
data capacity throughout the execution. This allows producers to make more aggressive
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(a) Software unbounded queue

(b) Software finite queue

(c) Software unbounded queue with Q-cache

Figure 6.12: color application processing the itdk input graph: producer and consumer
progress over run time of a kernel.
progress than finite queuing, resulting in an additional 1.09× speedup.

6.6.4

Improving Energy Efficiency

Three notable factors affect how different application versions consume system energy:
off-chip memory accesses, run time changes, and synchronization and stalling overheads.
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Figure 6.13: Application system-wide energy normalized to serial version. Geometric mean
is across all tested applications and inputs. Lower is better.
As we describe these factors, we refer to Figure 6.13, which includes energy estimates for
different application versions normalized to the serial version. Results show that to obtain
the best performance and energy characteristics, applications must manage cache capacity
and balance the number of producer and consumer tasks to avoid stalled and underutilized
cores.
First, compared to the serial versions, techniques that cut down cache spills also reduce
the off-chip memory access dynamic energy. Although reduced spilling often improves
application run time, these off-chip access energy gains usually only account for 1–5%
reduced system-wide energy. The largest energy benefit with these techniques comes from
reduced application run time. Improved run time reduces an application’s static energy by
1–12% by allowing cores to be reallocated or return to low-power states after completion.
These two factors account for the majority of energy reductions in kernel fusion versions
(average 15%).
Compared to serial versions, however, each of the concurrent producer-consumer
techniques can experience energy overheads from synchronization and stalling. With finegrained signaling, excessive run time and synchronization significantly increase energy
across all applications. Kernel fusion often uses GPU atomics to accumulate results, and
during times of high atomic unit contention, GPU threads must stall to wait on atomic
memory accesses. The use of atomics can slightly reduce dynamic energy compared to
executing the operations on CPU or GPU cores, but the GPU cores stall to wait for atomics,
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adding run time and static energy. This atomics behavior is most prevalent in the reduce
application, which experiences high atomic unit contention and little performance or energy
benefit. Software unbounded queuing also adds synchronization compared to the serial
versions, and since it often fails to improve data caching, it causes an average increase of
4% energy.
The key to achieving energy efficient producer-consumer activity is to balance the
compute resources used for producer and consumer tasks. The value of this balance can be
seen when comparing software finite queuing and unbounded queuing supported by Qcache. To achieve peak performance, software finite queuing often requires overallocating
the number of producer or consumer tasks, but these tasks can often end up stalling to wait
for access to the queue. The required number of producer and consumer tasks is usually
both input and system design dependent, making it difficult for the programmer to select
a reasonable balance. The extra synchronization and stalling causes an average increase in
energy of 15% compared to serial versions.
In contrast, by dynamically disabling or frequency scaling cores allocated to producer
or consumer tasks, Q-cache matches their rates to reduce the excess energy from stalled
tasks. Q-cache shows an average 18% energy reduction over serial versions and 33% over
software finite queuing. Software techniques would need to be able to similarly scale tasks
and perhaps core frequency in order to achieve similar energy benefit.

6.6.5

Discussion

Overall, we conclude that the keys to efficient producer-consumer communication in cache
are (1) matching producer and consumer data access rates to cache, and (2) accurate dirty
data footprint estimates to push the limits on producer rates. Software finite queuing uses
fine-grained task management to match producer-consumer rates, but is limited by coarsegrained estimations of dirty data footprint. In contrast, Q-cache tracks cache footprint in
a fine-grained manner, and shows that coarse-grained task management is sufficient to
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utilize cache capacity efficiently.
For software finite queuing to work as efficiently as Q-cache would require substantial
changes to existing GPU programming APIs and hardware. To achieve similar performance
as Q-cache, finite queuing will require means to more accurately estimate the dirty data
footprint in cache. GPU computing APIs could expose Q-cache-like hardware counters to
the software, though it would be complicated for programmers or runtimes to leverage
these counters in a manner similar to Q-cache.
To more efficiently manage compute resources, GPU computing APIs would need to
expose finer-grained hardware controls. For example, programmers may want to run GPU
kernels on a subset of cores or dynamically enable/disable cores to control cache access
rates. Further, to provide similar rate management granularity as Q-cache, APIs might
need to expose core frequency controls. These functionalities are not currently available,
but could allow programmers to optimize software finite queuing for compute and cache
efficiency.

6.7

Q-cache Sensitivity to Application Behaviors

Although Q-cache shows desirable performance and energy characteristics for our tested
applications, when deployed in a real processor’s cache, it would potentially observe many
other cache access behaviors. Thus, we must verify that Q-cache can adapt to a broad range
of application behaviors and still improve communication. To provide robust producerconsumer communication in cache, Q-cache must accurately estimate access rates and
throttle producer-consumer communication in the presence of hardware and software
effects that can perturb communication rates.
This section breaks down and tests the different factors that could affect Q-cache’s ability
to improve producer-consumer caching. We start by analyzing sources of cache access rate
fluctuations based on their potential magnitude. First, Section 6.7.1 tests microarchitectural
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factors that can perturb memory access latencies by 10s–1,000s of cycles. Section 6.7.2
analyzes rate fluctuations caused by task handling and synchronization structures that
can cause bursty memory accesses over 1,000s to 10,000s of cycles. Section 6.7.3 analyzes
application-level behaviors that can cause rates to fluctuate over numerous task epochs
during pipeline stages. Overall, we show that Q-cache smooths short-term rate fluctuations, while still tracking longer-term rate changes to avoid growing the cache’s dirty data
footprint beyond available capacity.
We then discuss two factors that can complicate Q-cache’s job of accurately tracking
cached data footprint. First, Section 6.7.4 describes the causes and effects of false data
sharing on Q-cache’s rate estimations and shows that Q-cache’s throttling can compensate
for the resulting rate fluctuations. Second, producers sometimes generate data that will
not be used by consumer tasks, so some data will spill from cache. Section 6.7.5 describes
the causes of this unconsumed data and shows that Q-cache gracefully allows data to spill
for applications that have a low proportion of communication that can be classified as
producer-consumer.
To perform these tests, we develop a microbenchmark, called “prodcons”, with adjustable producer-consumer behavior parameterized to span the desired communication
characteristics. The microbenchmark can execute producers and consumers in serialized
stages as a baseline, but also parallelizes producer and consumer stages using four of
the schemes above: fine-grained signaling, software unbounded queues, finite queues,
and queues managed by Q-cache. To parameterize prodcons’ application characteristics requires variable producer-to-consumer communication mappings. While concurrent producer-consumer versions use queued data synchronization that permit dynamic
producer-consumer mappings, to develop a kernel fusion version would require a fused kernel that can variably map producer-to-consumer communication depending on prodcons’
input parameters. Given this complexity and that kernel fusion cannot fully utilize both
CPU and GPU cores, we have not invested the effort to create a kernel fusion version for
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comparison.
Using prodcons, we show that when Q-cache supports concurrent producer-consumer
applications, it is robust to different microarchitectural and application behaviors. Overall,
Q-cache matches or outperforms software finite queuing in all but a few instances that we
expect could be captured with further Q-cache policy tuning. To underscore Q-cache’s
robustness to different synchronization granularity, we show that it also greatly improves
performance when applications use fine-grained signaling. Finally, the results here offer
insight into appropriate cache capacity required for Q-cache to be effective. Caches sized
comparably to existing hardware are large enough to provide sufficient data live time for
Q-cache to make accurate rate estimations, even under very bursty cache access.

6.7.1

Per-Memory-Access Rate Fluctuations

As architects develop a processor’s design, they make many decisions about microarchitectural features that can perturb memory access latencies. Extra latencies of 10s–1,000s
of cycles can occur regularly or intermittently depending on microarchitectural factors,
like arbitration for buffering, or address translation. We must ensure that Q-cache can
accurately track producer-consumer communication rates even in the presence of these
latency perturbations.
Q-cache can easily handle small fluctuations in timings between memory accesses,
but must be configured to estimate rates appropriately when memory access activity
causes long delays, such as TLB misses. First, by observing numerous cache accesses
before calculating rates, rate estimations can amortize error introduced by small latency
perturbations that result from microarchitectural effects. Small latency sources include
CPU pipeline squashes from branch misprediction or memory order violations, GPU warp
scheduling, or DRAM row buffer misses. Most microarchitectural latency perturbations
are less than 10s of cycles, so when amortized over hundreds of memory accesses, they
rarely contribute more than 1% error into rate estimations.
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To verify that Q-cache robustly handles these small perturbations, we test running the
prodcons microbenchmark in simulation. We configure gem5-gpu to introduce random
delays of up to 30 cycles into cache and interconnect buffers through simulation run time.
In common cases, the GPU accesses memory close to practical bandwidth limits, and
random memory access delays have almost no affect on rate estimations. Although rate
estimations fluctuate up to 2.8% in our tests, the average difference is just 0.21%. Despite
small changes in rate estimates, Q-cache triggers the same rate scaling in all tests, because
task and frequency scaling are significantly coarser than rate estimations. Performance
remains the same.
Longer latency perturbations in the range of 100s–1,000s of cycles can introduce significant rate estimation differences under certain circumstances, but when configured
appropriately, Q-cache still behaves well. Specifically, TLB misses from either the CPU or
the GPU can trigger long latency page table walks or minor page fault handling. Page table
walks can have latencies of up to 600 cache cycles, while minor page fault handling can
take up to 3,500 cache cycles. If producer or consumer stages have limited TLP and MLP,
such as a single-threaded low-ILP CPU consumer, spurious TLB misses could cause rate
estimation error up to roughly 25% due to a lack of parallel activity to amortize them.
In practice, we expect that Q-cache will be able to gracefully handle TLB misses. First,
in our test applications, which tend to have high TLP, we find TLB misses to be either very
infrequent or regular, resulting in generally stable rate estimations. In these circumstances,
Q-cache performs well. Further, we expect future processor designs will aim to mitigate
the effects of these long latency activities. Recent studies [121, 117] and IOMMU drivers
for AMD processors show that address translation latency in heterogeneous processors
can be significantly reduced using caching and parallelization techniques. These advances
should reduce the potential rate estimation error caused by TLB misses. Finally, in the
worst case, Q-cache could remain disabled when software launches producer or consumer
stages with limited TLP.
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Figure 6.14: prodcons application: Example effects of varying task granularity on GPUproducer cache writes and CPU-consumer reads. GPU bursts can be hundreds of cache
accesses and spread arbitrarily through time. Coarse-grained synchronization can cause
the consumer to block for hundreds of cycles.

6.7.2

Task-level Fluctuations

Chapter 2 described that GPU threadblocks can cause large bursts of memory accesses.
These bursts are an example of how the collective memory accesses of numerous concurrent
tasks can cause significant cache access rate fluctuations, especially when tasks progress
evenly. Here, we analyze such fluctuations by testing the effects of GPU-producer burst
writes and CPU-consumer synchronization granularity. Q-cache must observe enough
cache accesses so that when estimating producer and consumer rates, it amortizes bursts
and synchronization blocking to avoid oscillating rate adjustments. We find that a 2MB L2
cache is sufficient to adequately smooth rate estimates.
Many GPU applications contain bursty memory access behaviors. To show examples of
these common task-level cache access characteristics, Figure 6.14 plots cumulative GPU
producer writes and CPU consumer reads for the prodcons microbenchmark configured
with two different producer read-write ratios, 2:1 and 4:1. The plot shows bursty producer
write behavior that can cause oscillating instantaneous cache access rates. Coarse-grained
synchronization can also cause consumer tasks to wait for extended periods between when
producer threadblocks generate data and signal that it is available.
GPU Threadblock Bursts: GPU access bursts can occur during a couple phases of a
kernel. Often, the GPU’s first threadblocks in a kernel will write their outputs at roughly
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the same time, as can be seen between 3,500 and 5,500 caches cycles in the plot. These
early cache access bursts are usually most pronounced, but beyond the first burst, two
behaviors can arise. First, with the RW 2:1 input, task run times are short, averaging 3,100
cache cycles. Their collective cache accesses cause enough contention and delays that
tasks evenly distribute their accesses through time. Despite small perturbations, the GPU
reaches a steady data write rate, and Q-cache can easily estimate this rate. Steady cache
access behavior is common in applications with low read-to-write ratios or irregular task
progress.
Second, longer task run times can cause consistent GPU write bursts through a kernel.
In the prodcons RW 4:1 input, tasks average 5,000 cycles run time. Though these tasks
also experience contention that distributes their cache accesses through run time, their
write time distribution remains small relative to task run times. Tasks also have a narrow
distribution of run times, so their writes appear as bursts throughout the kernel. Figure 6.14
shows these bursts of roughly 768 cache accesses every 5,000 cycles.
To ensure that Q-cache observes enough bursts to amortize the instantaneous rates,
it can wait until it observes dirty data spills before sending rate change requests. The
instantaneous write rate of prodcons RW 4:1 bursts can exceed the sustained write rate of
RW 2:1 by more than 5×. Fortunately, bursts of any size or periodicity can be amortized
by observing just 3–5 bursts, reducing rate estimate error to within 10–25%. Q-cache can
wait up to 100,000s of cache cycles—the dirty data live time in cache—to ensure accurate
rate estimates. Section 6.6.3 shows that Q-cache performs well over the range of read-write
ratios.
Besides read-write ratios the compute intensity of GPU tasks can also change their write
burstiness. Tasks with higher compute intensity run for longer periods before they write
their results, causing bursts when they progress evenly. Using the prodcons application,
we sweep a range of compute intensity from 0.5 FLOPs/B to 20 FLOPs/B. To increase
compute intensity, we parameterize prodcons’ GPU producer threadblocks to perform
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Figure 6.15: prodcons run times for a range of producer compute intensities, each normalized to the serial producer-consumer version. Lower is better.
arbitrary operations on input data in a manner similar to small matrix convolutions.
Figure 6.15 plots the run times normalized to the serial prodcons version for varying
compute intensity. These results show that Q-cache adapts well to varying compute
intensity. For both fine-grained synchronization and software unbounded queues, Q-cache
support provides up to 2× performance gains when consumers are unable to keep up
with producers (i.e., compute intensity below 3–5 FLOPs/B). Software finite buffering
performs comparably to unbounded queuing supported by Q-cache. For higher compute
intensities, consumers are able to keep up with producers (shaded portion of the plot), so
all concurrent producer-consumer techniques can capture communication in cache and
improve performance over the serial versions.
When using fine-grained signaling, Q-cache stumbles with compute intensity near 3
FLOPs/B due to the size of bursts. Low compute intensities cause producer writes to
be smoothed, allowing Q-cache to accurately estimate producer rates. Medium compute
intensities, on the other hand, cause GPU write bursts with nearly twice as many cache
accesses as the coarse-grained synchronization of software queuing due to the extra signal
variables, and these bursts are roughly half the dirty cache footprint. Q-cache is only able to
observe and smooth about 2 bursts before it needs to throttle the producer rate. Eventually,
it accurately throttles the producer rate, but not before some data is spilled from cache. A
larger cache would allow Q-cache more time to accurately estimate producer rates.
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Figure 6.16: prodcons run times for a range of producer threadblock sizes normalized to
the serial versions. The number of threads per GPU producer threadblock dictates number
of participating threads in each software queue signal. Lower is better.
Synchronization Granularity: During concurrent producer-consumer activity in some
of our test applications, consumers can also experience coarse-grained blocking while
waiting for GPU threadblock signals. With fine-grained signaling between producer and
consumer, the producer usually generates a small output per signal variable (e.g., 4–8B).
With threadblock signaling in software queues, on the other hand, a signal variable can
guard chunks of data up to 8kB or larger, depending on task activity and threadblock size.
As a result of large data chunks per signal, consumer tasks can wait up to roughly 1,000
cache cycles between data chunks. Figure 6.14 shows examples of this synchronization
blocking, with consumers waiting up to 300 cache cycles for some chunks of data produced
by 256-thread GPU threadblocks.
To test varying synchronization granularities, we parameterize the prodcons microbenchmark to change the number of threads per GPU threadblock. Fine-grained signaling uses a
signal variable per thread, so changing the number of threads per threadblock does not
change the synchronization granularity, but can change the total number of concurrent
tasks when the number of threads per threadblock is low. On the other hand, since software queue versions of prodcons signal results on a per-threadblock basis, this parameter
changes the amount of data that the producer generates per synchronization variable.
Regardless of synchronization granularities in these tests, results indicate that Q-cache
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provides robust performance. Figure 6.16 shows normalized run times of the different
prodcons parallelization schemes for a range of threadblock sizes. With threadblocks
smaller than 32 threads, fewer threads can coalesce their memory requests, increasing the
number of GPU cache accesses and cache contention. In this setting, consumers can keep
up with producers, so performance is the same with and without Q-cache. For software
unbounded queues and larger synchronization granularity, Q-cache easily throttles producer and consumer rates to perform as well or better than software finite queuing. For
fine-grained signaling, Q-cache provides similar improvements of roughly 2×.
Due to cache contention with few threads per threadblock, software finite queuing
experiences very high queue management overheads. Finite queuing requires producer
threadblocks to stall while allocating space in the queue before generating outputs. With
few threads per threadblock causing elevated cache contention, queue allocation latency
can be very high, causing the performance of software finite queuing to degrade more
quickly as threadblock size decreases. Fortunately, most applications can be structured
to use more than about 128 threads per threadblock, but finite queuing sees significant
overheads up to 256 threads per threadblock.
Task-level take-aways: The challenges described here indicate that Q-cache needs
enough cache capacity to observe more than 3–5 GPU memory access bursts before it can
accurately estimate producer rates. Our tests use a 2MB GPU L2 cache, which is large
enough to observe large and infrequent write bursts from 16 aggressive GPU cores. Caches
larger than 2MB would provide Q-cache more time to calculate more accurate rate estimates,
and it is reasonable to expect emerging heterogeneous processors will have enough cache
capacity for Q-cache to be effective.

6.7.3

Application-level Fluctuations

At the application-level, data structures and the computation associated with each data
element can change throughout producer and consumer kernels. These fluctuations can
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Figure 6.17: prodcons cumulative producer writes over time for two application-level
rate scaling configurations (approximate cycles between scalings and magnitude of each
change).
result in longer and larger-scale shifts in producer and consumer rates. The color application is an example (e.g., Figure 6.12a) in which producer write rate smoothly increases by
more than 5.5× through kernel run time.
We test how well Q-cache can track rate fluctuations of varying magnitude and frequency.
We structure prodcons to change producer write rates by modulating the compute intensity
at varying time scales. We change producer rates between roughly every 10,000 and
1,000,000 cache cycles, and increase or decrease compute intensity in steps of 25% or 50%
around the base compute intensities of 1 and 3 FLOPs/B. For low compute intensities,
producers have higher cache access rates and are mostly memory bound. On the other
hand, by fluctuating around 3 FLOPs/B, different producer phases can be memory or
compute bound.
Figure 6.17 shows examples of fluctuating producer writes over time. For these examples, Figure 6.18 plots the actual producer write rates, which show phase-like behavior
with steps between rates. The rate accelerations tested with prodcons have magnitudes
more than three times that of tested applications, and we expect they exceed common
application behaviors.
Overall, we find that Q-cache robustly adjusts to application-level rate fluctuations.
Figure 6.19 shows the run time of parallel application versions normalized to the serial
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Figure 6.18: prodcons producer write rates over time for two application-level rate scaling
configurations.
version for different producer write rate scaling. We plot results from scaling producer
rates roughly every 60,000 cycles, because results are roughly the same regardless of the
rate change frequency. Q-cache improves run times of both fine-grained signaling and
software queuing in the presence of these rate changes, and software queuing supported
by Q-cache outperforms software finite queuing.
Although relative performance of the different prodcons versions remains stable, Qcache can behave differently depending on the frequency of producer rate changes. When
rate changes more quickly than the time to adjust producer or consumer rates (i.e., roughly
50,000 cache cycles), Q-cache tends to throttle producers to a particular rate that works
throughout run time. During times of high producer rate, dirty cache footprint increases,
but not enough to spill data off-chip. On the other hand, when rate changes are less
frequent, Q-cache can oscillate producer throttling. When data will start spilling, it trims
producer rate until it detects that the consumer’s rate exceeds the producer’s, at which
point, it can increase the producer’s rate again.

6.7.4

False Sharing

In some applications, producer-consumer communication involves moving data from the
producer to the consumer’s cache, though the consumer may not use all of it. Since Q-cache
tracks data movement at the cache-line granularity and assumes that dirty lines will be
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Figure 6.19: prodcons run times for a range of application-level producer rate scaling
factors and roughly 60,000 cache cycles between scalings, normalized to the serial version.
Rate scale factors less than zero have decelerating producer writes. Lower is better.
shared, false sharing occurs within cache lines from which consumer tasks do not use all
of the producer data. When data is falsely shared, it appears to Q-cache as though the
consumer briefly accelerates its consumption rates, because it does not spend the time to
process all data in each cache line. False sharing could cause Q-cache to over-estimate the
consumer’s rate and incorrectly throttle producer or consumer as a result. We find false
sharing of up to 22% of producer output in strmclstr and color applications, and here,
we use the prodcons microbenchmark to isolate the effects of false sharing on Q-cache.
By observing memory access address traces, we find that false sharing in both strmclstr
and color is fairly uniform across separate cache lines, so we aim to mimic this behavior.
To make prodcons cause false sharing, we parameterize the consumer tasks to selectively
ignore portions of each cache line that they pull from the consumer. Before the producerconsumer relationship begins, each consumer task calculates a cache line offset value that
will be used to decide which portion of data in each cache line that the task might ignore.
As consumer tasks pull producer results, they calculate both a cache line identifier and
the cache line offset of their data element reads. For a randomized subset of cache lines
indicated by their identifiers, a consumer task ignores data in the line with offsets greater
than the pre-calculated offset such that the total falsely shared data is equal to the prodcons
false sharing input parameter.
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Figure 6.20: prodcons run times for a range of false data sharing rates normalized to the
serialized producer-consumer version. As false sharing rate increases, the direct producerconsumer character of the application declines.
Generally, false sharing rarely upsets the operation of Q-cache when it can be difficult
to correct for the apparent consumer rate changes. Figure 6.20 plots the run times of the
different parallelization schemes normalized to the serial versions for a range of false
sharing. Note that when more than 50% of data is false shared to the consumer, the
communication character is no longer a strong producer-consumer relationship. Such
relationships are unlikely to be good targets for concurrent producer-consumer activity.
In most cases, Q-cache correctly tracks and throttles producer and consumer rates, and
improves performance consistently with the case that all data is consumed (i.e., 0% false
sharing).
Q-cache can experience trouble when false sharing causes the appearance that consumer
rates oscillate (e.g., fine signals at 1%, 5%, and 15% false sharing, and software queuing at
5% false sharing). In these cases, Q-cache can overestimate the consumer rates and request
that producers speed up, causing them to push intermediate data out of cache. This spilling
further complicates Q-cache’s rate estimation, because it needs to later slow the producer
down again. Q-cache might be able to avoid this problem by adding a damping factor
when it detects rate oscillations. Despite the extra cache spills in these tricky cases, Q-cache
still improves the performance of both fine-grained signaling and software unbounded
queuing.
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6.7.5

Unconsumed Data Will Spill

Unlike false sharing, which only occurs in cache lines from which the consumer reads
some data, some applications also produce outputs in cache lines that the consumer will
not read immediately or at all. Consumers might read these “unconsumed” cache lines
later, but before then, they will spill off-chip. By default, Q-cache expects the consumer
to pull these unconsumed lines, so their spills can adversely affect Q-cache’s access rate
estimates. We observe that in strmclstr and color, consumers can pull data from as few
as 84% of cache lines written by the producer, leaving the rest to spill from cache. Here, we
use prodcons to isolate the effects as unconsumed data increases.
Similarly to false sharing in strmclstr and color, we find that unconsumed data cache
lines tend to be roughly uniformly distributed through the address ranges of producergenerated data. To model unconsumed data with the prodcons microbenchmark, we
parameterize the way producer tasks write their results to the output data structure. Specifically, the data structure is allocated to be twice as large as necessary for producer-generated
data. All producers write their results at least once to the consumer-expected portion of
the output data structure. Randomly, producers write their results to an adjacent chunk of
the data structure when they aim to create data that will not be consumed. Consumer tasks
only pull the data from the expected portion of the structure, and they do not consume any
of the randomly generated results in adjacent locations. These adjacent data eventually
spill from cache without getting consumed.
Figure 6.21 shows the run times of the five parallelism schemes normalized to the
serial version of the application. As with false sharing, when more than 50% of data is
not consumed from a kernel, the communication character is no longer a strong producerconsumer relationship. With both software unbounded queues and fine-grained signals,
Q-cache is able to correct for cache spilling up to roughly 20–30% unconsumed data (i.e.,
70–80% of data is consumed). Until this point, software unbounded queuing supported by
Q-cache performs as well or better than software finite queuing.
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Figure 6.21: prodcons run times for varying proportion of producer data that is consumed.
Q-cache gracefully degrades performance as less data is consumed. Lower is better.
Although Q-cache shows robust benefits for low unconsumed data rates, as the proportion of unconsumed data increases, it becomes difficult for Q-cache to discern whether
data is spilling because it will not be consumed or because consumers have fallen too
far behind. When Q-cache detects that roughly as much data is spilled as consumed, it
gives up trying to throttle producers. It returns producers to their maximum rates, and
disables itself, allowing data to spill similarly to software unbounded queuing. Thus,
with unbounded queuing, Q-cache performance begins to degrade around 75% of data
consumed, because it can eventually stop throttling producers. More advanced techniques
might be able to disambiguate spilled and unconsumed data, but as-is, Q-cache gracefully
degrades performance without causing slowdown.

6.7.6

Sensitivity Summary

Overall, results in this section show that Q-cache can provide robust support for producerconsumer communication in cache. It improves performance of producer-consumer communication in the face of microarchitectural, task-level, and application-level perturbations.
It also improves performance when producer-consumer communication involves false data
sharing or data that is not immediately consumed. Further, across each of these communication rate factors, we show that Q-cache adapts well to different producer-consumer
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signaling structures; in addition to supporting software queues, our results show that
Q-cache improves performance of fine-grained signaling by roughly 2×.

6.8

Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to (1) propose cache access rate monitoring
as a means of comparing producer and consumer progress rates, and (2) propose the use
of parallelism management techniques to throttle producer-consumer cache access rates.
Managing fine-grained worklists: Most relevant to our tests, Orr et al. [113], Kim
and Batten [71], and Chen and Shen [25] investigate techniques to optimize fine-grained
worklists for irregular applications. These works focus on efficient task handling, but still
time-multiplex producers and consumers similar to kernel synchronization or fusion/fission. In contrast, this work avoids the complexity of managing fine-grained tasks by using
concurrent producer-consumer execution and focusing on efficiently managing task data
in cache.
Observing Coherence Transitions: We believe Q-cache to be the first proposal that
observes coherence transitions to track and use producer-consumer cache access rates.
However, many prior works have also observed coherence events for cache and coherence
optimizations. Some use coherence in multiprocessors to predict sharing patterns [96]
and switching to low-power cache configurations [70], and to assist pair-wise sharing [66],
dynamic self-invalidation [76], migratory sharing [34, 137]. Of particular note, Cheng et
al. [28] and Kayi et al. [67] optimize coherence protocols for producer-consumer sharing,
which reduces coherence traffic and memory latency, but does not address asymmetric
producer-consumer cache access rates.
Core and Memory-Level Parallelism Management: Prior works have considered parallelism management techniques for cache [92, 77] and off-chip memory access quality of
service (QoS) [131], and power or energy management [115], but not for efficient producer-
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to-consumer communication in cache. Q-cache employs task preemption [141], inactive
core disable, and frequency scaling [42] for rate modulation. However, other prior techniques could be employed. Ebrahimi et al. [38] use techniques to limit outstanding memory
accesses from load-store units in chip multiprocessors. Similarly, Kayiran et al. [68] reduce
outstanding memory accesses by limiting the number of active GPU warps per core.

6.9

Summary

Existing GPU computing applications contain producer-consumer relationships that cause
significant cache spilling of intermediate data. When ported to heterogeneous processors,
there are opportunities to coordinate work between CPU and GPU cores by concurrently
executing producers and consumers. We make the fundamental observation that efficient producer-consumer communication in cache requires that producers and consumers
run in close temporal proximity and match their data access rates. Although software
transformations can reduce cache spills between producer and consumer, they often place
heavy burdens on the programmer to organize task communication and estimate dirty
data footprint in cache.
To address these challenges, we propose Q-cache, a novel technique to monitor cache
access rates and throttle producer and consumer progress to ensure that intermediate data
is passed through cache. Compared to software-only techniques for managing producerconsumer communication, Q-cache improves performance by 1.20× on average and reduces
application energy by up to 26%. We conclude that Q-cache provides a general-purpose
and efficient solution for managing producer-consumer communication in cache.
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7

summary and future directions

This chapter summarizes this thesis and describes a few avenues for future work.

7.1

Summary

Over the last decade, the graphics processor (GPU) has become a prominent compute
accelerator by offering fast, energy-efficient processing for data-parallel applications. In
systems like desktops and mobile devices, heterogeneous processors have integrated
GPUs onto the same chips as general-purpose cores (CPUs), and emerging heterogeneous
processors offer shared virtual memory and cache coherence across CPU and GPU cores.
These new capabilities encourage programmers to coordinate work across CPU and GPU
cores to effectively utilize the cores and cache in heterogeneous processors.
This thesis aims to enable programmers to write applications that deftly and efficiently
coordinate computation across CPU and GPU cores in heterogeneous processors. We begin
this work by characterizing the microarchitectural behaviors of CPU and GPU cores, and
the software pipeline structures of GPU computing applications. Our results show that
GPU cores tend to perform as well or better than CPU cores on applications with very
wide data-level parallelism (DLP). However, CPU cores can perform better on low-DLP
computation, especially when the work has high instruction-level parallelism (ILP). Many
software structures contain varying DLP from one pipeline stage to the next. These results
indicate that for heterogeneous processors, programmers may adapt code to concurrently
execute application stages with high DLP on GPU cores, and stages with low DLP or high
ILP on CPU cores. We document our efforts to develop optimized heterogeneous processor
applications and the simulation infrastructure to test possible hardware configurations
with high fidelity.
Then, we propose and evaluate techniques that improve the performance, programmability, and energy efficiency of synchronization and coordinated computation in GPUs and
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heterogeneous processors. Specifically, we identify two processor design challenges that
limit the performance and energy efficiency of these coordinated work applications.
First, GPU barrier synchronization provides a useful mechanism for programmers to
reduce synchronization granularity from numerous GPU threads. However, GPU barriers
can still cause high overhead; threads must wait at barriers for lagging threads. Further, to
communicate from GPU to CPU cores requires longer latency memory ordering guarantees
than commonly used in discrete GPU applications. To reduce barrier overhead, we propose
a hardware technique, the Transparent Fuzzy Barrier, which dynamically finds and executes
instructions while threads wait at barriers to reduce barrier overhead by more than 50%.
Transparent Fuzzy Barriers require small changes to logic or added storage, and they can be
implemented within the existing architectural specification of barriers, easing programmer
and compiler burdens to hide barrier overhead.
Second, GPU applications often use very coarse-grained producer-consumer communication, which reduces performance due to excessive cache spills and energy-expensive
off-chip memory accesses. Existing software transformations can reduce cache spilling,
but they tend to be complicated, requiring the programmer to reason about producer-toconsumer mappings and cached data footprint. To ease the cache management burden,
we propose a novel hardware technique, called Q-cache, to support concurrent producerconsumer activity. Q-cache measures the cached data footprint and throttles producer or
consumer tasks when buffered data might start spilling from cache. Q-cache eliminates
cache spills and reduces contention to significantly improve application performance and
energy.
More broadly, our work demonstrates that as systems incorporate more tightly-coupled
heterogeneous compute and memory resources, programmers will have opportunities
to adapt applications to execute different portions on the most effective resources. In
this setting, systems need to offer high-performance and energy-efficient communication
and synchronization to coordinate different portions of computation. Additionally, to
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ensure programmers can productively utilize the heterogeneous resources, system programming models should offer simple mechanisms to map portions of computation to
the compute resources and to coordinate their data communication. Both of our hardware proposals—Transparent Fuzzy Barriers and Q-cache—assist programmers in creating
high-performance and energy-efficient applications for heterogeneous processors.

7.2

Future Directions

In Chapters 2 and 3, we discussed many potential future directions for emerging systems
and applications for heterogeneous processors. Here, we discuss the lessons we learned
while studying Transparent Fuzzy Barriers and Q-cache, and how these lessons guide us
toward future work.
Efficient bulk synchronization in GPUs: The results of our study of GPU hardware
barriers in Chapter 5 indicate that excessive load imbalance causes the majority of remaining
barrier overhead when using Transparent Fuzzy Barriers. If systems integrate more features
with latency greater than current off-chip memory access—such as non-volatile memories—
the overheads of load imbalance will increase. Programmers and system designers will
have more incentive to reduce load imbalance.
System designers can select from many different techniques in an effort to manage load
imbalance in GPUs, so future work should investigate the most effective techniques. First,
although we tested a warp scheduling technique with TFBs, there is more opportunity to
manage thread progress divergence within threadblocks. Warp scheduling techniques that
perform well on codes without barriers often prioritize a subset of threads to run ahead of
others, but this progress divergence can exacerbate load imbalance in codes with barriers.
Future techniques should try to manage progress divergence and to identify and prioritize
threads that will run longer than others between barriers.
Second, increased or better-managed GPU parallelism has potential to better hide load
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imbalance. NVIDIA Maxwell GPUs add more threadblock contexts and warp schedulers
per core. This extra parallelism has potential to hide portions of run time during which few
threads are active near barriers by executing instructions from other threadblocks. Our
results show that warp schedulers must be careful not to increase contention with lagging
threads approaching a barrier, but more parallelism would give flexibility to cover more
barrier overheads.
Finally, we expect that performance can be improved around barriers using more
aggressive instruction reordering techniques. Register dependencies on memory accesses
are the second largest cause of barrier overheads when using TFBs. Out-of-order techniques
similar to the TFBs barrier-displaced instruction buffer could allow even more aggressive
instruction buffering and reordering. The BDIB allows GPU threads to have in-order
issue, but out-of-order dispatch and execution. This concept might be useful for other
GPU instruction handling capabilities, such as speculative instruction execution. Further,
we expect there is more opportunity to reorder instructions in the compiler using more
aggressive techniques than we tested in this thesis. We recommend that future work
explore these possibilities.
Efficient producer-consumer communication: The analysis and results in Chapter 6
show that caches play an important role in high-performance and efficient producerconsumer communication. Unfortunately, most existing software is structured using
kernel synchronization, which causes significant cache spilling for back-to-back producerconsumer kernels. We expect that adjustments to software systems or runtimes, hardwaresoftware interfaces, and emerging memory consistency and coherence models could also
support more efficient producer-consumer communication.
First, for programmers, writing code to execute producer and consumer tasks concurrently and correctly can be difficult. If software techniques introduced higher-level
constructs to write code with less explicit thread handling, compilers or runtimes could
help manage caches. Specifically, existing software systems, such as Torch and TensorFlow,
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structure code using high-level computing functions, which explicitly map producer-toconsumer data flow that can be analyzed using algebraic manipulations in the compiler
or runtime. Runtimes for these software systems already map computation to the heterogeneous cores of large-scale systems, but they do not currently support concurrent
producer-consumer relationships as a way to manage communication in caches. We expect
it would be possible to extend these software systems to automatically and concurrently
execute producer and consumer tasks and to signal data readiness between them.
Second, higher-level software abstractions might improve use of cache in the context of
regular producer-consumer communication, but it is often difficult for these software systems to interpret and manipulate conditional or irregular communication, such as in graph
analytics. In the case of more irregular communication, it might be useful for hardware
to expose a more explicit interface for controlling task communication rates. For instance,
hardware could provide an instruction to signal when a concurrent producer-consumer
relationship is starting as a way to enable a Q-cache-like controller in cache. Further, more
advanced techniques might allow software to access estimated cache footprint and for
software to explicitly throttle threads when cached data might start spilling. While these
techniques will expose significant complexity to software, software libraries or runtime
techniques could assist the programmer in on-line estimation and management of cached
data footprint.
Third, although we implement Q-cache in the context of a cache coherent heterogeneous processor with scoped memory consistency, there is opportunity to use this cache
management technique in the context of other systems. We recommend that future work
explore the possibility of implementing Q-cache in GPUs that offer concurrent multikernel
execution but lack all of the machinery for full cache coherence. Further, we expect that Qcache can be implemented within other heterogeneous processors with emerging memory
consistency and cache coherence models.
Finally, we test particular mechanisms that allow Q-cache to throttle communication
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rates, but other techniques could be employed to throttle producer and consumer communication. Depending on system constraints, future work could consider techniques that
modulate memory access rates completely in hardware and do not require core or thread
context adjustments. Software intervention techniques could allow threads to explicitly
yield their contexts when cached data might start spilling. We recommend that future
work explore further possibilities for managing communication rates.
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A

communication characteristics of all suites

This appendix provides a complete set of algorithm-level characteristics for each application
from the five benchmark suites that we study in this work. We list the applications and
classifications of their characteristics in Table A.1, and we describe the characteristics below.

A.1

GPU Computing Algorithm Structures

Table A.1 records which applications have algorithms that are structured as software
pipelines with at least one producer-consumer relationship between stages (“Pipe P-C
Comm.”). As we describe in Chapter 3, these producer-consumer relationships have a
common structure in GPU computing applications. The producer stage processes all
elements in a large data structure and generates some intermediate results that a later stage
will consume. The intermediate results can update the existing data structure, but more
frequently, the producer stage writes results to another data structure that is input to the
consumer. The majority of applications in all open-source GPU computing suites contain
producer-consumer communication.
Of the applications with coarse-grained producer-consumer communication between
pipeline stages, all but two applications could be parallelized to execute producer and consumer stages concurrently. We classify applications as producer-consumer parallelizable
(“Pipe Paral.-able”) if a programmer could make minimal modification to pipeline stages
such that producer stage tasks could signal when data is ready to consumer tasks that can
immediate run, possibly while other producer tasks proceed.
We classify software pipelines as producer-consumer parallelizable when they meet
two conditions. First, the producer-consumer communication must be unidirectional to
avoid potential deadlocks. Fortunately, the GPU computing software pipelines we study
all break down the computation so that producer and consumer stages avoid bi-directional
communication. Second, to be parallelizable, producer-consumer communication cannot
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Table A.1: Complete software pipeline characteristics for Lonestar, Pannotia, Parboil, Polybench, and Rodinia applications in gem5-gpu repositories (14 December 2016).

Suite
Application
Lonestar bfs_atomic
bfs_ls
bfs_wla
bfs_wlc
bfs_wlc_gb
bfs_wlw
bh
dmr
mst
pta
sp
sssp_ls
sssp_wlc
sssp_wln
Pannotia bc
color_mx
color_mmx
fw
fw_block
mis
pr
pr_spmv
sssp
sssp_ell
Parboil
bfs
cutcp
fft
histo
lbm
mm
mri-grid
mri-q
sad
spmv
stencil
tpacf

Algorithm Organization
Pipe
Pipe
VaryP-C
Paral. DLP
Comm. -able
P-C
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y

Y

Y
Y
Y

Implementation Details
Reg.
Irreg.
Fine
SW
P-C
P-C
Topo.- Data- Sync:
Work
Comm. Comm. driven driven Atomic Queue
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
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Suite
Application
Polybench 2dconv
2mm
3dconv
3mm
atax
bicg
corr
covar
fdtd-2d
gemm
gesummv
gramschm
mvt
syr2k
syrk
Rodinia
backprop
bfs
btree
cell
cfd
dwt
gaussian
heartwall
hotspot
kmeans
lavaMD
leukocyte
lud
mummer
myocyte
nn
nw
pf_float
pf_naive
pathfind
srad
strmclstr
Lonestar
Pannotia
Parboil
Polybench
Rodinia
Sums

14
10
12
15
22
73

Algorithm Organization
Pipe
Pipe
VaryP-C
Paral. DLP
Comm. -able
P-C
Y

Y

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

14
10
9
10
19
62
85%

13
10
9
10
18
60
82%

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Totals
13
9
7
8
13
50
68%

Implementation Details
Reg.
Irreg.
Fine
SW
P-C
P-C
Topo.- Data- Sync:
Work
Comm. Comm. driven driven Atomic Queue
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
14
10
9
9
19
61
84%

13
10
3
0
6
32
44%

8
10
12
15
22
67
92%

10
0
0
0
0
10
14%

13
2
3
0
0
18
25%

9
0
1
0
0
10
14%
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include all-producers-to-all-consumers data passing. If all consumers required data from
all producers, all consumers would need to wait until all producers finish executing.
Again, fortunately, applications we study have mostly one-to-one or localized many-to-one
producer-to-consumer communication.
We do not count two applications as producer-consumer parallelizable: Lonestar
bfs_wlc_gb and Rodinia heartwall. These applications use large fused kernels to perform
all work on the GPU, and they complete all synchronization on the GPU using hardware
threadblock barriers or global barriers that cause all GPU threads to proceed together
through stages. This structure witnesses producer-consumer communication and can reduce overheads from launching a kernel for each processing stage. However, a programmer
would need to unfuse the kernels and localize producer-consumer communication to run
producer and consumer stages concurrently.
Finally, as described in Chapter 4.1, applications that are good candidates to target at
heterogeneous processors have varying data-level parallelism (DLP) from one pipeline
stage to the next. We classify an application as having varying DLP when it contains
successive pipeline stages with data footprints or task counts that vary by more than 50%.
Data footprint and task counts are proxies for the number of data elements processed by
each stage. Chapter 4.1 describes the algorithm structures and classes of applications that
commonly contain varying DLP pipeline stages, and we denote the particular applications
in Table A.1 (“Vary-DLP P-C”).

A.2

Regular and Irregular Algorithms

Burtscher et al. define regular and irregular applications [21]. A computation is considered
to be regular if the data can be regularly structured, as in arrays or matrices, and tasks
process the data in regular or statically predictable ways. In irregular computations, on the
other hand, tasks operate on irregular data structures, such as graphs or priority queues,
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and tasks may need to be spawned dynamically based on the data.
Each pipeline stage of an application can be a regular or irregular computation, so
an application can be classified as containing both regular and irregular algorithms. As
we describe in Chapter 4.1, irregular applications often contain the varying DLP characteristics that may be a good fit for heterogeneous processors. However, when adapting
these applications for heterogeneous processors, programmers will need to consider the
synchronization and communication structures, which can be affected by the regularity of
the computations.
We classify the regularity of communication between pipeline stages in Table A.1.
Similar to the definition of regular computations, regular producer-consumer communication (“Reg. P-C Comm.”) passes producer intermediate data to consumers using
regular structures and with regular or statically predictable mapping between producer
and consumer tasks. On the other hand, irregular producer-consumer communication
(“Irreg. P-C Comm.”) either passes data using irregular structures, or with irregular or
dynamically-determined producer-to-consumer mappings.
Most applications in the Parboil, Polybench, and Rodinia benchmark suites contain
regular data structures and computation, and as a result, the communication between
pipeline stages is mostly regular. On the other hand, the Lonestar and Pannotia benchmark
suites contain numerous irregular pipeline stages, so data is often passed from producer to
consumer using irregular structures.

A.3

Topology-driven and Data-driven Algorithms

Nasre et al. describe topology-driven (“Topo.-driven”) and data-driven (“Data-driven”)
task handling in emerging irregular applications [101]. In each stage of computation,
topology-driven applications spawn a task for every data element in a structure, such
as each node or edge in a graph. Tasks first check whether there is work to do at their
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respective element. If so, the task completes the work, but if not, the task exits immediately,
completing no useful work. When small subsets of the data must be processed in a stage,
few tasks do useful work, so a topology-driven approach can be very wasteful of compute
resources.
An alternative approach is called “data-driven” irregular computation [101], because it
accounts for whether a data element must be processed in the next computational stage.
When a task updates a data element during one stage, it can often check whether its
activity will trigger further work on that data in the following stage. If so, it can signal
this requirement by creating a work item (request) in a queue. The following stage of
computation can just spawn tasks for each work item in the queue rather than for all data
elements.
Although Lonestar and Pannotia suites both contain applications that operate on irregular data structures, only applications in the Lonestar suite are optimized to process
data using data-driven algorithm structures. The Lonestar applications witness significant performance improvement—sometimes more than 25×—from data-driven algorithm
design. Our testing suggests that most of the Pannotia applications could benefit from
data-driven transformations, but our work only applies this technique in practice for the
color application, which shows up to 35× performance improvement depending on the
character of the input graph.

A.4

Existing Application Synchronization

Finally, some applications in open-source suites already contain some synchronized data
communication using structures we describe in Chapter 4.2. Some applications use finegrained data updates with GPU atomic operations (“Fine Sync: Atomic” in Table A.1) to
perform coordinated data updates across many threads in a lock-free manner. In a few cases,
like Parboil histo and mri-grid, use of atomic operations can signal more complicated
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inter-task communication than the common producer-consumer communication in most
applications. These atomics introduce extra communication ordering requirements that can
complicate the programmer’s job when trying to parallelize producer-consumer pipeline
stages.
More commonly, though, atomics are used to manage software queues to pass data from
producers to consumers (“SW Work Queue” in Table A.1). Producer stage tasks atomically
push work items into software queues—often using atomics—to designate the work that
consumer tasks must complete at a later time. Most of the Lonestar applications have datadriven irregular algorithm implementations that reduce the amount of work that successive
stages of the application must complete. These implementations use software queues with
atomics to track the work items. In Chapter 6, we describe how software queues can reduce
the programmer’s burdens for mapping producer-to-consumer communication.
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